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Albuquerque, New Mexico,

HARA SHADOWED
BY NAKDKA

BURCH LEGALLY

FOR

MONTHS BEFORE

Tuesday, November 8, 1921.

Pershing Picks Hero to Help
Bear Unknown Soldier's Body

E, SUPERIOR
JUDGE DECIDES

Washington, Nov. 7. (Special.)
Sergeant Samuel Woodfill, hailed
,by General Pershing as the greatest
of the American heroes of the war,
be one of those to bear the
i
HE
KILLED His Defense, However, On a 'will
body of the unknown American
hero to burial at Arlington ceme- Charge of Slaying Ken- tery
November 11.
Be
Will
home is at Bolle- nedy
Insanity, The sergeant's
Confession of Assassin of
view,
Ind., but for twenty years he
'
'ate.
Attorneys
j has Bpent most of his time in the
Japanese Premier Shows
army. He was a
I
.i
n The A
officer when the United States en- -'
That the Killing Had Long Los Angeles
7.
, Nov.
tered the war. He rose to the rank
C. T3nrc'ABeen Premeditated,
,cted for murder of captain, but such are the forin connects 5
n the slaying of tunes of war that ha Is back again
the ranks.
J. Bclton 'j?.-dy- ,
broker, here in Woodfill
DAGGER HETjSED WAS
became known as the
last
adjudged
legally
world's greatest hero when he atBOUGHT LAST SUMMER sane Augu,4S
her'- - y by Superior Judge tacked single
handed a scries of
Sydney ' " eves. The court de- machine gun nests, wiped out the
on that Burch bo crews, killing the last of them with
Assistant Station Master at nied a
anlty trial before trial an entrenching pick. As a reward
Tokio Also Has Been Ar- grante
of th'
for this feat Woodfill, then a
ier case.
received a commission (temBurch's defensa In
rested in Connection With theNtmuiudriless
action will be Insanity, porary) as captain, the congressional
medal
of honor, the croix de
his attorneys indicated. They filed
the Assassination,
a motion asking postponement that guerre with palm, was made a
they might obtain depositions in chevalier of the Legion of Honor,
(Rj The AftNoetnted Crete.
from Montenegro the
Tokio, Nov. 7 (by the Associated the east which they said would and received
class).
The confession of Ryichi pertain to Burch's mental condi- Order of Prince Danilo (fifth
Press.)
Ilellcvlcw Hero In Action.
Nakoka, assassin of Premier Hara, tion. At the request of the proseHere is Woodf ill's citation:
shows that the killing had long cution, the court put off ruling on
"For conspicuous gallantry and
been premeditated.
The censor- the request for delay until tomorthe
atintrepidity above and beyond
row.
ship placed on details of the
the
The court also continued until call of duty in action with
tack and motives for the assassinaOctober
tomorrow consideration of a mo- enemy at Cunel, France,
tion was partially lifted today.
his
Nakoka had been shadowing the tion to dismiss the murder chargo 12, 1918. While he was leading
company against the enemy his line
Oben-chalpremier, seeking; a chance to stab against Mrs. Madalynne
machine gun
him, whenever Mr. Hara left the
Indicted jointly with Burch, came under heavy
station. Ho always met with fail- on the ground that she had not fire, which threatened to hold up
advance.
ure, however, owing to the strict been given a trial within the stat- the
"Followed by two soldiers at
In his confession, utory period of sixty days.
police guard.
twenty-fiv- e
yards, this officer went
Nakoka says he purchased the
out ahead of his first line toward
dagger he used last summer, and
a. machine
gun nest and worked
that tsinco then h had awaited the CHRISTMAS TO BRING
his way around its flank, leaving
right moment.
BUT LITTLE CANDY TO two soldiers in front.
'''he most reliable newspapers
Eights German Officer.
hero say Nakoka had no accomCHILDREN IN RUSSIA
"When he got within ten yards
plices.
of the gun it ceased firing, and
Police have found, according to
Hl.T The AsBoolntrd
Trent.)
four of the enemy appeared, three
tho Nichl Nichl, that the assassin
7.
Christmas
of
whom were shot by Lieutenant
had been inspired to commit the
Petrograd, Nov.
deed through his interest in poli- will bring but little candy or oth- Woodfill,
at
"The fourth officer rushed
tics and association with hiB super- er sweets to Russian children. In
attemptthe assistant fact a great percentage of them Lieutenant Woodfill, who
ior, 1 Hashimoto,
riflo.
his
with
club
officer
ed
the
to
station master at the Otsuka rail- will not even have enough bleck
Lieu- way station, who also has been ar- bread, much less ginger cookies After a hand to hand struggle
eclairs.
chocolate
is
and
rested.
it
Hashimoto,
alleged,
Russia's suguar crop this year
indulged in severe criticism of policies of Premier Hara.
Referring amounted to only slightly more
in the presence of Nakoka to the than 200,000,000 pounds, for
YORK
popersons less than two
thrilling deeds of tne
litical martyrs whoso names wore pounds for each person. And the
"sacred in the history of the Meijl importation of sugar is practicalrestoration,' Hashimoto is declared ly nil.
to have expressed regret over the
These figures are from tho ofdisappearance of the Samurai and ficial reports of the government.
to have declared that the youths The Russian pound Is only twelve
were cowardly and could not 'be ounces, or
less than the
expected to commit hara kail.
American
A MAYOR TO
Consequent the
"But I shall be an exception," sugar croppound.
is not
for
this
Nakoka is said to have exclaimed, much in excess of year
150,000,000
"i shall commit hara kari," mean- American pounds.
ing the killing or Premier Hara.
In pre-wdays RussU used to
Is the Democratic
On September 3, Nakoka purabout as much suijbv as It Hylan
chased a dagger.
Since, he de- export
now
Bearer While
its
animal
proand
Standard
produces,
clared ho had studied tho moat ef- duction was over
times
twenty
fective means of being able to use what it is
Backed
Is
By ReCurran
today. The population
it.
was about 180,000.000 before Po- Coalitionists
and
An extract from a note book of
publicans
land, Finland, the Baltic states,
Nakoka by the police is declared to Georgia.
Armenia and parts of
'
read :
Bjr The Aeeocliited trm.
"
-werp created inti).ne.ur gov
The
ques"September 1; I wait to see ernmenis.
7.
Nor
New
Tork,
pre-wso in
days
when my name will be published
tion to be answered by the ballotsS
in prominence in all newspapers." there was a per capita consumpin the city election November
tion
of
over
Russian
twenty
followed
Then in the note book
tiger
is whether the Tammany
the addresses of the residence of ; pounds of sugar annually.
shall purr contentedly in city hail
the premier.
or
whether
four
for
years,
another
According to the police, Nakoka COLOMBIAN PRESIDENT
his would-b- e
tamers, the republisaid:
DECIDES
TO RESIGN cans and coalitionists will twiBt his
"It was a great mistake for Hara
him to tho secludrive
and
tail
to remain in office, disregarding
sion of the wigwam in Fourteenth
(11
The
Preu.)
public opinion. I know it was a
Bogota, Colombia, Nov. 7 (by the street. It has agitated all New
great crime for a young man, but
I havo done it because I love my Associated Press.) Opposition in Yorkers since early summer.
For the Inst few weeks the ears
I intended to commit the Colombian chamber of deputies
country.
suicide on the spot and am sorry to the administration of President of the voters have been bombardSuares reached such a point today ed with all sorts of campaign arI failed."
The police say Nakoka wept as that the president decided to re- guments by hundreds of oratorsSel-in
he told his story.
sign. The congress will meet to- halls and on street corners.
morrow to elect a provisiom.1 pres- dom in the history of municipal
TOOTHAU, PLAYER MIXED. ident to act until the next elections elections here has there been such
a flow of oratory, of charges and
Toledo, U.. Nov.. 7. Carleton are held.
General George Hulquln, former counter charges.
Mannnback, 17, fullback on a local
Is
killed
was
William Travers Jerome, a
foreign minister,
prominently
amateur football team,
district attorney who stirred
almost Instantly during a game mentioned for the position of proh- - i
visional president.
New York a number of years ago,
yesterday.
the politdramatically
ical arena recently as a supporter
of the republican coalition cause.
He breathed fire into the camand bitterly denounced
paign
Mayor Hylan and his administration. .
in addition,
The newspapers,
have printed column after column
of political news and the bewildered voter faces the problem of
trying to dissect the mass of
claims and counter claims and cast
his vote intelligently.
The majority of the dally paper
In the greater city editorially faMov- vor the candidacy of Maj. Henry
H. Curran, the republican-coal- i
tion contender for mayor. Mayor
John F. Hylan, a candidate for reelection on the Tammany ticket,
has his principal editorial backing
from the papers controlled by Wil- '
(BY THE ASStM 'I A TED PRESS.)
liam R. Hearst. The conditions in
the this
Kronstadt, Russia, Nov. 7 (by bor craft, one of which borecomrespect are nearly identical
Associated Press.) Today, for tho name of "Clara Zetkin," the
those four years ago when
with
were
munist
moving.
agitator,
last
of
revolt
first time since the
Hylan won a sweeping victory over
out
the
was
of
Smoke
coming
imnine
for
which
March,
days
the late John Purroy Mitchel.
tho Bovlet power, an stack of the gigantic
Political wiseacres figure that
perilled
American correspondent was per- Volkoff, with which the soviet the women, who will vote for the
have
the
authorities
promised
mitted to visit Russia's Baltic fleet
first time in a
election,
base and the island fortress, which American relief administration to hold the balancemayoralty
of power. Womkeep Petrograd harbor open until en showed a keen Interest
form Russia's chief defense.
in the
20 or possibly all during
Only one small boat plies dally December
is a primaries and registration and asn
the twenty miles between Petro- the winter. The
many
districts,
polled
nearly
resembling
grad and Kronstadt, and passen- mass of steel girders,
total
of a railway many votes asis the men. The about
gers must have permits from Col. the superstructure
1,268,364,
above
which
rises
sharp registration
I!. P. Beek, formerly of the old bridge,
100.000 short of the record regisRussian army, but more recently steel runners, which are capable tration in the last presidential elecwith the commission of Ludwlg of cutting or crushing by weight, tion.
,
Martens in New York. Colonel ice more than a foot thick.
The city is considered democratWhere the Neva widens into ic under
Beek accompanied tho correspondnormal conditions, naadent on tho trip which starts from Neva bay, the American relief visl-bltional party lines generally beins
o
are
warehouses
ministration
the main channel of the Neva and
discarded in municipal elections.
several miles to the southleads along the deserted
docks
As usual, the rival managers prewhich are lined with war ships, ward along the shipping canal. dict victory. The Tammany chiefa half dozen Bmall Russian, tains claim
the guns of which are covered by Here,
Mayor Hylan will be
wooden shacks, and rusting mer- Swedish and German steamers to- elected by majorities
running all
were
flour
day
unloading
grain,
vessels.
chant
the way from 100,000 up. The
Only a few tugs, and farm
machinery.
wood
claims
harof the republican-coalitionisttowing
barges, and tiny
The course from Petrograd to
made with equal confiKronstadt lies almost directly dencewhile
are
more modest.
westward and can be steered by obAlthough the socialists, prohibiserving thev high Byzantine dome tionists, single taxers,
of the great Kronstadt cathedral,
and communists have tickwhich is visible long before Kot-H- n ets in the
observers agree the
island on which
Kronstadt main fightfield,
will be between Hylan
stands.
FORECAST.
Curran. Socialist leaders preNeva Bay narrows as it ap- and
Denver,
Colo.,
Nov. 1. New
dict the socialist vote will total
and the 225,000.
kronstadt,
Mexico: Partly cloudy east, fair proaches
west portion Tuesday, colder east mainland closes in on the stronghold, making it possible for strong
of mountains; Wednesday, fair.
Arizona:
Fair, Tuesday and land batteries on both shores to MORE THAN 10,000 JAP
Wednesday; not much change in defend the Island and a fleet lying
WOMEN SIGN PETITION
In the naval harbor.
temperature, ,
A long black line on the hills
PRAYING
FOR PEACE
twelve miles to the southward of
LOCAL REPORT.
Kronstadt Indicates the position of
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
The
Annrlated
(Bj
Prea.)
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, the Krasnaya Gorka fort, from
Nov. 7. Madame
Washington.
which the bolshevlki directed their Kajl Yajima, an
recorded, by the university:
Japan
68 artillery fire and the great mass ese woman. Presented to President
Highest temperature
32 movement across the ice which, Harding a memorial signed by more
lowest ,.
36 finally subjugated
the mutinous man iu,ueg or her countrywomen
Range
Mean
60 fleet and the island
forts last praying for the success of the arma
63 March and forced S. M. Petrlchen-kHumidity at 6 a. m
ment conference and for everlast6
m
17
the revolutionary leader, and ing peace throughout the world.
Humidity at p.
None
General
assoPrecipitation
Madams
Koslovjky and their
for the last
10 ciates to floe serosa the breaking thirty years Yajima
Maximum wind velocity
has been president of
Variable Ice to the Finnish coast under
direction of wind
the Japanese Women's Christian
Clear
losses.
Character of day
Temperance union,
J

15

",

Believe She Should Be Accorded the Same Privilege
Accorded Wagner, Says
Superintendent Conway.
DENIES BOARD'S RIGHT
TO ASK HER TO RESIGN

Probe Started to Find Out If
the Allegations Apply to
Under the
Federal Aid

lieu-cna-

Smith-Hugh-

(PBCIAL

n,

NEW

HE

WILL

Photos show General Pershing pinning decoration on Sergt Samuel
Woodfill while .Imorica's war forces were still in .''ranee, and a
The sergeant no longer wears the museloseup of the super-hertache he wore "hen decorated, it will be noted.
tenant Woodfill killed the officer fivo men in one m chine gun pit
with his pistol. His company there- with bis rifle. He then drew his
upon continued to anvance until revolver and started to Jump into
shortly afterwards another ma- the pit when two other gunners
chine gun nest was encountered.
only a few yards away turned their
"Calling on his men to follow, gun on him.
Lieutenant Woodfill rushed ahead
"Failing to kill them with his
of his line in the face of heavy fire revolver,
ho grabbed a pick lying
from the nest.
noarby and killed both of them.
"A few minutes later this officer Inspired by the exceptional courage
for tho third time demonstrated displayed by this officer, his men
conspicuous daring by charging an- pressed on to their objective under
other machine gun position, killing severe shell and machine gun fire."

FOCH'S MESSAGE

m

RUSSIA'S BALTIC FLEET BASE

IS LIKED WITH IDLE WARSHIPS

AND RUSTING MERCHANT VESSELS

Only a Few Tugs, Towing Wood Barges, and
Tiny Harbor Craft Are Found to Be
ing; American Correspondent Visits Port
for the First Time Since Last March.

er

er

s,

WEATHER

farmer-la-borit-

o,

ter-rib- lo

The AiwlHled

(11

ar

AMM-lnli-

MRS. SOUTHARD

IN

2 SH0RTPARAGRAPHS

one-four-

ar

OF

PEACE EPITOMIZED

TO ELECT

--

01

'

HEARS

I'rrna.)

Chicago, Nov. 7. Two short
paragraph in Marshal Forh's
last speech In Chicago, epitomizing the peace message of a
war leader, were prominently
commented on today:
"Peace we shall have it
soon on the same condition
that we got war. We must
fight for it In the moral sphere
as we did in the physical
sphere. Peace has been promised from the first night of
Christianity only to men of
good will.
"Good will must be In the
bottom of the heart; without
it it is only a sham peace."

WITHOUT TREMOR

'

B.v

Tho trial of Roscoe

for

the

(Fatty)

Ten Years to Life Imprison
merit-ithe State Peni
Woman Con
for
tentiary
Murder
on
victed
Charge.
Tha

(B

ARBUCKLE TRIAL IS?
SET FOR NOVEMBER 14
The AMoclaled Preu.)
San , Francisco, Calif., Nov.

SENTENCE

7.
lo

manslaughter
growing out of the death of Miss
Virginia Rappe, was continued today until November 14 by conseil
of both sides.
The court announced that the trial positively
would? begin on the fourteenth.
The trial had been set for today.
Arbuckle's counsel said Armistice
day and a local election made a
week's continuance advisable, although he was ready to proceed if
necessary. The district attorney
said that as both sides had agreed
on a continuance, he had no witnesses on hand.
Arbuckle was In court, accompanied by his wife. There was no
crowd present, but the Woman's
Vigilant committee had representatives on hand as in the preliminary hearing of the Arbuckle case.
FIHK IV A COLLEGE.
Macon Ga.; Nov. 7. Fire broke
out tonight in the main building
of St. Stanislaus college, a Catholic Institution devoted to training
for the priesthood. All of the 100
students, many of whom are from
foreign countries, were reported to
have escaped without injury.,

Am

(cited JPrcn.)
Idaho, Nov. 7.

TO MORNING

JOURNAL)

Santa Fe, Nov. 7. United State?
District Attorney Craig stated this
afternoon he had been asked be
the federal board for vocational
education, whether tho charges
's
made in Traveling Auditor Whit-liurredepartment of education
port applied to federal aid allotted to the state under tho Smith-Hushact and that ho would
make an inquiry at once.
following
Other developments
tho traveling auditor's report were
statement
Miller's
C.
Mrs, Ruth
that the board of education lacked
her resignaauthority to demand
tion as director ot industrial eduSchool
SuperinState
cation, and
tendent Conway's statoment that
ho had under consideration the request of prominent women that
Mrs. Miller be given a hearing on
specific charges.
Asks for a Hearing.
Mrs. Miller said only Mr. Conway,
who appointed her, had the power
to nsk for her resignation, or to
remove her, and asked In a letter
to Conway that she bo given a
hearing cn formal charges before
he acted.
She said In part: "I have nom
my present position continuously
for almost five years under ap
and
pointment first by Mr. Wagner Janthen your appointment last
uary. During the first four years
of my incumbency in this position.
I worked by your side almost aai-i- v
and vou hud every opportunity
of ascertaining whether I was tho
proper person to discharge the du- ties of this office, and I presumed
that when you appointed me In
January, Inst, you were satisfied
with my administration of tne
If since that time I have
been remiss In my duties, I feel
that you owe it to me and to the
public to say wherein I have failed
or upon what ground you base
your proposed action.
fVvml Without Jurisdiction.
"The state board of education,
or at least three members, proposed to remove mo from office
without any statement whatever as
to tho reasons prompting the action. Of course this board, as I
have nolntcd out. had no jurisdic
tion in tho matter whatever, ani
no more right to request me to resign than they had to request the
governor of the state of New Mexico to resign. But if it had the
power, certainly an appreciation
of fair play would have prompted
them to have given me notice of
any charges they might have
against mo and an opportunity to
be heard."
Request Vndcr Advisement.
Mr. Conway said "some of the
women believe she should be accorded the same privilege accorded Mr. Wagner, who was given
thirty days to reply to the charges against him, and I have taken
their request under advisement.
The impression has gone out that
snap judgment has been taken in
this matter and I don't want it
felt that injustice has been done
any one."
Mr. Conway added
that tho
board's action in asking for Mrs.
Miller's resignation was not based
e.

Be
Twin Falls,
fore a crowded court room, Lyda
Meyer Southard, convicted of kill
ing Edward F. Meyer, her fourth
husband, and charged collaterally
with the murder of three previous
tohusbands and a brother-in-laday was sentenced to serve a term
of from, ten years to life imprison
ment in the state penitentiary.
The defendant stood up, fixed her
eyes upon tho bench and received
the sentence without a tremor.
Notice of appeal was filed by her
attorneys but a stay of execution of
sentence was not asked and it was
considered likely that a committment would follow in a few days.
Mrs. Southard yesterday packed
up all her belongings about the
county jail and, according to her
attorneys, has expressed a wish to
begin serving her sentence at once.
Under Idaho law, tho duration of
indeterminate sentences is largely
in the hands of the state pardon
board. Mrs. Southard may or may
not be given credit for good behavior. She may be released upon
serving her minimum term or she
may remain in prison for tho balance of her natural life. On the
other hand, action cutting the term
to less than ten years is within the on the traveling auditor's report
discretion of the pardon board.
alone, but "this matter has been
No action against Mrs. Southard before the board for some time."
is contemplated in connection with
the deaths of Edward or Robert C.
INDIAN CHIEFS TO
Dooley .former husband and brother-in-- 4
respectively, according1
PAY HIGH HONORS TO
to officials.
-

law,

.

,

A WORD TO OUR FRIENDS
I havo directed that a subscription drive be put on byI tlie
am
arc several reasons why I have (lone this.
Journal. TlM-rdisposed to take our readers into my confidence, and tell them
decision.
frankly tho reasons for such a more
should become acIn the first place many
quainted with tho merits of the Journul as a newspaper and with
Our rcgulur
its puriioscs in helping correct public injustices.
bona fide subscription list at the opening of this drive is abont
8,000. This should be expanded to 10.000 In the next seven weeks.
Wo aro publishing a bettor paper than our present number
of suliscrlbers Justifies. No wIkto else in the I'nltcd States is as
good a paicr published In a city of the size of Albuquerque.
A list of 10.000 would justify us hi going on. I have preferred
expanding our lists, to contracting the quality of our paper.
With the larger list
Tho Journal Is making some money.
the income will no adequate.
Last spring we installed a new press. This machine cost ns
S2B.OOO.
The costs of installation ninde this Investment nmount to
We lMiught It largely on faith in the future of the
9.15.000.
New Mexico. We
paper through tho growth of Albuquerque and our
bankers, while
knew we would need some financial help from
we were earning this money.
our hank-lu- g
we
lost
our
instnltnion
Jnst as wo were completing
connections through an episode with which the public is
familiar. Instead of having connections with a bank which for
years had had our accounts with practically no loans, thereby
to form new
entitling us to help we needed, we were compelled
Wo do not feel disconnections where wo began as borrowers.
posed to linposo upon theso friends although they linvo compiled,
with our requests and knew nothing of .the campaign until it
was announced.
This drive will brlnfr ns money enough to clear
tho balance of our obligations and leave us in an Independent
.

DIIPATCH

e

.

position.

Interest will bo stimulated In wliae we are doing. The merits
of tho Journal will be talked, from one end of the state to the
other, by our salesmen and their friends.- People who do not
see our paper, and therefore know little of its policies, w ill become advised of what we are doing.
The securing of new subscriptions and the collections on old
ones, cost us a substantial per cent. Whether or not the prizes
t during the campaign, abnormwe are offering will mak? tills
ally high,
depends upon the public response.
I ' therefore wish to say to our friends that we need your
assistance and cooperation.
When one of our salesmen culls Uon
you, pleaso give her a cordial hearing and do for her nil that
your circumstances will tcrmlt.
By your cooperation yon will substantially assist me In what
I am trying to do for New Mexico. Every ounce of strength wc
can acquire is being expended for the public welfare. I havo no
avenue to the treasuries of tho special Interests. I am dependent
entirely upon public Bitpport.
Please enter into tho spirit of tills drive' and add all the
test you can to our enterprise. You will give ns strength in this
CARL C. MAGEE.
way, to strike In your behalf. . ;
'

U. S. UNKNOWN

HERO

(Br The Anonrlatrd Pmn.)
Washington, Nov. 7. Four Indian chiefs, each a tribal hero, will
pay to tho unknown dead at Arlington next Friday the highest
honors known to their race by
placing upon the casket a coup
stick and war bonnet. Plenty
Coos, of the Crows; Lone Wolf of
the Klowas, and Amos Red Owl,
and Stranger Horse of the Sioux,
were chosen to confer the decoration by Commissioner
of Indian
Affairs Burke, because of their
the
in
prominence
history of tho
west. Each Is a high chief in his
tribe and had fought American
soldiers. They will be dressed in
full warrior regalia.
The coup stick,
pronounced
"kroo," is several feet long and was
carried by warriors who considered
it a brave deed to touch an enemy
during a fight. AVhep a warrior
did so he cut a notch in" the stick
or attached to it an eagle feather.
The war bonnet was regarded by
the warrior as the most important
article of his regalia, and only
proven braves were allowed to
wear one.

SUITS AGAINST DEMING
HOSPITAL
(PICIAL

DISPATCH

REVERSED
tO

Washington, Nov. 7 (by the Associated Press.) Tho French delegation to tho Washington conference was completed tonlRht with
the arrival of Premier liriand it
ine noau or several delegates, lie,
Willi

VHH'J

IMtimiK'I S

UK!

OE

party were greeted by of Eicia 1h representing the American government
and cheered by thousands of spectators.
Secretary Hughes was the first
to grasp tho hand of the premier
and to extend the government's
welcome.
General Pershing, as
the representative ot the army,
also was present and was one of
to greet General Ruat,
the
chief of staff of the French army,
and acting military adviser to tho
delegates.
Other officials from the state do.
partment and the army met the
visitors in New York and accompanied them on tho special train.
Military Hand Plays.
After introductions Premier Briand anil Secretary Hughes, with
their staff officials were escorted
to automobiles
waiting to taka
them to their residences.
Then
came the bugler's call "Attention"
and tho squadron of cavalry presented arms.
The military band followed with
the Marseillaise. Then the bnnd
broke into the strains of "Tho
Star Spangled Banner." The visitors, preceded by a cavalry squadron, were then taken to their hotel.
Other members of the delegation
to arrive tonight Included
Rene
Vivian!, deputy and former premier of France; Albert Sarrauf,
senator and minister of colonies,
both of whom are delegates
Amazed nt High Iiulldlngs.
During his drive in vw
to the unner end of ATnni,ni tni in
land today, M. liriand expressed
Hinazenient at tho extent of the
high buildings.
( online linrLr fhrrutt-l- i
Drive and thence to the Pennsylva
nia station, ho was driven at about
...
........ ull iii,gl nil UUN
crowded thoroughfares
with all
traffic standing still because motor
were
cyclists
racing ahead sounding warnings and ho remarked upon the excellent discipline.

JOUANAL,

Santa Fe, Nov. 7. A. B. Rene-haattorney, today was notified
that the United States circuit court
of appeals has reversed the federal
court of New Mexico in Beatrice
Price's ult against the Demlng
Ladles' Hospital
association
for
damages as the result, the plaintiff
alleged, of being burned by hot
water bottles while she was a patient In the hospital. The plaintiff
was given judgment for 6,50O
In
the lower court.

n,

CtiANCy RECOMMENDED.
Santa Fe, Nov. 7. United States
District Attorney George R. Craig
today recommended the appointment of Albert Clancy, Santa Fe,
as his assistant here. Mr. Clancy
was speaker of the house In the
Fifth legislature.

V--

DEPUTIES
TO AID

ASSIGNED'
IN CLEANING

CHICAGO

N

lty Thu Aflsnrlatrft rrtsi.)
Chicago, Nov. 7. Sheriff C. W.

Peters today assigned twenty deputies t,t Klnta'a
f
Crowe to aid the latter in what h'3
nas announced
a campaign
to
Clean tin vtrA in rhlcnpn ami nb..
to "clean up the police depart
ment.
Twenty additional deputies will hn iHvon Ti rv..,A .;H- In a few days. The deputies were
assigned at the request of Ml.
A

CONTEMPT SUIT
AGAINST MAGEE
IN COURT TODAY
The hearing of the contempt
charges, brought against tho
Journal and Carl C. Magee, by
J. M. Haynolds, president
of
the First National bank, will
begin at 9 o'clock this morning
before Judge M. E. Hickey, of
the district court.
Judge Hickey still has under advisement the motion of
the defendants to strike from
the files the amended complaint of the plaintiffs.
Today's hearing probably
will consume most of the day.
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THE RAILWAY
CL AR

Former I, C, C, Chairman
Appeals for a Better Understanding of the Situation Confronting Roads,
SEES

A

M0VET0WARD

FEDERAL

OPERATION

Traffic Lines May Be Hopelessly Crippled or Be
Driven
BankThrough
ruptcy Courts, Declares,

fii-H- t

Act,

es

j

WORLD

PROBLEMS

(Bj Tim Amnrlntfd Prrwi.)

'

a Month
Single (Joplit, So

SHOULD

Premier Briand and Other
Members of the Arms
Limit Party Cheered By
Thousands of Spectators

CHARGES FILED

I

Carrier or Mull. 85c

M

ARE WELCOMED
TO WASHINGTON

AR

A

by

EDITION

FRENCH ENVOYS

WOMEN REDDEST

MRS MILLER

)0k

mm

Dally

CITY

(Ilf Th Airl:ilod PrcM.)
Boston, Mass., Nov. 7. An appeal for a better Understanding of
railroad priublems by tho business
world so that the railroads might
not bo hopelessly crippled or in
be
unwarranted ways
driven
through bankruptcy courts into the
hands
of
the
unwilling
government,
was marie by K, E. Clark, former'
chairman of the interstate commerce commission, in an address
tonight.
"1 know the many unwise and
indefensible things that have been
(lone by railroad financiers and
managements In the past," he said.
"But are those of today to be crucified because of the shortcomings
of their predecessors?"
"It is but a short time since the.
people made It manifest that they
had had enough of government
operation of railroads. There are
those who desire and hnpo for gov
ernmental ownership and operation.
They know that If private ownerfail governship and operation
mental ownership and operation
will inevitably follow. They, therefore, seek to embarrass and discredit tho existing status. The selfish interests of most of them are
apparent. Their success will be
prevented only if those who do not
accept their theories bestir themselves to live interest and helpful activity in the matter."

FARMER IS HELD ON
A CHARGE OF MURDER
IB) The ftasotiatrd I'rM.I
Cedar Itapids, la.. Nov. 7.
James Eieher, 75, a farmer living
six miles southwest of here, was
held to the grand Jury on a charge
of murder in connection with tho
death of Frank Trpkosh, 34, at the
Eieher home Sunday night. According to the police Trpkosh appeared at the Eieher farm late at
iotoxi.'Kted condition.
night In
They said that Eieher told them
that he and his son fired four
shots in the air to frighten the
man away and then locked him up
in the barn.
The police say mat Eieher declared he shot and killed the
he attempted to escape.
Eieher at first said, the police added, that he thought the man was
1 chicken thief.
man-whe-

S. FACES SHORTAGE
OF OIL UNLESS SUPPLY
IS INCREASED AT ONCE

U.

(By The

Aw-iiile-

FreM.)

Chicago, Nov. 7. A report made
today by the gas and oil commit-te- o
at the annual convention of
the American Oas association, declared that the United States would
face an oil famine, which would
restrict use of automobiles and
the cost of gasoline unless
immediate steps are taken to Increase the supply.
The report declared that placing a duty on petroleum would
curtail shipments from Mexico,
and aggravate the situation.

ILLINOIS CENTRAL

PASSENGER
TRAIN IS HELD UP AND LOOTED
OF ALL THE REGISTERED MAIL

Robbers Dynamite the Safe and Steal the
Contents; Mail Car Is Set on Fire; Engineer
and Firemen Extinguish the Blaze After
Robbers Flee in An Automobile.
f BY THE ASSfM 1ATEI)
PRESS.)
raxton, Ills., Nov. 7. The New tne robber, stepping closer, poked
Orleans limited passenger train of the barrel of his revolver in the
the Illinois Central railroad was grimy face of the driver and comheld up tonight by armed robbers manded, "Give her the air, quick."
The
soon brought the
south of Paxton and looted of all train toengineer
a stop. The bandits then
registered mall and the contents of commanded the fireman to uncouple
the safe, which was blown open the mail an oaggago cars, coverafter the bandits had forced the ing him constantly with their

engineer and fireman with pistols
to disconnect the mail and baggage cars and run them to a bridge
crossing a stream further south.
The engineer and fireman at
first hesitated to comply with the
demands of the robbers who crept
over the tender into the cab, but
when pistols were thrust Into their
faces, the trainmen complted and
escaped injury. In dynamiting the
safe the desperadoes set fire to
the interior of the steel mail car.
After the bandits had fled In a
waiting automobile,
the engine
crew returned to the rest of their
train, cut out the flaming car and
proceeded to Champaign, tho next
division point.
The all steel train left Chicago
loaded with passengers at 6:30 tonight, and, crashing through Pax-to- n
at high speed, had gone some
two miles when the fireman, turning to take a scoopful of coal saw
masked men sliding down the coal
pit In the glare from the open fire
box door. He stepped back hurriedly, dropping his shovel. The
noise attracted the attention of the
engineer, who took his eyes from
the rails a moment to ascertain
what was the matter.
"Stop the train." shouted one of
the masked men. holding a pistol
toward the engineer, while another
bsndiv covered the fireman.
The
engineer closed the throttle but
hesitated to apply the brakes until

weapons.
As soon as theso
coaches
were disconnected, the
bandits escorted the fireman back
to tho cab and ordered the engineer to proceed.
As the headlight flashed on the
railing of the bridge over a creek
a mile south of the hold up. the
robbers commanded
the engine
crew to stop. While oni of the
men kept the engineer and fireman guarded In the cab, tho other
robbers entered the mall car and
with celerity blew open the safe,
having everything in readiness for
the act. All the registered mall
was gathered into a bag and all the
valuables in the safe were scraped
together. The robbers then carried
their loot to an automobile waiting
in the shadow of some tress surrounding the stream, waved good
night to tlie trainmen and dushed
away in the car.

READ

IT

The article of T. B. Crabh,
011 tho editorial pago
this morning under our "As
published

The People View It" heading,
is worthy of RIiir Lardner at
his best.
presents the case
of tlie health seeker in reply to
tho article of Mr. George
Kosllngton, published yesterday.

"
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ALL EFFORTS TO

VOTE BONUS FOR

SOLDIERS

FAIL

IN UPPER HOUSE
Plan to Utilize Part of Inter- est on. the Foreign Debt
to Finance Adjusted Com- -pensation Beaten,

'

AMENDMENfPROPOSED
BY JONES DEFEATED

Graduated Tax on "Trans- -,
fers of Property By Gift
By Every Person" is
vided for
(By Tli

in

Measure.

Awwlntrd

I'reM.t

Washington, Nov. 7. The senate drove forward toniKht In an
effort to pass the tax revision bill
before adjournment. Today, It rejected the two remaining soldier
bonus amendments and then proceeded to dispose of the other
amendment rapidly.
Debate on the Simmons and Mc
Kellar amendments, proposing to
utilize part of the Interest on the
foreign debt to finrnce adjusted
for former service
compensation
'men consumed the first five hours.
Both proposals were rejected, the
Simmons amendment, 4 2 to a, una
the MoKellar amendment, 44 to 25.
Without a roll call, the senate
adopted an amendment by Senator Lenroot under which the net
pain made b a taxpayer on the
sale of stocks of corporations
would be taxed at the full Income
normal and sur tax lates.
One Amendment Accepted.
an amendment by Sena, Under
tor Frellnphuysen. which was ac
anv trade or business
cented,
owned by a partnership or Individual which was organized within
four months after the passage of
the tax bill, the corporation might,
nt the option of the nartnershlp or
Individual, pay the corporation tax
on the net Income received from
date of
January 1, 1321, to the
It was providnuch organization.
ed, however, that this option would
not be extended in the case of any
business which realized in the taxable year 1921, 20 per cent or more
profits on the capital Invested.
Trie senate adopted, 35 to 51.
on amendment by Senator Walsh,
providing a graduated tax on
"transfers of property by gift by
The rate range."
every person."
from 1 per cent of the amount by
which the gifts exceed
,000 and
do not exceed J50.000 to 25 per
cent on the amounts in excess of
JIO.OOO.OOO.

Clause Aimed nt Wealthy.
Thirteen republicans Joined the
democratic minority in supporting
the amendment which, it was explained, is designed to prevent
wealthy Individuals from escaping
payment of surtax through divi- -

VIRGINIA

BURLEY

NnfnM

TURKISH

The three greatest
cigarette tobaccos, -blending MILDNESS

MELLOWNESS-AROMA

one-eleve-

n

cigarettes

20forl5
III
it
"Iff

AVE
FIFTH
PawVMMCIYtr

SERVES SENTENCE OF
SIX MONTHS FOR MAN
WHO SAVED HIS LIFE
Leavenworth, Knns., Nov. 7.
H. W. Haley, serving a sentence of six months In the
army disciplinary barracks for
the man who saved his life on
the battlefield of France, was
released today by order of the
war deportment.
Haley's life was saved on the
front by T. W. Jones, a comrade. When Jones was tried for
desertion and sentenced to six
months
imprisonment,
Haley
substituted for Jones.
Haley told officials at the
prison he took the place of the
man to whom he owed his life
in payment of a "soldier debt."
sion of their property among relatives.
By 37 to 22 the senate rejected
an amendment by Senator Jones,
democrat, New Mexico, proposing
to allow partnership and Individuals to elect whether they should
pay taxes on the net Income from
their business at the corporation or
individual's income rates.
On a tie vote, 32 to 32, the senate rejected an amendment by Senator Kenyon, republican, Iowa,
proposing a tax equivalent to ex-15
per cent of the value ot tax
emption securities transferred se-as
parts of estates, providedsix such
months
curities were issued
after passage of the act. Previoussenly, by a vote of 33 to 25, the
ate had rejected nn amendment by
Senator La Fotlette, republican,
Wisconsin, which would have imposed the' same tax and also a 10
per cent tax on the transfer ue-oftax exerrpt securities issueu
fore the passapro of the act.
Urines l"p Sales Tax.
Senator Smoot, republican, Utah,
brought up the sales tax again,
proposing his original 3 per cent
manufacturers' levy, with a 10 per
cent corporation tax, a 32 per cent
maximum income surtax rate, and
a captnl stock tax. It was rejected
without a record vote.
Reconsidering, the senate voted
of
to allow original
purchasers
Liberty and Victory bonds, an exemption equal to the interest on
money borrowed to purchase or
carry those bonds.
On motion of Senator need, the
senate voted, 32 to 31, to strike out
the Lodge amendments allowing
holding companies to deduct from
their capital stock tax the amount
of such tax paid on the stock of
their subsidiaries.
Then on motion of Senator
Ohio, the
democrat,
Pomerene,
senate voted, 44 to 24, to make the
on
all
tax
corporacapital stock
tions the same as at present one
dollar on each $1,000 of capital
stock In excess of $5,000.

SIMPLE FUNERAL
HELD FOR

SLi

HI,

PREMIER

(Br The AnanrintrA Prm.)
Tokio, Nov. 7 (by the Associated
Press). The funeral of Premier
Kara today was of the simplest
character. The ceremony at the
residence was attended only by
friends.
Mayor, Goto, represented
the city. The services were conducted by a buddhist priest and
even assistants, after which the
funeral cortege proceeded to the
Seiyukal headquarters.
The widow and the closest rela
tlves and friends followed after
the body. The coffin was placed
on
an
by
altar, surrounded
wreaths. Including floral offerings
from the emperor and empress.
Crown Prince Hirohito. Kield Marshal Yamagata,
Marquis Salonjl
and all the most prominent embassies and legations.
While the body lay In state,
thousands passed the bier. Tonight the body was conveyed to a
special train which carried it to
Morloka, where the final ceremony
will take place November 11.

F

RICE Ml

TO AVERT

NO ONE LOSES

IRS,

PREMIER STATES

New York, Nov. 7. France is
ready to Join In every endeavor to
avert new wars, "provided she has
nothing to fear for her own securmost
ity, which remains one of the
solid guarantees of the peace of
the world," said Premier Arlstlde
Briand in a message to tne American people upon his arrival today
to attend the armament conference
at Washington.
Premier Briand was met at
Wood Bliss,
quarantine by Robert
ranrciDniln; the state department;
Jule
Bullard.
E.
MaJ. Gen. Robert
Jusserand, Frencn ampassaaor iu
the United States, and representatives of the city and state, who
had gone down the bay on the
army tug Lexington.
After a brief reception on th3
pier, the party then entered decorated automobiles and started
through cheering crowds fora the
Pennsylvania station, where train

for Washington awaited.
"Both our countries
only endeavor to lead the men and peo.
to
will
peaceful and
rles of good
fruitful work to reduce more and
more the risks of war," the premier declared. "Today the world,
which Is In such need of safety
and rest wants not only soothing
words but. realities."
A Rousing Welcome.
A crowd gave the premier and
his party a rousing welcome as
the
they stepped ashore from welsteamship Lafayette. Official
coming ceremonies, which marked the arrival of other delegations
to the conference, were dispensed
with to allow M. Briand to go to
Washington at once.
"On setting foot upon soil of the
great American republic," said M.
first
Brland's message,
"my
thought goes back to those who
generously came to mingle their
blood with that of the soldiers of
France, back to those fighters
whom the United States sent over
to us as the most precious thing
they had, back to those magnificent high souled youths with heroic hearts who fell for right and
for liberty with a smile to the land
that has piously entombed them.
To their families,
France now
sends me as a near relative: I am
assure
to
them
that trie
coming
recollection
of those heroes Is
deeply graven in the heart of every

Frenchman.
"For centuries France ha been
the ground of the great struggles
for civilization. The last war has
shown that she is able to uphold
her ideal to the utmost limit of
pacriflce. She knows In particular
what she owes to the fraternal devotion, to the mighty help which

America brought her.
"The two countries are henceforth united In the same glory
They feel that this very union provides the best guarantee for the
peace of the world and that the
main Interests of mankind cannot
but profit by their close and inti-

mate

For Colds, Orln or Influenza.
and as a Preventive, take Laxative
BROMO QUININE Tablets. The
cenulne bears the signature of E.
W.
Grove. (Be BUre you get
BROMO.) 30c.
BOY IS
HELD IN CONNECTION
WITH DEA
OF A MAN
(B.r The AiKorlnted Prrn.)
Little Falls, Minn., Nov. 7.
John Goodhope, 14, was held in
the county Jail today in connection With tflA rloath nt Aval ll.M.
strom, shot and killed when re
rrom a hunting trip last
turning
nlETbt
Alhorf PalHf
,lU
whose parents Goodhope ' makes

urn uumH, ib Deing

neia as a

wit-

ness. The Goodhope boy was arrested today after Sheriff Paul
Felix announced that the boy had
(Wf The Annorliitfil rrii.)
Toklo, Nov. 7 (by the Associated told him ha flrpri o aht
consmall rifle at the back of an autoPress). The elder statesmen
In
on
mobile
an
the premiership.
ferred today
attempt to break the
So far as Is known, no decision glass in the rear of the car.
was reached, but there was a full
Foot binding. whlcVi reenltn, In
exchange of views between Marquis Salonjl, Marquis Matsukata women having feet so small as to
and Baron Maklno. Admiral Salto. be practically useless, has been disgovernor general of Korea, who continued in enlightened China.
visited the palace to pay his respects to the emperor, Joined In
A minor publithe conversations.
cation issued an extra that Admiral Salto had been summoned YOU
and likely would be charged with
reforming the cabinet. This, however, is regarded as a hasty conclusion.
AT
Another possibility for the premiership figured in the speculation
today In the person of Finance
Minister Takahashl. He has the
support of younger politicians, with It's
Quicksilver,
Salivates,
considerable
influence with the
causes
Rheumatism
and
government.

CANT TRUST

CALOM EL

ALL

Bone Decay

OPERATION RESUMED
The next dose of calomel you
BY INDIANA MINES take may salivate you. It mav
shock your liver or start bone ne.
(Br The Ai.oolntrd Preen.)
Terre Haute, Ind., Nov. 7.

I-

-

Ccticnra Ointment Is
Soothing After Shaving
After shaving with Cutictrra Soap,
the Cuticura way, gently rub tender
spots on face with Cuticura Ointment Then wash all oil with Cuticura Soap and bet water. Rinse
with tepid water.

AMran: "OctfamUb.
tMpltlKtriwbTlMl.
WUilM, Dart. IM,iHn 4 1.Uia." Sold overr-whrGintDMota ftndfcoc TmltnmSbc
Boavac
-..,: - Sop shave without mag.

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire

JOURNAL OPTIC:

Re
ports reaching headquarters of
No.
11.
District
United Mine
Workers of America today, showed
that practically every mine In the
district had resumed operation. Re
sumption of work followed orders
Issued by District President John
HesKler.
Instructing
Saturday,
striking miners to return to work,
and a letter from P. H. Penna, secretary of the Indiana Bituminous
Coal Operators' association to the
operators advising them to continue the check off system Until
prevented from doing so by court.
This action followed the ruling of
the court of appeals at Chicago,
which suspended the Injunction
against the check off, Issued last
week by Judge A. B. Anderson,

CHINA ENDEAVORING
TO NEGOTIATE A LOAN
(By Tb

Aaaoclntrd

Prom.)

Washington, Nov. 7 (by the Associated Press. China
bending
every effort to negotiate a refunding loan to meet the payment of
and Interest due the
principle
Continental and Commercial Trust
company of Chicago, on a loan of
$5,600,000, Minister Sze was Informed tonight by Peking. The new
minister of finance, the message
said, had given assurances to this
effect to American Minister Schur- 1

man.

CLOO CAMPAIGN'

Nation
Ready to Avoid Generous Plan of Morning
Armed Conflicts Provided
journal Should Bring
to
Fear
Ambitious Workers.
Has
She
Nothing
Own
Her
for
security.
The Morning Journal's Salesclub campaign, In
manship
(1
The Amoelntea Vm:
which five automobiles end

Q Q

JAPANESE CONFER ON
SUCCESSOR TO HARA

IN AUTOMOBILE

crosls. Calomel Is dangerous.
It
la mercury, quleksil.er. It crashes
into sour bile like dynamite,
cramping and sickening you. Calomel attacks the bones and should
never be put Into your system.
If you feel bil'ous, headachy,
constipated and all knocked out,
Just go to your druggist and get a
bottle of Dodson's Lilver Tone for
a few cent which Is a harmless
vegetable substitute for dangerous
calomel. Take a spoonful and If It
doesn't
start your liver and
straighten you up better and quick-e- r
than nasty calomel and with
out making you sick, you Just go
back and get your m.uey.
Don't take calomel!
It can not
be trusted anv more than s lenn.
ard or a wlld-ca- t.
Take Dodson's
Liver Tons which straightens you
rigni up and makes rou feel fine.
No salts necessary. Give it tn the
children because It is perfectly
harmless l can not salivate.

thousands of dollars in cash
prizes and cash commissions
will be distributed within the
next few weeks, will undoubtedly prove a most profitable j
and educational course in salesmanship.
It Is something new It is some-

thing different and something
ter than the usual newspaper

betsub-

scription campaign. The Albuquerque Morning Journal has decided
to use this method to Increase its
list of readers; and instead of the
old fashioned method of engaging
newspaper solicitors and giving pre
of dollars in
miums, thousands
gifts and cash commission checksto
will be given to those who wish
of a course In
avail themselves
salesmanship at the expense of this
newspaper.
An Opirort unity.
Never before has such a liberal
presented to our
opportunity beenoerore
hat a more
People. Psever
generous proposition been launch
ed. And it is plain. evident, oy
the rapidly increasing interest, that
the ambitious folks of our field are
going to take advantage of this
opportunity.
Some of tne. Keen entnusiasm
with which some of the Journal
readers are sending in their nomi
nation blanks is shown in statements to the club manager during
the little preliminary chats which
occupied most of his time
Ono Is incredulous.
"Is the Morning Journal

act-

ually going to give away that
long list of big prizes simply in
exchange for gathering club
credits?" asked an incredulous
young woman who visited the
club department In the business office of this paper yesterday afternoon.
"That is all tbat it takes,"
the club manager.
replied
"Credits and credits alone
Credits are given on
win.
will
to the Morning
Journal and by having your
friends clip and save the 100
free credit coupons which appear in each issue of the Journal."
"Well, if that isn't liberal I don't
what is," replied the young lady.
"If I can get a $2,195 Studebaker
Sedan, a Studebaker light '6' with
wire wheels, a classy little Chevrolet or a guarantee of some other
good prize or a cash commission
check as easy as that, believe me,
I m going to get my share or tnie
big gift distribution, I know Just
lots of people an over mis secuon
of the country whom I know will
give me their subscriptions, and 1
can get the 100 free credit coupon
by the score from my friends who
now take the Morning journal
I'm going to Join the club. What
Is tho best method to get started?"
Tlio Way to Start.
The Club manager assured
her that the most rapid way to
get Club credits was to obtain
to The Albusubscriptions
querque
Journal,
Morning
ones
both new
.and collections
at ' the
on old subscriptions,
same time carefully explaining
to her the credit schedule. He
called her attention to the
DECREASING system of credit values, and the $27.00 Club
offer of extra credits.
"You're sure to hear from
me," remarked the young lady
as she rose to depart.
In fact the Club manager
spent a pleasant day talking
with and becoming acquainted with those interested in the
big undertaking of The Mor-ln- g
Journal, and he is glad to
talk with anyone who cares to
some point
have explained
that is not exactly clear. He
is always ready to be ot assist')
ance.
Oct SnhscHbers Fverywhcre.
Other members who visited Club
headquarters asked various questions.
One young man wished to know
If it made any difference If he obtained subscriptions and credits
outside of the district In which he
resided.
He was told of course
that he could go anywhere he
pleased and that there would be
no restrictions as to territory, that
he could get credits anywhere for

that matter.
"What are the districts for
then?" ha asked.
Simply to divide the winners of
the many prizes so that all of them
will not go to any one section, tha
manager told him.
SEND IN NAMES.
Every neighborhood In the city
and
the surrounding territory
which Is covered by the Morning
Journal should have its representative "automobl!
aspirant."
There are so many prizes that
every Club member has an equal
chance of landing a valuable gift.
It should be understood that all of
these prizes, representing thousands of dollars, will , be given
away right in the field covered by
The Albuquerque Morning Journal.
Now Is the Time to Oct Busy,
Ttlght now is the logical time for
club members to send in their
name and get busy. The start Is
the BIO thing, but once "In the
ring" a Club member realizes how
easy It Is to gather credits.
The 100 Free credit coupons will
appear In each issue of The Morning Journal and the only restrlc
tlon on these coupons Is that they
be brought or sent In before the
date of expiration printed thereon.
The first list of Club members
will bo published soon. Make sura
that your name is in that list by
sending in the ENTRY blank tohesitate do it now.
day Don't
Py calling at Club Headquarters
In the business office of The Journal, you can secure much valuable Information that will, help you.
If you cannot call in person, then
use the telephone 13 or If you
live out of town, a postal card will
get the desired results.
do get
But whataver
you
started at once. The "early bird,
etc.," will be amply exemplified

It is easy to identify

Victrola instruments
You can tell them the moment you raise the
lid and see the trademark "Victrola."
You will
also see other Victor trademarks, as the picture
and the phrase "His Master's Voice."
Be sure to get a Victrola instrument, for it is
the chosen instrument of the greatest artists and
specially made to play their Victor records.
The Victor trademarks besides being your means
of identification are also your guarantees of quality.
Victrola instruments are built to give a lifetime of
Look under the lid for the Victor
service.
trademarks "Victrola," the picture and the phrase
"His Master's Voice" and you can be certain of
lasting satisfaction.
Victrola instruments $25 to $1500.
"HIS MASTERS VOlCST

Metrola
REG.

U.S.

sxausMaarw
This trademark and the tradetnarled
word"Victrola"ldentiryallour products.
Look under the lid I Look on the label I
VICTOR TALKING MACHINE CO.
Camden, N. J.

PAT. OFF.

Victor Talking Machine Company, Camden,N.
CAN PURCHASE WIVES
IN CAPE COLONY FOR
FEW HEAD OF CATTLE

FREE

CREDITS

COOPON

Good for 100 Credits in
The Albuquerque Journal
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explained.
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GAS,

OR BAD STOMACH,
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'DIAPEPI'
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CREDITS FOR

MIMIOtJRAPn
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DIst. No.

,

'

Albright

This coupon, neatly clipped out, name and address of tho
candidate filled in, and mailed or delivered to the Campaign
Department of The Morning Journal, will count as 100 FREE
CREDITS.
It does not cost1 anything to cast these Coupons
for your favorite candidate, and you are not restricted in any
sense in voting them. Get all you can and send them In
they all count.

Anderson
PRINTERS

BIN URS
STATIONERS

This coupon must be polled before 9 p. tn., Tuesday, Nov. 22.
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Sour, gassy, upse.. stomach, acidity, dyspepsia; when the food you

er

trained.

TYI'KVVRITKU
CARBON PAPERS

"Pape's iJiapepsln" ends indigestion, h' irtburn in five minutes.

eat ferments into eases and stubborn lumps your head aches and
you feel sick and ml sen bit. that's
when you rea'.lze the quick magic
of Papa's Dlaperntn. If your stomach it In it continuous revolt if
you can't get it regulated try
Pape'a Diar'psln. It's so needless
In this instance.
to have a bad stomach! Make your
next meal a favorite food meal,
FOREST FIRES.
then take a little Dlapepsin. There
7.
Nov.
Mo.,
Bluffs.
not be any lstreps cat withwill'
Poplar
ATMS!
Forest fires near here, are confin- out fear. It's because 1 ape's DlaRSOHt
ing, reports today stated, and the pepsin "really does" regulate weak
OsK fire between Neelyville and Cornstomachs that gives It
Dr. Uulrd bee absolute pront thtt tu- rapid head- Its millions of ealei annually. Get
berculoels can be healed In all climates ing, Ark., Is making
sixty-cecase of Pape's
Iteiu'itl way southward. Cattle are being a large
by TUB INHALANT METHOD.
the wake of the Dlapepsin from any drug store. It
are
For further particular! driven from
most
efficient
the
antacid
addrets THE INHALANT METHOD CO., flames, tha reports said.
is
Suite 09 Union League. Bide, Key No,
Known. It is 'scientific, harmless,
12, Los Angeles, Calif.
Journal Wants bring results.
and belongs In every home,

anywhere in the
unless you are

world

This school offers superior advantages in DAT AND NldHli
SESSIONS. Special Speed Classes.
Private Instruction to backward,
students in all grades of publie,
school work.

'00

100
Credits

tou can't get

business
properly

Miss, Mr. or Mrs

INDIGESTION,

J
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(By Tb Aeeorlnfrd Freea.)

Baton Rouge, La., Nov. 7.Princa Hosanna, of Cape Colony,
Africa, was here today visiting
seven of his sisters who are attending the Southern university.
The prince's father, who is head of
the Zulu tribe, has fifty wives and
twenty-fou- r
and the
children,
prince has nine wives, but tays he is
some
to his
considering selling
brothers. Wives can be purchased
In Cape Colony for from two to two
hundred head of cattle, the prince
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CLIMAX

Craig Summons Members o
His Cabinet From Belfas
to Consider Proposals
Made

Britain.

By

(By Tin-- AMnrliilnl
London, Nov. 7 (by

fmi.)

-

the Aeso
ciatea tress;. uiscussions of an
Irish settl.ment are neartng a ell
max. After a long conference with
Mr. Lloyd George today Sir Jam.
Craifr. ulster premier, rummoned
members of his cabinet from Bel
fast for a meeting here to conslde
proposals made by the British gov'
em mem,
Members of the Ulster cabinet
who will, come Include John Milne
Barbour, marquis of Londonberry
IT. N. Andrews. E. A. Archdale and
Thomas Moles, chairman of the
committee of the Ulster parlia
ment.
The official announcement also
stated that there would be a furth
er conference with Mr. Lloyd
George Thursday
The Irish situation, it was ad
mltted In official circles, is in an
extremely critical stage. It is un
derstood that the Ulster premier
informed Mr. Lloyd George that
he could not possibly think of
of
shouldering the responsibility
accepting the proposals inr.de to
him by the premier and would be
compelled to consult his colleagues.
Kverythlntr. it is said, depends on
Thursday's meetings, and. if the
Ulster representatives reject the
compromise proposals. It is regard
ed as possible Mr. Lloyd George
will carry out his threat to re
sign.
According to agency reports, the
serious official view regarding the
negotiations i due to the stiff at
titude taken by the Ulster premier
in his interview with the premier.
Sir James Is represented as Intimating his firm determination to
maintain Ulster's position, and he
is said to have signified that In
his opinion the proposals which
Mr. Lloyd George submitted to him
seriously Imperiled the rights of
northern Ireland. In any case, he
would concede nothing on his own
responsibility.

.

,.

EMBASSY GrARDED
Santiago, Chile, Nov. 7. An ex
tra police guard was placed about
the American embassy tonight In
view of the fact that the com
munists had planned a demonstra
tion to commemorate the fourth
' anniversary of the revolution and
t Hlso in protest against the convlc-- u
Jon of Sacco and Vanzettl in Mass- d; fchusetts.
tc j
w "

e

STATE MEETING

The Ananrluted 1'rmt.)

Aristlde Briand,
premier of
France, who heads the French delegation to the Washington conference on the limitation of armaments, is 69 years old. He was
once a socialist leader and helped
to guide the destinies of Fiance
during the most critical periods of
me great war. tie was born at
Nantes, the big industrial city et
the mouth of the Loire, and has
served, respectively, as minister of
the interior, minister of justice,
minister of foreign affairs, president of the allied supreme .council,
a member of the war council and
four times as premier of France.
He
been called "an intellectual
colossus" as well as a political dictator and few men have wielded
such great influence In French pub.
lie lite.
Briand first became a world figure in the chamber of deputies as
the author of the law providing for
separation of church and state in
1906 and for his victory over syndicalism when, by placing the railroads under military law, he called
all the workers to the colors and
broke the great strike of 1910. He
accepted and enforced the principle
that "the Interests of the whole nation are supreme and must and
shall outweigh the Interests of any
class, section or body."
Rene Vivlanl, former premier,
the second member of the French
delegation, was also at one time a
socialist leader. He has served as
cabinet minister in several portfolios. He is at present chairman
of the league of nations' commis
sion to limit international arma
ments.
M. Vivian! is no stranger to
America. He has visited this country on two occasions, once in 1917,
when he came as a member of the
French war mission with General
Joffre and again in the spring of
1921. when he was voted the free
dom of New York city and visited
Colonel Roosevelt's grave.
He is 69 years old and was born
In Algiers.
Educated in Paris, a
lawyer, he was elected to parliament in 1893 and served for many
years in that body until Clemcn- ceau appointed him a member of
his cabinet. He is famous as an
orator.
Jean Adrien Antonine Jules Jus- serand, has represented France as
for
ambassador
in Washington
eighteen years and Is the dean uof
He is
the diplomatic corps.
years old and has been in public
life more than forty-fiv- e
years.
He was President Wilson's guest
on the liner George Washington
when Mr. Wilson sailed for the
His wire
Paris peace conference.
is an American; her maiden name
was Elsie Richards.
Ambassador Jusserand entered
the French foreign office In 187B.
to the
He has been counsellor
French embassy in London ana
minister to Denmark.
He is a grand officer of the Le- -

hs

OF BAPTISTS

gion of Honor and a member of
several British and American philosophical, historical
and literary
bodies. He has written a number
of books including "Americans of
tne fast and Present."
Albert Rarraut, French senator
and minister for the colonies, former minister of public Instruction,
a
governor general of
and
deputy for the department of Aude,
is 49 years old. In the chamber of
deputies in 1906, Mr. Sarraut struck
deDeputy PiiKliesi-Conbate on the Dreyfus during
restoration
bill.
A duel resulted and Sarraut
was dangerously
wounded
by a
sword thrust in the right breast.
He served in the French army In
the world war as a second liouten-an- t
and later he was mnde
of
When officially opening a native fair at
Hanoi an attempt was made to assassinate him. Ho was shot and
seriously wounded.
M. Sarraut, eurly In the present
year, drafted the plans for French
administration of tho Cameroons
and Togoland in Africa. Recently
he toured French possessions in
Africa after requesting the chamber of deputies
to appropriate
250,000.000 francs for irrigation of
the French Sudan.
The staff personnel of the French
delegation includes:
Chief military adviser. Marshal
Ferdinand Fooh; chief naval adviser. Vice Admiral Grasset. head
of the French naval general staff;
general secretary to tho foreign
office. General Philinne Bert helot:
Maurice Oasenave, director general
of French Interests in the United
States; Major General Baut, chief
of staff of the French army; Count
Charles de
former
Chambrun,
counsellor of the French embassy
In Washington; M. Leper, for the
past four years first secretary of
legation and charge d'affajis at
Pierre-HenGeneral
Pekin,
China;
f and
Destioker,
aid to Marsha) Foeh; Admiral
M.
M.
Debon,
Fromagelot,
M. Cheysson, M. Duchesne,
M. Giradeau,
Captains
1'Hopital
and Lumoury and Lieutenant de
Souderan. In addition there are a
score or more of secretaries and
clerks.
Indo-Chin-

tt
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FOR SIX WEEKS
Kentucky Lady Tells How
She Became Strong and
Recommends
Healthy
Cardui to Weak
Women.
Mount Vernon,

Ky.

Mrs. Cyn

thia Vanhook. formerly of
ford, but now residing here,
that after her third child was
to resume
she undertook
housework too soon, "and
caused me a great deal of

Stan-

says
born,

THOUSANDS ARE

1

RELEASED

S0VIETPR1SQNS
Order Is Issued By Bol
shevik Officials in Celebration of the Anniversary of the Revolution.
(Br The Amnrlntefl Trent.)
Riga, Nov. 7 (by the Associated
Press ! Bolshevik prisons In Rus

her
this sia have been ordered opened for
trou the release of thousands of perble."
sons, in celebration of the anniver
revolution, but accord"I began to feel weak and all sary toofa the
Moscow wireless hundreds
ing
played out not myself at all," as of Important political prisoners,
Mrs. Vanhook describes her condi- for whose release or commutation
tion. "For about six weeks I was of sentence, Russians abroad had
Just a nervous wreck. I had to hoped, don't come under the
have some one do all tny houseWhile absolute release of cer
work.
tain classes or great reduction in
been ar"My doctor told me my Imprud- their sentences have
the decree announces that
ence had caused shock to the ner- ranged,
this is not applicable in the case of
vous system, and the thing to do "those sentenced
for participation
was to use a tonlo to build up my In 'white guard plots, espionage,
or In the case
armed
revolt
open
strength.
Cardui . . of the leaders of the
"He recommended
political parties or those sentenced
Very soon I saw an improvemei
in my condition. I used three bot for bandit crimes," such as GenerMakno and Petlura, Ukrainian
als
of
health
Cardui
and
ties
my
leaders.
was restored.
Thus, members of the executive
"I am a strong, healthy woman
Thia Kentucky lady adds that committee of the social revolution-

EDWIX W. F1K.LD,
Milwaukee, Wis.
"I'm convinced If I had taken
Tanlac two years ago, when my
troubles first began. I would have
been saved o world of suffering,"
said Ed. W. Field. 538 Jefferson
St., Milwaukee, Wis.
"My case proved hat when a
man's stomach goes wrong, everything goes wrong with him. The
first thing I noticed out of the way
was loss of appetite and next, that
no matter how sparingly I ate, I
was sure to have an attack of Indigestion. This was two years ago
and from that time on, until after
I started on Tanlac. I kept going
down hill at a steady rate. I fin
ally got so I couldn't walk a cou
to
pie of blocks without havir-stop and :est and I was so nervous
that often I sat up in a chair all
night long.
"Tanlac has made a new man
out of me. my stomach Is as sound
as a dollar and I feel fine all the
time. I am a firm believer in Tan
lac because I know It delivera the
goods."
Tanlac Is sold in Albuquerque by
the Alvarado Pharmacy and at all
other leading druggists everywhere.
Adv.

anti-sovi- et

...

to recommend
she "never fall
n
Cardui to weak and
lady
friends."
Thousands of women praise Car
dui to their friends.
This mild, harmless, vegetable
tonio medicine has been in sue
ceseful use for over forty years, in
the treatment of many common all
ments suffered by women.
Your druggist sells Cardui.
Let him supply you, today.
run-dow-

ists who have been long In prison,
will remain (here. Death sentences of all persons for other offenses,
whose cases have reached the appeal stage, are commuted to five
years Imprisonment.
Complete release has been ordered of all persons sentenced to
conditional deprivation of liberty,
those sentenced to terms of under
one year, deserters from the red
army during the civil war, peasants and workmen, participating in
the Krortstadt revolt and those imof
prisoned for
requisitions, while those sentenced
to longer terms for other offenses
will have .their imprisonment reduced from one half to one third,
depending upon the length of the
original penalty.- The Cheka has
also ordered investigation of tha
possibility of the readmission of
all persons deported. The prison
amnesty Is In addition to the amnesty granted all private soldiers
who fought with Denlkpn. Vol.
chak, Wrangel, or other whita
army commanders.

sr
Relieve baby's

nt

The Best Cough Syrup
Home-madis

e.

A

REHEARSAL

Hching skin

with

OF

BONELU PROGRAM
IS INCOMPARABLE

you ever tried.

You've probably heard of this well-knoplan of making cough syrup
at home. But have you ever used
it? Thousands of families, the world
over, feel that they could hardly keep
house without It. It's simple and
cheap, but the way it takes hold of a!
cough will soon earn it a permanent
place in your home.
Into a pint bottle, pour 24 ounces

of Pinex; then add plain granulated
ougnr syrup to fill up the pint. Or,
if desired, use clarified molasses,'
honey, or corn syrup, instead of sugar
yrup. Either way, it tastes good,
never spoils, and gives you a full pint
of better cough remedy than you
e
could buy
for three times
its cost.
It Is really wonderful how quickly
this
remedy conquers a
cough usually in 24 hours or less.
It seems to penetrate through every
air passage, loosens a dry, hoarse or
tight cough, lifts the phlegm, heals
the membranes, and Rives almost immediate relief. Splendid for throat
tickle, hoarseness, croup, bronchitis
and bronchial asthma.
Tinex it a highly concentrated com- of genuine Norway pine
found and
has been used for generations for throat and chest ailments.
To avoid disappointment ask your
druggist for "2V4 ounces of Pihex"
witn directions, ana aon t accept anything else. Guaranteed to give absolute satisfaction or money refunded.
Tit Pinex Co., ft. Wayne, lad.
ready-mad-

home-mad-

e

RESINOL
5oolhinq and Healinq

Has just the

cooling touch to

ORDAINED A PRIEST
AND LEAVES TO TAKE
PLACE OF FR. BELKNAP

producecomfort
and perm if sleep

Does not smarf or
sfing when applied

(By The Associated Preta.)

Seranton. Pa.. Nov. 7. Arthur I
I a leur of Lead, 8. T.. was or
dained to the priesthood of the ucBaaaaaBBBHaMaaaaBnaaaaaaaaaaKu
Roman Catholio church by Bisop
M. J. Hoban today.
Father La
Fleur left at once for the diocese
or ieaa, where he will take the
place of Rev. A. B. Belknan. whn
was slain while on a sick call two I
weeKs ago.
,

a

TWELVE PEHSONS INJURED.
LIvermore.
Calif.. :nv. i
Twelve persons were Injured, five
seriously, when an automobile bus
en route from Oakland to Stockton plunged from the hlchwav
near here this afternoon. Only one
person in the machine eseaned in- Jury,

Clip the Crises Couoon
from Thursday's Journal
and bring it to Daily's Cash
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Is Accused of Slaying Ten
women and the Son of
One of Them; Is Alleged RED CROSS SERVICE
io Have Burned Bodies.
PROVES REAL AID TO
AocInifd TrrM.)
Versailles, Nov. 7. Court
gathered here todav for the
opening in the Selene et Olso aslzes
of the. trial of Henri Desire Lnn- dru, the "blue beard of Combats,'
who Is charged with eleven mur
deis. Ten of his alleged victims
were women, to whom he is said
to have promised marriage, and
the eleventh the son of one of
them. He is alleged to have burned
his victims' bodies.

TRANSIENT SOLDIERS

(n.v The

e
The trial of
Tindru
has become known throughout France as "the
of
Gambnls," on eleven counts of
murder growing out of the disap
pearance of ten women to whom he
had promised marriage and the
son of one of them, bids fair to
rank among the celebrated crim
inal cases of France.
Ijindru was arrested In April,
1919. and has spent his time for
the past two and half years in answering or evading questions of
the police, the Investigating magistrate, nnd other court officials as
to the fate of his 10 fiancees. He
has proved a most stubborn as
well as a very clever prisoner and
the police admit that thtir case
against hirn Is not as strong as
Hhev should like it to be.
d
rented
The
a small villa at Gnmbais, a few
miles from Paris nnd It is there
that the police ehnrge he did away
with the 1(1 women, all trace of
whom has been absolutely lost. It
In
Is alleged that he advertised
various matrimonial ngencv papers
reand chose from the letters
ceived those signed by women with
a little property and no near relatives.
A short cnurtxhln would follow,
then a louincy to the Gambnls villa In the company of the fiancee.
The accusation says that Landru
always returned alone. The police
claim to have proof that women
were Rcen to enter fie villa but
none were heard of afterward. A
few weeks Inter, whatever bonds,
stock.q, furniture, Jewelry the women noHKPssed would be sold.
The villa nt Gambals has been
searched, ransacked, practically demolished by the police In an effort
to find the remains of the missing
women. A few bones were found,
some- hair, but not enough to form
a "corpus delicti."
"Rabbit nnd
mutton bones," says Landru. "Why,
Henri-Desir-

who

Blue-Kear-

d

Proof that tho Red Cross
department of the
chapter Is being of constant
stants to the transient
men who
in the city
service

Young Baritone Possesses a
Voice

of

Extraordinary
Beauty and Range; Will
Sing Tonight in H. S.

Richard Bonelll, baritone, and
his charming wfe, arrived here last
night at 6:35. They were immediately Installed at the Alvarado,
where a reporter from the Journal
met and Interviewed them.
Mr. Honelli has como lrom Houston, Texas, wlicrc he appeared In
several performances of grand
opera with the De Fco CKera com
pany of Home and Ixmdon. Among
the great singers who appeared as
guesls o.' the company were Nicolo
tenor;
Zerola, a
Htracclarl, celebrated bariof tho Chicago
tone, formerly
opera; Viltorio Trevisan, a famous
basso, and Mary Carson, a soprano
of the renowned
Century Opera
company. All of these artists pronounce Mr. Honelli to be tho foremost and most promising young
singer in Anerlca. Stracciari said,
"Ue is, beyond a doubt, the best
singer and actor on the operatic
stage I have seen for a long while."
Bonelli sang the roles of lago In
"Otello," Sharpless in "Butterfly,"
and was scheduled to appear In ha
Forza Del Destino, but Jn unfortunate tragedy prevented the completion of the opera; the conductor
of the evening fell dead after the
first act.
The Houston Press, speaking of
the "Otello" performance with
Zerola, says of Mr. Bonelli:
"Next in honors of Monday night
came Honelli, who sang the difficult role of lago. Bonelli was a
revelation to Houston. He had been
and he came
Httln advertised
forth with a baritone voice equalled
by very few who have ever sung
here . His acting was superb."
Mrs. Bonelil, who is also a singer of considerable fame, is quite
nroud of her husband. "He won't
talk about himself." she said, "so
I
But really," growing
must!
charmingly serious, "his voice is
magnificent."
This was before the rehearsal,
which was held last night with
After
Mrs. Faw as accompanist.
pro
hearing the singer go over his
erram. the writer fjlt that the re
marks of Mrs. Bonelli were all too
modest. Her husband Is possessed
of a voice of exaulsite timbre, per
feet oualitv. and matchless fidelity.
The virtuosity, the artistry, and the
singing has
nicety of Bonelli's
never been excelled by any of tne
five or six leading baritones of this
countrv. This remark is macie irom
a knowledge of the methods of Ruf- fn. Amnto. Scott .
Uraveure, ue
Luca and Stracciari.
"The teacher who has done me
n
more material
good than
last
other," declared Mr. Bonelli New
evening, "is M. Vilonat. of
York. He is little known, but he
u aVent "
The concert which Mr. Bonelli
gives tonight in the hFh school auditorium will be. beyond a doubt,
the kevnote of a new epoch in
muEic f r Albuquerque, opened by
tho ii omnarable Godowsky. forwhich lae Fortnightly club is rcsnonsiblo.'
Mr. and Mrs. Bonelll will go
they
shortly to New York, where with
have important engagements
the Beethoven society, and other
large musical bodies.
IUc-car-

for a
the
chapter report for the month of
October. This shows that 82 trans- lent rases were handled by the office here.
While the number Includes many
men who were mere visitors In the
city for a short time. It also em
braces others who were here for
a several months' .stay. Most of
the assistance was given on compensation claims.
may not profit
"Albuquerque
stated
quickly from this work,"
Miss Edith Chllders, home service
finnl
the
"but
secretary yesterday,
return is sure. These men left
here with a good opinion of Albuquerque and a feeling of gratitude
toward the city. In the communities where they live they will advertise the city and repnv the kindness shown them here."
The care of transient exservlce
men Is only one of the activities
here of the Ued Cross chapter.

DEFENSE CLOSKS CASE.
Chicago, Nov. 7. The defense in
the trial of "Big Tim" Murphy and
others charged with Implication in
the $350,000 mall robbery at the
uearDorn street station last April,
tonight closed its case without putting. "Big Tim" on the stand. Less
than one day was taken ud bv the
defense witnesses.
NOTICE.
Owing to the slow delivery of
freight we are not able to suimlv
ninny things our stock should liuve
as promptly as wo should like.
Take tho Item of mcut sernps as
an example. We have shipment
from Pernor that should have lcen
licro in three to five days. (Mr.
Iloyt, local agent for the Snnta Fc.
informs us the average tinio Den.
vcr to Almiauernue three to five
days). Tills shipment lias been on
me way for 22 rtnys. The shipment
before this one was 23 days Den
ver to Albuqueroue,
Ono before
that 20 days. Another previous to
he ono Just mentioned 21 dnvs.
Still another 20 dnys. All Denver
One shipment enme
shipments.
oulekcr we had ft shipiNvl to Islet a up here by auto truck.
K. W. I'KE.

is supplied

period

FRIEDMAN-LEONAR-
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Aspirin
'Bayer" on Genuine Aspirin
Unless you see the
Warning!
name "Bayer" on package or on
tablets you are not getting genuine
Aspirin prescribed by physicians
for twenty-on- e
years and proved
safe by millions. Take Aspirin
as
in
told
the Bayer package
only
for Colds, Headache,
Neuralgia,

ALBUQUERQUE N.MtK.
STORE WITH A NEW

AN OLD

SYore-- b
SPIRIT

D

BOUT IS ARRANGED
FOR NOVEMBER 22
The Anf.nelutrd
Nov.

Prm.)
7.
G. F.
that
Pawling announced tonight
he had obtained the signatures of
chamBenny Leonard, lightweight
of
Friedman,
pion, and Sailor
Chicago for an eight round bout
here November 22.
Leonard and Friedman were to
have met here early In the fall, but
the match was prohibited by Director of Public Safety Cortelyou
on the ground that Friedman had
violated a contract with a local
boxing club.
(U.T

Philadelphia,

LET US HELP YOU SOLVE

THE WINTER DRESS
PROBLEM
A sewing

VOLCANO IV EUT PTIOV.
Manila, P. I., Nov. 7. The volcano Bulusan in Sorsogor province
is in eruption, according to reports
to the weather bureau here today
The volcano is pouring out a column of vapor and ashes and leaving a deposit of ashes several
inches deep. The eruption was described as the most spectacular in
recent years.

40-INC-

opportunity which means
great savings

ALL WOOL

H,

FRENCH SERGE
In five wanted colors; black, cardinal,
Russian green, reindeer and navy.

SPECIAL

?or Constipated Bowels, Sick Headache,
Sour Stomach, Bilious Liver
The nicest cathartic-laxativ- e
In
the world to physio your liver and
bowels when you have Dizzy Headache, Colds. Biliousness, Indigestion, or Upset. Acid Stomach Is
candy-lik- e
"Cascarets." One or two
tonight will empty your bowels

say "Bayer'

Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache,
Lumbago and for Pain. All druggists sell Bayer Tablets of Aspirin
in handy tin boxes of 12, and in
bottles of 24 and 100. Aspirin is
the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoaceticacldester
of
Salicylicacld.

Golden JZule

CMETS
completely by morning, and you
will feel
splendid.
"They work
while you sleep." Cascarets never
or
stir ycu up
gripe like Salts, Pills,
Calomel, or Oil and they cost only
ten cents a box. Children love Cascarets too.

a yard
I Have No Money To Invest In Any
in Albuquerque

New-Enterpris-

Said a Prominent Business Man of This City Yesterday.
Where will the good times which are no longer "Ju.ft around
the corner," but are "at tho corner" be realized If everybody
waits, and nobody starts "doing something?"
We have Indeed
sunk to a low level if we have become a city of waiters.
Ix-tGet on the Other Side of the Tabic ami Give the
Orders to the Waiters.
s

"He Who Only Hopes Is Hopeless"
There Is a Moral Somewhere About.

That engine noise
you can't explain
A smooth-runninmotor is music to your ear.
But how often does it give forth a harsh grar.
ing noise, or pound heavily? Can you always
determine the cause?
90 of the time engine trouble is due to in- ferior oil. Whyhave such worries? With
Veedol in your crankcase, most serious
engine troubles are prevented.
and let us fill your
Drop in
crankcase with Veedol.
g

.

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
WILL ENTER THE WAR
AGAINST NARCOTICS
Chicago, Nov. 7. -- The Knights
of Columbus will enter the fight
against narcotics, Supreme Knight
J. K. Flaherty announced today
following a meeting of the board
of directors. All local councils will
be asked to assist In the campaign against the drug traffic. '

home
local
assi-

re-i-

brief

Blue-Bear-
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Hen's m nay way to wt ft, ud
yet hare tha bMt coach romea

"How can I when you keep me
for years?" counters I,an-dr"If you and your hundreds
of detectives cannot locate them,
how can I?"
A dark visagen man, with shining bald head and long black whiskers, Lnndru has become a familiar
on the
figure by impersonations
He Is already under senstage.
tence of five years' Imprisonment
for forgery growing out of one of
the cases where murder is also
charged.
In Jail

MURDER BEGINS

Although the laymen's
of the state Baptist meeting
opened at the Central Avenue
Methodist church last night, the
convention proper of the denomi
nation in New Mexico is to be
called to order at 7:30 o'clock tonight by tho Rev. Buren Sparksis
of Santa Fe. A four day session
to be held.
On the opening program are a
welcoming address, a response, the
Introduction of visitors nnd the annual sermon by Rev. W. R. Hill.
The meeting will bo held at the
Central Avenue Methodist church,
donated for the occasion.
S. O. Bridges of Elida was selected to open the laymen's convention last evening. Addresses by R.
H. Carter of Raton, P. R. Purrett
of Raton and R. V. Ware of Las
Crimes upon the tithing campaign were upon the program.
Four hundred Baptists are expected In the city when the convention proper opens this evening.
Some difficulty has been experienced in finding rooms and the aid
of the Chamber of Conimerce hM
been secured.

world-famo-

AERVOUS WRECK

ON A CHARGE

Tl OPEN TONIGHT

don't you bring your former fiancees forward," asks the judge.
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every
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New Mexico

There' j a eorrell grade

for

cf Veedol

oil or grease)
or tractor

pari cf any automobile, truck

rliJ""1"

-

prowl of you catch
JOJr on. otl ob 1K

many well known links
o
play tennis in. fact)

Mi.,

xoim,-plnypoo,xi&-

Veedol Oil is for sale by the following dealers:
McCollotigli-RiiIc-

k

421 W. Gold

Co.,

Ave.

Frank F. Trotter,

116 W. Gold Ave.
& Guttlcrrcz,
1000 S. Third St.
Slmonson & Dnnlelson,
S21 S. Second St.

Garcia

South End Garage,
702 S. Second St.
Fourth Street Garage,
406 N. Fourth St. .
American Garage,
219 N. B'ourth St.
Butler Auto Co.,
424 W. Copper Ave.
Highland Tire & Rubber Co.,
123 8. Broadway.
d
Co.,
211 N. Fourth St.
Laudcrbaugh Motor Co.,
424 W. Gold Ave.
Qulckcl Auto Supply Co.,
600 W. Central Ave.
White GHrage,
123 North Fourth.
Morrow Auto Company,
818 West Silver.
Kistler-Overlnn-

"

,

.

Auto Laundry A Garage,
424 N. Second St.
Mctcalf Auto Repair Shop,
107 S. Fifth St.
Xapoleone Bros.,
. 221 W. Copper Ave.
Central Anto & Machine
Works,
621 W. Central Ave.
Hoover Motor Co.,
418 W. Copper Ave.
R. V. Gilbert,
Morlarty, New Mexico.
G. W. Bond & Bro.
Mercantile Company.
Encino, New Mexico.
F. H. Wood,
Duran, New
Motor Co:,
Mountalnair,- New Mexico.
Steel's Garage,
Estancla, New Mexico.
Vanghn Auto Company,
Vaughn. New Mexico.
White Lakes Company,
Stanley, New Mexico.

I:

:'V:r;JJ';.ivdri'ii'"1'
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hotels the beaches, and!

many other interests
will make the winter

paw quickly andpleasantl

(

Gvancl Canyonj
PlarJkS

National

is onyoutrway. Spend
two aays or lon&er.i
A Pullman takes you
io the tim. EfTavav is,
managed byTred Harvey

Mexico.-Mountalnni-

.

ry

assures
wmnta7GSvicp
a
fWlM ytf pleasant journey
"?
rra th details
"

mm

R. W. HOYT, Agent
PIIOXE 20.
Albuquerque. N. M.
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NOT A BAND OF
REBELS J1V ALL

ITALY SHORT OF

(

--

U. S.

JSJEPOHT

Unemployment Situation Is
Not As Apparent There
As in England and France
According to Survey.
(Bj The Associated Press.) Eau-haRome, Nov. 7. Rolf W.
who was head of the Princeton architects who worked In devastated France, thus sums up his
observations on a tour of Italy:
"The housing shortage in the big
cities Is lust as serious as In the
United States, and In Rome tho
situation Is more severe than in
either Paris or London. The etMt
of building has come down but it
has not as yet reached a point
where extensive programs for
housing have been undertaken. Itdevastaaly has not suffered from
tion as France has, but is in a simStates
United
to
the
ilar position
and England in not having kejit
In housing
tip the annual Increase
facilities during the war.
"Hotels are full and every available space has been used for living purposes, but architects with
who I have discussed the matte.",
feel that the spring will see a
change in the situation, for every
office seems to have a large number of projects awaiting a favorable time for execution.
Priivs IiOv (n Italy.
"In relation to the value of the
dollar in America, prices are low
In Italy, but this is duo to the faot
that the lire is now worth less than
one quarter of its normal par value of 20 cents. Before the war
the restaurants and cafes were
charging 10 lire for a meal, an
equivalent of two dollars, whereas
now they are asking 15 to 20 lire
for tho same food, an equivalent
of 75 cents to $1.
"This is a condition which exists throughout the country and !i
every kind of transaction, except
In the northern part of Italy
where conditions are affected by
the high prices in Switzerland and
such cities as Milan and Venice
have a much higher scale of prices.
"The unemployment situation Is
not as apparent in Italy as In
England or France, for there Is a
greater proportion of the population employer! in work done bv
hand, and throughout tho cities of
Italy,
they are storing up a surplu?
of hand-mad- e
goods such ns laces,
works of nit, fancy leather goods
which they are depending upon
the influx of tourists to dispose of.
in Milan, Venice,
Rhopkeepers
'
Florence and Rome boast of the
amount
of business
large
they
have done even during this Bummer and look forward to tho winter for a profitable trade."
n,

Jose Garello, recently of Old
rnnsldprahl p
cvnMoil
unvinn
surprise nt the peaceful atmosphere
of New Mexico wnen nrrcsieu yessheriffs.
terday by deputy
n
with n
ammuni
large calibre Winchester,
tion blankets nnn t nays rauoim
Jose presented a formidable appearance. Some have gathered the
idea that he crossed tho border
intending to offer his service to
states srpnernls who
ontr TTtiit.,1
happened to be heading any rev
as
olutions In tnis secunn.
and experience seem
figured he
ffnod.
he probably
valuable man and
would be
rould draw an extra Bliaro in an
plunder.
Officers can't entirely catch his
storv, but it appears he has been
In the country for several months
a
......... ...n slnirle band
Hill nun
i". fmmri
to Join. Fearing that he mignt
decide to sot nimseir up h
"leader," county officials arrested
him. and have turned him over
authorities. It
to the immigration
is possible that ho will he deported.
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FOR A CONSTIPATED CHILD
A small dote of Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin will bring
quick relief.

I'reee.)
cluding Detroit.
Canada also Joined with MichiElection day
gan in welcoming the marshal.
tomorrow marks an "off year" In Windsor,
Ont, sent a number of the
national poliltcs.
maple leaf soldiers to participate
Only one state, Virginia, elects in the parade, including a highland
a governor and there are but few band. It was one of the few times
contests.
Canadian soldiers have crossed the
other state-wid- e
Lenders ot tho two major par- international line.
Marshal Foch and his party came
ties, however, are watching cloee-l- y
the result of these few states from Chicago by way of Camp
elections
numerous
and
municipal
Custer, Battle Creek, Jackson and
In an effort to determine the drift Ann Arbor,
The faculty and student body or
of popular sentiment to aid them
In preparing for the congressional the University of Michigan, besides
most
next
of Ann Arbor's cltlsens, were
year.
elections
New York elects a judge ot the at the Ann Arbor station to welcourt of appeals, two state sena- come Marshal Foch today.
New
Earlier in the day ha had dedi
tors and a now assembly.
American
Jersey elects a new lower house cated the Roosevelt
hospital at Cmp Custer.
and six state senators, the legisMarshal Focn left arter miamgni
lative campaign there having been
"wet and for Cleveland.
based on the
will
voters
Maryland
dry" Issue.
OBJECTIONS ATTAINED.
choose a stato comptroller, a new
lower house and approximately
Madrid. Nov. 7. The objectives
halt the senate, while those of of the latest Spanish advance
Pennsylvania elect a new justice of against the Moroccans have been
the supreme court.
attained said an official statement
Municipal elections will be held today. The plateau of Igtierman
in several states, one of the most has been occupied
ana lortmea oy
Important being that In New York the Spanish troops, the statement
Incumthe
where
mayoralty
City,
said.
bent, John F. Hylan, democrat, is
nnnosed bv Henry H. Curran, re
publican, running on a coalition
ticket.

when one of the
Is constipated are
you going to give the first laxative within reach? It is dangerous to do so. Some have
been known to rupture the
intestines of little children.
Don't be beguiled by the outside sugary appearance. Look
into the formula. Calomel is

MOTHER,

seldom necessary; salts,

minerals, coal tar, never!
Unlike these. Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin is admirable for
children, as it is for grown
people, too. Mothers have
been giving it to children for
30 years. They know it does
not gripe, and is free from
narcotics. The formula is on
every package, and you can
see it is vegetable, just a combination of Egyptian Sennaand
other laxative herbs with pepsin Use it yourself and you

tit-gi-

puvso..
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7Em

opposing
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NORTJLDF CITY
Motorists Cautioned Regarding Their Driving; Road
Posted With Traffic Signs
Arrests Start Today.
TM
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or the accelerator?

The food you eat doea malce a difference.
foods often do slow down

Heavy, starchy
body and mind trften steal the energy that beis a
longs to the day's work. Grape-Nu- ts
food. It contains the perfected nourishment
of Nature's best grains. It includes all those
elements needed to nourish body and brain. It
is easy to digest It gives energy without taking
energy.

ad

How about your breakfast or lunch
it give, or take?

does

is sweet, crisp, delightful to

the taste, and is an ideal source of power for a
busy and difficult day.

Skin Diseases Due

PREMIERS HOLD

PHCEJ

ERIN

(By The Associated I'ren.)
London, Nov. 7 (by the Associated Press.) Sinn Fein delegates

are waiting patiently and, they say,
confidently, the result of conferences
between Premier Lloyd
George and Sir James Craig, Ulster

premier, which were continued today and In which other members
of the Ulster cabinet are expected
to participate before the end of
the week.
Viscount Fitz Alan, governor '
goneral of Ireland, was called into
the conference today, and many
Irish political leaders and officials.
as well as British unionists, also
are being consulted.
In the house of commons. Sir
William Henry Davljon, coalition
unionist tried to draw out Mr.
Lloyd George on what was going
on, asking for the assurance thnt
Ulster would not bo coerced or
pressed to surrender anything given It under the home rule act.
The premier declined to answer
and expressed the hope that Sir
William's question would not bo
pressed while the Irish negotiations were proceeding.
Meanwhile Michael Collins and
George Gavan Duffy, members of
tho sinn feln delegation held further consultation with Eamonn d
Valera In Dublin today, but It was
pointed out at the sinn fein headquarters here that nothing could
occur on their side until after tho
conference
between Mr.
Lloyd
George and Ulster premier.
They declared nothing had been
agreed to. They said sinn feln had
put before the government plans
on which they considered the problem could be solved, and that tha
government had made proposals.
Proposals Are Liberal.
Sinn Fein leaders claim that
their proposals are liberal to Ulster. "We are hoping for a settlement," one of them said, "and when
that comes we do not want to have
a black spot In Ireland. Liberal
terms should avoid that."
Since the dall delegates have
reiterated their determination not
to enter a conference with the government, and Ulster, but are willing
to meet Sir James Craig, it is believed that one of Mr. Lloyd
George's greatest tasks Is to get the
Plstsr premier to meet Mr. de Valera or one of his colleagues. It was
rngarded as likely tonight that the
would return to
Ulster premier
Belfast soon to discuss with the
Ulster cabinet the questions he has
been asked while In London.
i

i

Theaters Today

"B" Theater "The Furnace,"
Pan, a wonderful feature produced by the William D. Taylor
production; also a reel or two of
by

Burton Holmes' ' Travelogue," and
a reel of "Current Events" pictures.
Lyric Theater The Metro Pictures corporation releases Oareth
Hughes starring in "Garments of
Truth," also presenting a two-paToonervllle
Trolley
comedy,
"Toonervllle Tangle."
Pastime. Theater William Fox
presents Edna Murphy and Johnny Walker as the leading stars in
"What Love Will Do;" also a reel
of "Fox News" and "Mutt and
Jeff cartoon comedy.
rt

for

GRAPE-NUT- S

Had your iron

OIL WELL RECEIPTS
IN RED RIVER AREA
IMPOUNDED BY COURT

today?

Washington, Nov. 7. Receipts
from oil welli In tha Texas Red
river district, which have been im
pounded by the supreme court,
pending decision of the boundary
suit between Oklahoma and Texas,
amount to (8,046,292, Federal Receiver F. A. Delano reported today.
The report coven the period from
April 1, 1920, to ' September 30,
1921.

raisins
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Half Ounce Bottle Free
--

to evert
you do not
moment Ut me tend
Trial bottU of my Syrup
?tm
FREE OF CHARQE so that you vW
have it handy when needed. Simply tend your
name ana aaaress to ur. w. o. iauwtu. SIS
WoiMnston Si., Montfcello, III. Writs nw today,
Tew escap constipation,
require a laxativt at this

a

t

better
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.

of a cigarette
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that's"all-there- "

in taste . .

1

1

"

4-lc- af

IS SOCCESSFOL
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j

once you've tried Spur's spicy
blend you won't be
satisfied with anything short
I

II
II

'

Try Spur for

'

FLAVOR

that Spicy

EM

For real, downright, harrassing
fliscomrort, very few disorders can
skin diseases
approach
such as eczema, tetter, boils, erup
tions, scnly Irritations and similar
skin troubles, notwithstanding the
luvish use ot salves, lotions, washes
and other treatments npplled externally to the irritated parts.
To correct the basic trouble
waste products the blood must be
Don t clog your blood.
purified.
Just clean it out. Nature will do
tho rest.
Pure, rich, red blood
nourishes tho body and fights off
disease.
S. S. S., the standard blood purifier and system builder, Is the
Ideal remedy for skin eruptions.
The effect of S. S. S. is to rid the
system of the waste products
which are causing the trouble. For
over 60 years S. S. S. has proven
to be of unusual merit. Begin taking S. S. S. today, and write for
Illustrated booklet. "Facts
About the lltool" free.
Personal medical advice, without
charge may also be had by sending a complete description of your
case. Address Chief Medical Director, Swift Specific Co., 74 3
S S. S. Laboratory, Atlanta, G;i.
All drug stores sell S. S. S.

"Gets

is

sometimes.

Has Accomplished the Task
Set for This Year; Now
In
Have to Find Men Who
Can Stand the Blizzards
For Genuine Relief Your
Blood Must Be Purified
(By The Associated Prs.)

the

Lloyd George and Sir James
Craig Meet; Other Members of Ulster Cabinet
Are to Be Called In.

I

TO

To Waste Preducis

CQNFEREIMCE

a loaf

than none,

101 T EVEREST

ts

Are you stepping on the brake

PDITI

will find it is not necessary to take
it every day, nor to increase the
dose, and that it is pleasant to the
taste. Bottles can be had at all
drug stores, and the cost is only
about a cent a dose. Have no
hesitancy giving it to a baby in
arms. It is absolutely safe.

tJ

Half
E

WOMAN

AMorlsled Preee.l

(By The Anwiclnied
New York, Nov. 7.

THE

BY

s

Detroit, Mich., Nov. 7. Marshal
Elects a Governor, But Foch'a journey into Michigan to
Minor Officers Are to Be day was over a path strewn with
flower. His welcome was from
Chosen Elsewhere.
virtually the entire population of
the cities in which he stopped, in-

I

more
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h

TEST AT POLLS

OUT! FOR PIKE

There' a Reason"

WATCH

f

lBJ
W

L

XOU'TCKSN
ME ON
UJOMDEBWUP OP TMFTEAM L

RAFF1G COP

one-thir-

ts

TAkff
l

nf

The traffic cop Is on the job on
the North Fourth street pike. Harold Holcomb, who bus been sworn
In as a deputy sheriff assigned to
pike traffic work, was on duty yesterday, and although no arrests
were made, a large number of
were stopped and cautioned
regarding their driving. Tony Ortiz stated yesterday morning that
he did not want to make any arrests for general traffic violations
on the pike until the road was
posted.
Signs calling the drivers" attention to the state auto laws were
posted along the road yesterday afternoon and arrests will be made
for all violations,
starting this
morning.
The state speed law for general
driving allows a Hpeed of thirty-fiv- e
miles an hour on state roads.
However, a driver must slow down
to ten miles when pussing school
grounds. This is tho maximum
speed for a distance of 500 feet on
each side of the extreme boundaries of the school ground.
When passing another vehicle,
AUTO THIEVES HAVE
autos must slow down to a maxHARD LUCK STEALING
imum of fifteen miles. At night,
lights must not bo used which
i HUBBELL MOTOR CAR throw direct rays over four feet
from the ground.
For the second time In the past
car
Hubbell'a
has
weeks
few
Frank
GIANT BEET GROWN
been stolen and recovered by MoON A VALLEY FARM
torcycle Officer Carter. The car
was taken yesterday noon and rea
covered by the motorcycle "cop"
A red beet, which could take its
few miles south of the city. own part in most any exhibition
Charles Johnson was arrested on a of beets, was brought to the county
charge of stealing it. He will an- agent's office yesterday by J. P.
swer the charge In police court Wilson, who grew
tho monster on
this morning.
his truck farm near Atrlsco. The
A few weeks ago the Hubbell ear beet weighs
pounds and Is 26
was stolen from Central avenue inrhes In circumference.
County
and recovered after an exciting Agent I.' ; Reynolds stated yester
shot
chase during which sevtml
day that thlB section of the Rio
were fired. The two men arrested Orande valley is one of the best in
at that time admitted taking the the world for the cultivation of
car, but claimed they did not in- beets.
tend to steal It. They are in the
d
of the world's
county jail awaiting the action of
Only
the grand Jury.
population is white.

Grape-Nu-

Jl

t rjl.l

11- 4-

child was loaned to him. he denies
that Adallda Nleto Is the mother
of it. As the girl is in Sandoval
county, courts hers have been unAdallda NIeto, of Martineztown, able to take action in the matter
la seeking to recover the posses- and It is reported that habeas corwill be started
sion of a 9 year old girl whom pus proceedings
soon In Sandoval county.
she st es Is her dauLhter who
"loaned" to Jose Artiaga. of Los
Mexican sombreros of the best
Lunas, about three years ago.
There seem to be no papers show- quality are so costly that it would
is
It
said
take a year's wages of a workman
ing the transaction, and
that while Artiaga admits that the to buy one.

"LOANED" CHILD IS

CANADIANS JOIII

PARTY LEADERS

WHEN GIRLS START PLAYING FOOTBALL

THIS SECTION!

HOUSES SAME AS
;
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Kentucky Burlet

for good old tobacco tasts

London, Nov. 7 (by the Associated Press). Sir Francis Young- nf the ROVal
hihinJ

r"
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n

DAPlctV

nVltno
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v
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Choice Macedonian

f

nOllllflfifl

tonight that the expedition sent to
nttempt to reacn me summit 01
Mount Everest in tne Himnayas,
the world's highest peak, had accomplished the task set lor this
year.
Afto aTnlnrlnff (hp mOUntAin. Ci.
and Mr. Mallory
II. Bullock
reached a point on the northeast- R 0(10 font hplOW
the Sum
irn amir
mit, from which a way to the
reasonably practical.
we now nave 10 una
Francis said, "who can stand the
titi2zarrli nnrt tha fright
ful
(hiv will encounter on
thow crucial two miles of the knife
edged ridge."
He added that the society must
.anrirantva tho CYnPrfltinn ftnd find
a new leade.- to take 'the place of
rnlnnal T'nivnrd TtlirV. WhO WOUld
he unable to devote iw e time to
It.
Six men, he said, woum oe
needed for the climbing party.

for

cool-bumi-

'

-

Lioostt & Mfts Tobacco Co.

NEW U. S. COAST GUARD
CUTTER ARRIVES FROM
THE BUILDERS' YARDS

if

(Fir The Associated Press.)

VT., Vnclr Nnv. 7. The United
States coast guard cutter, Tampa, a new electrically ariven vessel, ronlfl.Ui. In narvtn nnri nervine the
dur
Tampa, torpedoed and sunk uunu-ering the war, arrivea iiom me
Calif.
at
Oakland,
yards
The Tampa is or i,tuu ions
240 feet long and is
equipped with devices for life saving st sea and aiding distressed
vessels. Commanded by Lieuten
ant Commander w. J. wneeier, sne
will be stationed temporarily at
Just as Good for Calluses. Money DAe(nn
Back If It Fails.
Formal 'ceremonies Inducting the
Tmpa into service win ae new
Thirty aecondi after you touch tire Saturday.
corn with thu liquid corn rpmovr the
Jabbing, stabbing pain of It stuna, for all nrw
mum niinDnv IC
time.

Ends All

ZZSZ&S&r
;

packet of 20'.

.

,.Jry.t-

-

r

Z '
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Corns

DEAD

INCAUF0RNIA

The Kev. John Mordy, former
Preshvterian minister or this city,
died suddenly of heart failure at
hl home in Los Angeles on saiur

Ai A, B. C.
Ko corn, hard or aoft. Is too old or
too deeply rooted to resist 'Gets-It- . "
Immediately It dries and shrivels, the
edges loosen from the true fU'Sh and
soon you can peel it right off with iour
fingers as painlessly aa you trim jour
nails.
Don't coddle corn pests. Don't nnrse
and pamper them. Don't cut end trim
them. KEMOVEJ them with "GETS-IT.- "
Costs a trifle at any drug store. Mfd. by
E. Lawrence & Co., Chicago. Sold In Albuquerque by Alvarado Pharmacy.

16799
DIED

in New York City ftlone from kirf
ney trouble last year. Don't allow
yourself to become a victirr
by neglecting pains and aches
Guard against trouble by taking

COLD MEDAL
aik

day, according to word which has
reached friends here. The burial
took dace there yesterday.
Dr. Mordy was prominent In
Preshyterlan mission work among
Simnish Americans In New Mexi
since he
co and in California
moved there in 1917. He is sur
vived by his wife and five daughters. One daughter, Miss Aileen
Mordy, was a recent visitor here,
spending two weeks with friends In
the city. She returned to her
home in Los Angeles on Saturday.

7 JUDGES DEFENDANTS
IN SUIT FOR DAMAGES
(By The Associated Press.)

Tt

T?-- e

itOTI
MOTOR THUCM

WITH DODGE BROTHERS

n,

Chamberlain's Tablets Have Done
tier a worm or Good.
"Chamberlain's Tablets have
dons me a world of good,' writes
Mrs. una u Button. Klrkvllle. N.
7, "I have recommended them to
a numD.r of my friends and all
who have used them praise them
wnen troubled with in
highly."
digestion or constipation, give them
a trial and realize for yourself what

POWER PLANT

The sturdy engine in this truck is not
taxed with the heavy chassis load
that other power plants have to pull.
The weights of the
and lK-tc- n
1-t-

Topeka, Kans., Nov. 7. All seven Judges of the Kansas supreme
court were made defendants in a
suit for $140,000 damages filed In
the Shawnee county district court
today by J. F. Hanson, of McPher-soKans. He charges them with
malice in suspending him from
practicing; in the Kansas courts on
November 11, mits.

on

sizes are from 700 to 1500 pound3
lighter than the average of 65 other
well known trucks.

These facts make it easy for anyone
to see why Graham Brothers truck
owners enjoy such a great saving in
gasoline and tires.
A

tti

YKttety ot body typ
mad 1 to oada

tor I ton

an excellent meaicine it is.
Corn.

Wheat.

Pram.)

The world's standard remedy foe kidney
livsr, bladder and uric acid troubled
Holland's national remedy since 1696
All druggists, three sizes. Guaranteed
look for the aam Cold Modal ea ererj
baa and except ? imitation

Oats.
Barley, whole.
Barley, rolled.
Machine cut alfalfa.
Free delivery.
E. W. FEE.
Clip-

from

-

the

Crisco Coupon

Thursday's Journal
and bring it to Daily's Cash
Journal want ads get results and Carry.

f

J. KORBER & COMPANY,
214-21- 6

Phone 783
North Second
Albuquerque, N. M.
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Daily Magazine Page

THE HEW GENERATION

PAT O'M ALLEY BOASTS OF HIS
ACCOMPLISHMENTS AS A COOK

Social Calendar

By JANE PHEIiTS
Tuesday.

JOAN BECOMES A LEADER AT was not her mother's business.
SCHOOL.
This is the way it happened.
Gloria Freeman, a little, slim girl
CHAPTER 7.
with a flare of bobbed hair nearly
As Margaret widened her circle as golden as Joan's and framing
Of acquaintances for Joan's sake, a small face, said:
h. discovered with pleasurable
"My mother won't let me have
surprise that Bhe enjoyed their so- any parties anJ have the boyi inwere
more
ciety. They
reasonable, vited. She hardly lets me speak
far, than her parents had been, al- to them." Then, "Can you have
though not as advanced as she was boys at your parties, Joan?"
In their Ideas of allowing their
"Of course I cant I can do anychildren absolute freedom a
thing I want to."
ot
"Your mother lets you?" amaio-megiven liberty
thought
and action.
and Jealousy in the sweet
The knowledge that other par- young voice.
ents were inclined to do as shu
"Of course I It isn't any of her
believed right although to a far business.
I choose my own
less extent
intrigued Margaret, friends."
and sometimes she discussed .her
"But boys!"
Ideas with these new friends, mot
"Yes, boys. 'Why not?"
of them parents of children about
From then on Gloria Freeman
Joan's age.
adored Joan. The two
Naturally they thought Marga- girls became inseparable.
ret extreme in her views, and as
"I'm going to ask your mother
to let you go home with me tonaturally said so.
"I think perhaps theoretically night," Joan said as the two girls,
you are right, Mrs. Hayden," Mrs. arms about slim waists, bobbed
Thompson, mother of Hortensr, heads close together, walked home
said. "But you are taking terri- after school.
ble responsibility when you put
"I'm afraid she won't. Bhe says
your ideas into practice as you do. thi place for school girls is at
Fortunately, Joan Is a sweet, mod- home when school is out She lets
est girl." Margaret thought of the me do a lot of things vacations,
"smoking" episode and wondered but she is awfully strict during the
what Mrs. tThompson would say if term."
she knew of it. "So is Hortense,
"I shan't ask her then! No one
yet I would not darer risk her fu- ever says 'no' to me, and I
ture happiness by giving her free should be nice if they did, not
rein."
even to your mother."
"How do you suppose she will
Flushed and tense, Joan walked
ever be individual?"
home and confided to her mother.
"I cannot say that I care for her
"Did you ever hoar of such a
to be too individual. It gcems to thing, Mumsie? 'Why, Gloria is
me unladylike."
three months older than I am and
Conversations
such as these she can't g"o anywhere or do anysometimes caused Margaret Hay- thing. I should kill myself, I knov
den to wonder if she had gone too I should, if you were like that or
far in allowing Joan
run away and never come back, or
Then her mouth would set-- tl do something awful. What horrid
in a determined line, and she mothers most girls have!"'
would say to herself:
"No dear, they aren't 'horrid'
"No, I believe It fs the only way.
they just don't think as I do
I am a product of the other meth- about bringing up children. We
od."
Thoughts of her shut-i- n
all have a right to our boliefs, you
childhood, her colorless girlhood, know. I to mine, you to yours,
her unsatisfactory womanhood, and other people to theirs."
confirmed her in her decision that
"Of course, Mumsie, I never
she had been wise in her raising thought of that. I guess they aren't
of Joan.
as horrid as I think. They Just do
At Miss Corey's school, an
as they want to about things same
school for girls, Joan as I do."
soon became a leader among her
"That's it, Joan. Everyone has
companions.
They admired her a right to their opinions."
not
while
daring,
After this talk Margaret noticed
courageous
enough to imitate her. They list- that Joan was not quite so imened to her tell of what she had patient of others. Bhe had been
done, what Bhe proposed to do, so certain of her young self that
with awe especially after she hal without realizing it, she had deonce told them, in reply to what nied others the same privilege she
one of the girls had sali. that it enjoyed
nt
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C. and B. club will play
of Mrs. O. M. Barber.

at home

La Notre Bridge club will meet
A. II. Wilde.
P. E. O. will meet at home of
Mrs. E. B. Garcia on West Marquette avenue.
Ten Dons will meet e;t home of
Reuben Perry at 6 p. m;
Mrs. A. B. Stroup will entertain
at dinner at the Alvarado.

at home of Mrs.

:

t

various ways of bringing this to
pass.
You can eat less, or you can eat
foods which do not tax the system. Avoid etarches which cause
fermentation and everything rich,
sweet and heavy. Eat plenty of
fruit and fresh vegetables. Or you
can take agar-agawhich is a
Japanese seaweed in flake form.
Take a teaspoonful a day mixed
with your food or drink with water. It does not digest but forms
a soft mass inside of the stomach
which passes on through the Intestines, pushing ahead of it all waste
You can
and poisonous matter.
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take a tablesnoonful

of

mineral

of
"Dinty" and "Bob Hampton
Placer," Is to make "Slippy
next.
A thoroughly domestic husband
and father, O'Malley asserts that
cooking is his hobby.
"It may bo presumption on my
part to toll good housewives how
to fry chicken," O'Malley admits,
''but I have finally convinced Mrs
O'Malley, and that surely counts
Mc-Ge-

eilv

By LACK A A

cold rreom.
Mis Krfnn P
T""in the skin
Into It
of yonr fnrpVtend W
each night the Jnlce from cucum-
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LETTERS.

A Steady Roader: "A friend I
visited recently in another part oC
the country served a fruit gelatine
dessert covered with a sort of
marfhmallow sauce. I asked her
if she made It by melting
up
marshmallow
candles, and she
replied, 'No, I buy It In cans; It
costs about 30 cents." Can you tell
me in your column of a firm that
will sell me this marshmallow
paste or sauce by mall?"
Answer: I can not give trade
names in my column, as that Is ad-- ,
vertlslng. but If you will send me
a stamped,
envelope
I will gladly send you such an
address.
Constant Reader: "I have lost
your directions for setting color in
a garment before washing. WK1
you please print these again?"
Answer: The substances used to

vnr

r.

LITTLE
BSNNYS
KOTB BOOI

Me and Puds Simklns and Mary
Vatkins was setting on her frunt
tepa and she sed, o boys, Ive got
i new caracter book with 5 ques-lon- s
in it for everybody to anser,
ike wats your favorite flower and
Ilffrent things, and I wunt you
oth to rite in it.
And she ran in the house all
and came out with a copy
look with the same 6 questions on
every page marked 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
nd spaces to put your ansers, saying. You rite in it ferst, Benny, I
wunt all my friends to rlto in it.
Me thinking, G, herray, I must
bo a frend of hers.
And I stnrted
to look at the questions and Puds
whispered. Rite funny answers,
nmke them funny as cnythlng and
she'll think youre grate.
Wich I started to do, my char-f.ctbeing 1. Wat is your favorite
flower? Cabbidge. 2. Wat is your
favorite color? Sky blue pink. 3.
Wat color' eyes do you like the
best? Orlndge. 4. Wat color hal'?
Porple. 6. Who is your favorite
arerl? Persey Weever.
And I handed the book back to
Mary Watklns thinking she would
think I was smart as enythlng.
Wich she dldent, saying, Benny
Potts, I think youre too mean for
enythlng, I think youre Jest horrid,
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YOU SAVE
when you use KC

you
use lea than of higher priced
brands. Satisfaction guarrefunded.

"HIGHEST QUALITY"

MILLIONS OF POUNDS BOUGHT
BY THE GOVERNMENT

LA

FRESH MILK POWDERED

Nothing added
nothing taken
away but water

...hill

latriflrifciM''

tit
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Coat Dress Opens . , With Cut . . .
By IOOISE.
The coat dress which was looked
upon with favor early In the fall is
till shown by many of the leading
designers. There are many possibilities in the ooat style and they
have been worked out in interesting way by clever designer. The
two main styles are the coat dress
Which really acts as a coat and has
an under frock of some kind, elth
er satin, orepe or self material
which may or may not be worn
without the cloth top, and the styls
which resembles a coat and merely suggests an underfrock but is
really complete in itself without
any frock or sham aklrt or jleeves.
The latter type Is
here,
tt is made of blue pictured
serge which
open from neck to hem lust as
any coat. Bands formed by five
rows of silk braid trim the skirt,
belt and sleeves. A gray vest and
surplice tied in the back are Interesting features. Note also the use
of the popular, long, wide sleeves.
Such a frock fills many needs in
'

the winter wardrobe.

jH0UMttj

VALUES UP TO $13.50

Remember, you take your pick of the
house Our already low prices are cut to
cost and less
six lots

Some persons are subject to fre
quent colds, while others seldom. If
ever, have a cold. You will fl.ld
that the latter take good care of
msolves They take a shower or
cold sponge bath every day in a
over heated
wurm room, avoid
rooms, sleep with a window opon or
partly tpen. avoid excesses, over
eating, becoming over hested and
then chilled and getting the feet
wet Then, when thev feel the first
Indication of a cold, they take
Chamberlain's Cough Hemedy With- ovt delay and it is soon over.

scene with his wife and small
Eileen.
for a lot. I don't go by precedent
or cook book. I Just cook."
O'Malley acts before tho camera
like ho cooks. He does not follow
the rule. He detests matinee idol
actors. It's bad business, he figures, lie thinks If the girls like
an actor too well that the fellows
knock him end so he tries to please
men and always act like a "regular
fellow."
His little daughter, Eileen, has
pretty, dark curls, which look as
Irish as her father's blue eyes.

ROB THEATER TREASURER.
Portland. Ore.. Nov. 7. Three
masked
men today held and
robbed treasurer nf tho I.ibertv
theater, a motion picture house,
two girl ushers and a man who
was in the theater, and escaped
with between $7,000 and 110,000
cash, the Saturday night and Sunday receipts, according to a report
to the police.
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Beauty Contented!
Toeartthnyt

'

confident

Hut your beauty bu been
developed to the hicheit
of to poMibillUta titer
utlng Couraud't Orkatal

Cream.

.

for Trial SlM 9

rr it
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LOT

LOT 2

LOT

$1.98

$2.98

$3.98

LOT 4

LOT

LOT 6

$4.98

$5.98

1

5

3

$6.98

The most remarkable sale of Tailored
Hats that has ever been attempted in

KIHKMAN.
set color are called "mordants.'"
The common household mordants
are salt, vinegar, alum and. sugar
of load. Vinegar is the best mordant to use for greens (1-- 2 cup of
vinegar to a gallon of water); for
pinks, use 2 ounces of powdered
alum dissolved In a tuliful of water; strong salt water is best for
blues; and for yellows and reds
dissolve 1 ounce of sugar of lead
in 8 quarts of water (sugar of lead
is poisonous, so care must be taken
Soak tho garments
in using it).
over night in the water to which
one of these mordants has been
added, then dry thoroughly before
washing.
V. M.: "I have a Sunday school
class of little girls about 12 years
of age.
Can you suggest sonn1
pretty and Inexpensive gifts I could
make for them for Christmas?"
AnswerLittle girls like pretty
boad chains or small silk coin
with b ids and
decorated
purses
you might make these without

Albuquerque.

laws Store

Keep our Fresh Buttermilk in your kitchen.
Better have it, and not
need it; than need it
and not have it.

Alkquerque
Dairy

North First St.

Opposite Y. M. C. A.
Albuquerque's Best Shopping Place.

1 09

We Deliver It.

Ass'n.

Phone

I

351

L

-

IjMRFR

GLASS, PAINT,
CEMENT. PLASTER.
ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER COMPANY
423 Noirrn first street.

-

any city, town or rural route-

-

Save at least

30c
on a 3 pound
can of

there.

Wy, heck, wat, wy? I sed.
Dont ask me, you know quite
well, sed Mary Watklns.
And sho gave the book to Puds
for him to rite his caracter in It.
Wich he did, his character being,
1. Wat is you favorite flower? The
rose, because it looks like you. 2.
What is your favorite color? Tel-l- o
like your dress. J. Wat color
eyes do you like the best? Tours.
4. Wat color hair? Yours. 8. Who
Is your favorite girl? You.
And he handed It back to Mary
Watklns and she red It, saying, O
how perfeckly lovely, I think thats
Jest the loveliest caracter In the
hole book.
And she kepp on tawking to
Puds as if she thawt he was grate
and looking at me as if she thawt
I wasent. Proving Puds had Jest
incouraged me to rite mine funny
for a derty Jelllss trick.

Entire stock arranged in
help yourself.

Come Early. Get Into the Right Store.

er

anteed or your money

rv.

sis

s

Not to Talre Cold.

Wherever you live-

30 years

m
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SAME PRICE

nvm

1

Sale

Choice of Entire House.
The Season's Newest
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Pat O'Malley in a most domestic
daughter,
Pat O'Malley, well known for
his parts In "Go and Get It,"

sb-i-

lifiiii

pugs!

"

presgift better than hand-mad- e
ents.
Constant Reader: "Why do bedbugs get Into the house, even when
It is kept clean? And what can 1
do to exterminate them?"
Answer: Sometimes these ptsts
get into the walls of a house and
then the only thing to do Is to
repaper and fill up all
floor and baseboard cracks. Sometimes they enter a house on clothing or laundry (they may be picked up on trains or in contact with
Keroothor people in a crowd).
sene, gasoline and benzine are all

effeetive in killing them, but
must not be used near heat
or flame as they are extremely In
flammable. Boiling water also kills
the bugs and their eggs, but thlr
stains furniture and cannot be ap
plied to walls and mattresses af
gasoline can (gasoline evaporate-quickly)- .
A mixture of 1 ounce ot
eoroslve sublimate, 1 pint of alcohol and
pint of spirits of turpentine (have your druggist mak
It up for you), is another fluid
that will kill them, though care
must be exerted in using this as
It is a deadly poison,

'I A

Gut Price

candy-makin-

f

instead of this, or you can take
from one to three yeast cakes every day. These also are laxative
and purify the blood.
Externally, you mny dry up pimples by covering them with small
bits of octton saturated with a
mixture of pnual parts of alcohol
and ether, with two tablespoonsfM
of powdered sulphur to every half
pint. This must be shaken, wall
Borlo acid
before being used.
dusted over these eruptions will
often heal them also.
After vou have cleared th system of its poisonous waste, blackheads will
yield to external
treatment and the following powin
used
nlnce of a sonn
be
der may
This is made bv mMnor together
two ounces of cornstarch,
on?
ounce of powdered borax and one
ounce of almond meal. Hold hot,
wet cloths over fa"e, then take a
little towder on the fingers and
rub thoronchlv Into iht wot skin:
finite a
repeat until vn hn"e
bit Of the pnwrtnr wMfS th pVin
renflllv nboh"
Vn'i o" wlt'i
h"t wstr and maace In a little

BEAUTY CHATS

Ounces

&

i

1

oil

pii-n-

i

iI

1

much cost. But If I were you I
would take them all to the movies
present
together as a Christmas
g
or give them a
parI
think they
ty at your home.
would like this kind of Christmas

IIo-.-

ten-dpn-

for more than

"

5

r,

h
t flnr.
that
auburn ohnrte to the hnir. Tt Is i
tonic f"r the hMr and tn
It hn of rn'nr'n1 serve a
donble
vhnri U n noMM'
to have that shrt of Tinlr;
tM verv feet nmt llmlf
as there rra on'v certain tvni
that can combine tb's
By Edna Bent Forbes.
w'fh
heir completions. Tt will not InIn
anv wv snd If
jure the hnlr
In the blood, which, not being you ston lioin U, von wl'l tnd the
ANSWEIIED LETTERS.
thrown off in normal fashion, grey bnlr w"l be W as nttrnottv
Erown
as It ha
been
Muriel;
pain- - the
Eyes; , Low; must be gotten rid of
through the henna. To mnV b'n'e
the hair b'ak
.H.;.- -. Brownie;
Blanche; .J
of the skin.. The poisons would reopire a dve.
pores
Louise; C. B.; Discouraged: Skin are formed because food ferments
troubles that cannot be cured by in the stomach or because the '
external treatment are pimples, elimination of the body is insufwhiteheads
and a ficient, so the blood which goes COAT DRESS OPENS
blackheads,
number of eruptions not so pre- all over the body comes in conFROM NECK TO HEM
valent as these. The most com- tact with and absorbs poisonous
mon trouble is pimples
and matter. Cure the digestive trouble
blackheads follow inevitably.
and cure constipation, and pirn
Pimples are caused by poison pies will dosappear. There arc

)

'

1

Papre Fhre

forCake

M. (ft I SCO
For

CaJcm

Shortening

Makina

Watch this paper Thursday for coupon entitling you to a three pound
can for 30c less than the regular price.
The coupon will appear but once.

Don't miss it.
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GRAND CAPITAL PRIZE

CnHmmrate

Write vou r sight draft on the future now

FIVE BIG AUTOS
1

And Hundreds of Dollars in Cash

1

to

Be Awarded Free

SECOND CAPITAL PRIZE

mSiiiriiTir--T.
STUDFRAKER SIX SEDAN. VALUE $2,295.
STUDEBAKER TOURING
MAY SELECT BIG "6"
PURCHASED FROM AND ON DISPLAY AT

.ZTZn.

8.

iq?5 Mnnn.

OR WINNER

-j

CAR

COOPER MOTOR CO., Albuquerque, N. M.

DISTRICT PRIZE
1

1922 MODEC STUDEBAKER

p1

in Cash

10

to all active participants
who do not win one of the
regular prizes. Think of it
ten per cent cash commission on every dollar you
collect, or sent in to your

!

CHEVROLET

TOURING CAR, VALUE $692.

credit.

Purchased From COOPER MOTOR CO.
14
W

LIGHT "6" TOURING CAR, WIRE WHEEL EQUIPMENT, VALUE $1450

Purchased From and on Display at COOPER MOTOR CO.

DISTRICT PRIZE

I

EnterYourName

The Complete
Prize List

How The Prizes

J!)22 Studebaker Light "6" Sedan.
Value $2,295, purchased rom the Cooper Motor Co.
One 1022 Studebaker Light "6" Tour
with wire wheels.
Ing Car, equipped
Value $1,350, purchased from the Cooper Motor Co.
One Chevrolet
Touring Car. Value
$692, Purchased from the Cooper Motor Co.
One Chevrolet
Touring Car. Value
$692, purchased from the Cooper Motor Co.
One Chevrolet
Touring Car. Value
$692, purchased from the Cooper MoCo.
tor

In order to distribute the prizes
avenly, the territory covered by'
The
Morning
Journal has been divided into,

ne ..)ne
)ne
)ne

$150.00
150,00
150.00
75.00
i
75.00
75.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
30.00
30.00
30.00
25.00
25.00
25.00

.
-

")ne

)ne

today. Share in this gigantic

One
One

One

Dne
One
Dne

Journal Gift Distribution. An

Are

One

One
One
One

And begin gathering Credits

In cash
In cash
In dash

in cash
in cash

In cash

in cash
in cash
in cash
in cash
in cash
In cash
in cash
in cash
in cash

hundreds of dollars In cash commissions
winners on
o bo distributed to
ten per cent, on
a salary basis of
all nubscrlptlon collections turned in according to the rules of the campaign.
non-pri-

10,

early start means an easy
"4 90" CHEVROLET TOURING

victory.

CAR, VALUE

$692

Purchased From COOPER MOTOR C.

DISTRICT PRIZE
GRAND CAPITAL PRIZE
Studebaker Light "6" Sedan
VALUE

$2,295.00

SECOND CAPITAL PRIZE
Studebaker Light "6" Touring Car

;

In Keeping With
Its March Forward
the Morning Journal Takes This
Method of Distrib-

uting Innumerable
Gifts Among Its

Friends
Readers.

and

,

Awarded

Albuquerque

three separate districts.
The Studebaker Light "6" Sedan
will go to the Club Member
polling the highest number of
credits in the campaign. This
prize may be won by a Club
Member in any of the three
districts.

The Studebaker Light "I". Touring Car
will be awarded to the Club Member
standing next highest In the entire three
districts after the Sedan has been
awarded. This prize may be won by a
Club Member. In any of the three dis-

tricts.
After the two Grand Capital Awards
have been awarded the Club Member
standing next highest in each ot the
three districts will be awarded a Chevrolet
Touring Car.
After the five automobiles have been
awarded the Club Member standing
next highest in each district will receive $150.00 In gold.
The next highest Club Member In each
district will receive $75.00 in gold.
The next highest Club Member in each
district will receive $50.00 In gold
The next highest Club Member In, each
Jistrlct will receive $30.00 In gold
The next highest Club Member In each
district will receive $25.00 in gold.

Club Members who fail to win
a regularly listed prize, and
who remain active during the
campaign, according to the rules
ten per
vvill be paid
cent cash commission on all
collections turned
uibscription
in.

(10)

"4-90-

"

CHEVROLET TOURING CAR, VALUE $692

Purchased From COOPER MOTOR CO.

VALUE $1,350.00

PRIZES HI
DISTRICT

1

PRIZES III

PRIZES IN

DISTRICT 2

DISTRICT 3

CHEVROLET

CHEVROLET
Touring Car
, $150.00 in Cash
$75.00 in Cash
$50.00 in Cash
$30.00 in Cash
$25.00 in Cash
Cash Commission
10
To

CHEVROLET
"4-9-

Touring Car

$150.00
$75.00
$50.00
$30.00
$25.00
10
Cash
To

in,

in
in
in
in

Non-Winne- rs

n

Cash
Cash
Cash
Cash
Cash

Commission

'4-9- 0"

Touring Car

$150.00
$75.00
$50.00
$30.00
$25.00
yn Cash
To
Non-Winne-

in
in
in
in
in

Cash
Cash
Cash
Cash
Cash

Commission
rs

"4-9-

0"

Non-Winne- rs

Nomination Blank in the Albuquerque Morning Journal "Salesmanship Club"
Campaign.
I HEREBY NOMINATE AND CAST 5,000 CREDITS FOR
Miss (Mr. or Mrs.)

Address

As a candidate in the Morning Journal Everybody Wins "Salesmanship Club"
campaign.
NOTE Only one nomination blank accepted for each member nominated.
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Admits
Signing Name of Clerk to
Vouchers for School

Sanchez

Telesfor
?

IT

( Purposes.
jf.

Telesfor Sandoval, county school

superintendent of Sandoval county,
offered to resign his position yesreterday after an inquir" Into the
port that hp had signed the nan-.- e
of Mrs. A. M. Perea. clerk of the

county board, to vouchers for
school purposes.
Mr. Randoval, at a hearing; In
Bernalillo yesterday, did not deny
that he had so signed the vouchers, asserting that It was purely
for convenience to Mrs. Perea.
District Attorney Ernest Garcia,
after investigating; the case, stated
his belief that there was no criminal Intent behind the act.
Action on Mr. Sandoval's resignation is to be taken by the Sandowho
val county commissioners,
have the option an. to whether they
will or will not accept it. When
the chairman of the commission
calls a special meeting, a thorough
investigation will be held regarding the matter and the full details
will be gone Into thoroughly,
There is a belief that there was
a verbal agreement between the
county superintendent and the
county clerk that the signature of
the latter might be affixed by the
former.
It is known that Mr.
Sandnvnl hnrl nlanned to resign be- -l
i lo.e, giving as nis reason. ma iaci
that he had difficulty getting along
with the board.
There are reported to be two
faction
working:
against each
other In the county school affairs
ana It is possible that the quarrel
over vouchers may be an outgrowth of that trouble.
No formal charges have been
brought against Mr. Sandoval. At
the school hoard meeting In Bernalillo yesterday, John Joerps, educational a'iditor, Mr. Garcia and
Neill B. Field, Albuquerque attor

INGROWN

wero present. Mrs. Perea
ney,
pointed out to the board certain
vouchem
which
she had not
sicrne'd, but to-- which her name was
affixed. Mr. Sandoval readily admitted signing them with her name
claiming he had done so purely
for convenience.
Mr. Sandoval immediately tend
ered his resignation which Is to be
acted upon by the county commis
sioners.

DUKE CITY REALTORS
DISCUSS BUILDING OF
NEW HOTEL PROMPTLY
Members of the Albuquerque
real estate profession met at a
dinner at the Y. M. C. A. last eve
ning for an Informal discussion of
community problems.
The situation brought about by
the lapse in the hotel building
the
program was discussed. It was new
opinion of the members that a
ana
hotel was needed immeaiaiciy
that steps toward a revival of the
building project should te taken.

DEATHS

AND

FUNERALS

MOYA
The funeral of Mrs.
Desiderio Moya, who died Sunday
afternoon, will be held this morn
o'clock from tne lamuy
ing at
residence to the Sacred Heart
where
funeral services will
church,
ba held. The services are to be
condlcted by the Altar society of
the Sacred Heart church, uurm
will be at San Jose cemetery.
Crollott will have charge,

SANCHESMr. Onofra Banches,
aged 17 ywrs, died last night at
g o'clock at his residence at Hando- val after a brief Illness. He Is sur
vived by three daughters and two
sons. Frca croiiott is in cnarge.
Funeral arrangements are pend
ing.
RHODES

--

Homer

II,

Rhodes,

20 years of age, died at his home,
1215 South Walter street, at 5:13

o'clock Monday afternoon. He had
lived In Albuquerque two years,
having come here from Oklahoma City. He leaves a mother,
father, sister and one brother, living here, and one brother living in
Oklahoma. Funeral arrangements
will be announced later. C. T.
French Is In charge.
HARBOUR Funeral
services
for E. J. Harbour, who died here
on October 3, were held yesterday
morning at 10 o'clock at Strong
Brothers' chapel, Rev. MoGuira of
the Methodist church officiating.
Interment was In Fairvlew centa-

......

ury,

HARRIS

The

body of Mrs,
Toughen Skin and Toe Nail E yth A. Harris, who died Saturte Paola,
day, will be shipped
Turns Out Itself.
The body
Kansas, this evening.
wil' He In state at the Blakemore
A few drops of "Outgro" upon mortuary home
today from 10
the skin surrounding; the ingrow- o'clock
ths morning until 4 this
ing nail reduces inflammation and afternoon.
pain and so toughens the tender,
sensitive skin underneath the toe
MA.T. OF.N. HAINF.S PF.AT.
nail, that It ran t,ot penetrate the
Washington, Nov. 7. MnJ. Gen
flesh, and the nail turns naturally P. C. Haines, 81, retired, who oc
outward almost over night.
cupied two Important posts on the
various commissions which sur
tnm nhtitnnnitlBta
fir mHnllfntiirA
veyed and agisted In the construo'
However, anyone can buy from the tlon of the Panama canal, diedto- drug- store a tiny bottle containing day at Walter Reed general hosdirections. Adv.
pital after a brief Illness,

CAMBRIC NEEDLE IS
REMOVED FROM HEART
BOY
OF A

BABIES' HEALTH
GOMFERENC E TO

(By The AMarlnted Trent.)

Minneapolis,
A

T OA 1

CONVENE

Sessions Will Be Held in
Federal Court Room at

umnric

moved from the lirart of 1aw-so- n
Hanilles, two, at the LJMott
Memorial hospital at the University of Minnesota late todny
In what surgeons
term the
most rcmarkablo surtrloal ope-

ration performed

In

tho

north-wes- t.

to

Ho Is expected

Postoffice Building: Many
Exhibits Will Be Shown. INSURANCE
The first children's health con
ference to be staged in the city
will open this afternoon at th
federal court room of the poetoffine building at 2 o'clock, under
the direction of the nursing depart
ment of the American Red Cross.
The conference will continue tO'
morrow and Thursday.
Better babies exhibits will form
a feature of the oonference which
will be devoted almost entirely to
the general care of children under 6 years of age. The purpose of
tne conference Is to establish an
nual health examinations of babies
and, while the exhibition part of
the meeting will not be In the way
of a baby show or contest, It Is expected that many babies will be
exhibited. Physicians and nurses
will lecture regarding any possible
defects which may ba hindering
the development of the child, Ns
babies with contagious diseases
will be exhibited.
For examination purposes children will be divided Into three
classes, according to age. Parents
wishing their babies to be examined should secure
examination
blanks at the Red Cross offices In
the federal building.
There will be many exhibit
such as the" model baby's bath,
Ice box,
baby's beds, home-mad- e
Iceless milk and food cooler, the
proper modifications of milk for
the bottle fed baby, model diet tables and other convincing exhibits
for parents.
A program of talks along the
same line will be held on Wednesday. The program Is:
Health
recitations,
by three
children.
Child welfare work as directed
by county and city health departments, by Dr. Docherty.
Report of examining physician.
Health alphabet.
Education for parenthood, by
Miss Harris.
Recitations.
Moving pictures.
A photograph of tho rhllrl liav.
Ing the highest score for the conference will be made, as well as a
photograph of the entire exhibit.

Minn., Nor. 7.
nnodlo asj rt-- ,

EXPERTS

OF
ADDRESS
LUNCH
STATE UNDERWRITERS

r

80X1

CARD TO

BE FREE TD ALL'

lip

CITY

Special Sections Reserved
for the "Weaker Sex"
Which Is Now Showing
Healthy Interest in the Art

The Hat Shop
Out Entire Stock

Special sections at the .armory
will be reserved for women who
the boxing program to be
attend
Addresses by a trio of Insurance
Cordova Thursstaged by
experts who are In the city for an day evening.Benny
There will be section
examination of local companies tor escorted and unescorted wom
featured the noon luncheon of the en, all of whom will be admitted
State Underwriters' association at to the entertainment free of
tl.e Y. M. C. A. yesterday.
An
unusually large number of guests
were in attendance.
Mr. Scott outlined to the Insurance men the problems which had
confronted
Colorado
institutions
through the operation of the Mountain States Insurance company, and
told of the fight that Is being waged
in the courts against Us method of
doing business. He declared that
the men here might meet such a
form of business and should be
prepared for It,
Mr. Ounn,
speaking from the
standpoint of an actuary, told the
Insurance men that i.etuaries, get
ting into close touch with the busl
ness of Insurance
were
firms,
among the heaviest buyers of In
surance,
"They hear the scandals and
probe thenrf ' said Mr. Gunn. "They
are In tne atmosphere and study
their subject from every angle. The
result is that they Duy insurance
neavuy. An actuary I know re
ceives a total annual income of
$8,000 and yet Is carries 153,000
in Insurance, mostly of the endow
ment variety."
George Rosllngton, present as a
visitor, told of the early work of
C.
E. Blgelow,
the association.
manager of the new farm loan com
pany, told how the banks favored
the purchase of insurance by their
depositors. J. H. Coons expressed
the thanks of the association for
the talks of the examiners, men
tioning particularly the testimony
relative to the purchase of Insurance by actuaries.
L. C. Mersfelaer, president or tne
association, called a short business
session at the conclusion or tne
luncheon.

Closing
of New Fall and

charge.
"There are a Ibt of women who
would like to see a boxing exhibition, but have been reluctant
about going," Promoter Cordova
stated yesterday, "But exhibitions

Winter

throughout the country are draw.
Ing large numbers of women and
the shows which I Intend putting

on here should prove- Just as attractive to them. Each exhibition
will be an example of clean ath- letics."
The opening bout will start at
S:S0 o'clock and the doors will be
opened at 7 o'clock.
Both Cttldwell and Jones, the
main eventero, are in fine physl.
cai condition and each gave n
at Moose hall
peppy work-ou- t
afternoon. They will give nn
other public training exhibition thi
afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Five boxers have been signed up
for the battle royal, which, although It is only an extra, promises to prove one of the most exciting events of the program. Two
other preliminaries have been ar.
ranged for the evening.

Ve are compelled to sacrifice

our entire stock of new
millinery including trimmed hats, banded
children's
sailors,
beavers, untrimmed shapes, flowers,
feathers and in fact everything in the store must be sold
and at once. If you want a hat, the season's latest, come
today and buy it at less than manufacturer's cost.
high-clas- s

BOATRIGHTMEn
COP

T BOWLING

If

11

1

TO GOODS CHARGED.
NO APPROVALS.
iVO EXCHANGES
3

Every Hat

team captained by Boatright captured the
An American genius hns Invented Y. M. O. A. bowling leagno honors
a bed which can be Illuminates last night by defeating the Bankunderneath by electricity, for the ers two straight games.
Team averages:
use of norvoua people.
W, L. Tct.
The Bnnla. Fe shop

BLE TO DO

(13.

F.) ..10

4

6
7
6
6

8

Independents
3
Service
3
Kelley (S. F.)
The game Kcore follows:
Gov.
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Millinery

Bun-da-

Boatright
Bankers
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1
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Fourth Street

the report of several cases of the specifications entitled "Length
Bankers.
MOUNTAIN DISTRICT
CARLSBAD.
144 121
Arnot
diphtheria in the vicinity of San of project Indefinite."
One of tha most eniovabln Wui.
The
No active cases were embraced in this contract shallwork
Antonito.
177
180
SCHOOLS
INSPECTED
Wagner
lowe'en affairs whs given by Miss
be
but
Indicate
120
found,
that
148
within
completed
Pogtie
175
reports
Helen Mcllvaln
on Wednesday
weather
BY HEALTH OFFICER thero has been at least one death working days
Gilbert
132
129
After
execuMrs.Siefcrt
the
Sixteen
following
of the younger
evening.
Long Suffering
there In tho past few days due to tion of the contract bv the secreBollman
172 170
social set were present In fantastic
Wat Restored to Health by
More than 100 school children this disease.
tary of agriculture. Tho nMM.i
costumes. After the usual
Two cases of suspected typhoid form and the mans, nlnnn. nnm.
Totals
745 748 In the mountain districts were vacE. Pinkham's Vegetable
pranks, bridge was pluyed
Lydia
cinated yesterday by County wore located at Carnuel. Contam- cations and estimates of quantities
until a late hour, when refreshlioatrigltt (Santa Fe.)
182 Health Officer Dr. J. V. Docherjy. inated water is the, cause of the may De examinea by responsible
ments were served by Mrs. W. F.
Slrango
Compound
o
123 l
r
Mcllvaln.
Dr. Docherty visited tho schools at small epidemic In that section.
luuiruimrs nt room zi8,
rampboll
205 21 6 San Antonio, San Antonito, Frost
Oebhart
The Woman's club met at the club
building.
Alhnnnrn.
Pb.-suffered with Boatright
Pottsville,
"I
rooms on Tuesday, November I.
59 137 and Barton. Aside from vaccinatKing George recently applied to New Mexico. All proposals must be
Dr. Docherty parliament ror permission to sell made on forms and in nrrorrt.mra
168 120 ing tho children,
Reports were heard from delegates female trouble for four or five years Barton .i
ana was very irto me state convention In .Roswell,
pave all of them a general physi- certain portions of his entailed wnn instructions, forming a part
of the specifications above referred
also a vocal solo sung by Mrs.
not
was
I
Totals
Duchy of Lancaster estates.
817 761 cal examination.
regular.
to, ana must be accompanied by a
fit to do my work
While In that section of the
Hairy McKim, and t continuation
ot tne siuuy of New Mexican hisproposal guarantee in an amount
at times and took
county. Dr. Docherty investigated
at
least equal to five fR) per cent
A Timely Suggestion.
tory, with tha subjects "Inscription
medicine from a
of
Kock"
the total nmotmt of the proposal.
SOI'TIT
and "Enchunted Mesa."
is
This
the season of the year
mtmmrav
doctor and got no
E. S. WHEELER, District
The Woman's club will be in charge
when the prudent and careful
a
snifior, vrvri.-i- i
benefit
I saw
oi tne community ccleoralion tor
housewife replenishes her supply
PAINS-SLOAFink- E.
ACHES
Lydia
N'S
Armistice day.
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. BHFORK Til K BOARD OF XrX-Tham's Vegetable
This concentration and search by tions.
This Is characterise.!
Troop li. New Mexico cavalry,
It is almost certain to be needel
of
rOM.MISSIOXF.RS OF THE
The follov. ing program was Rivadverso ma ly present day people is net them, and c n be
Compound
returned
from
en
the
before the winter is over and reTuesday
said
truthfully
corxTY
tised in the news- en at the meeting of the Parent-Teach! sults are much
carried on to satisfy a hobby. It to prolong the reward
campment ot I''ort Bins. They were
more
STATK
and
awaiting
OF XF.W M FX ICO.
prompt
association
of
South
Is really forced on them bv the re their search. Thousands of these entertained at luncheon that day by
papers and took Broadway school last
when it is kept at In the Matter of the Petition of InFriday afterit and got all right. noon:
t
qulrementa of modern methods of folks are learnng every day that me vnumoer oj commerce, ana
habitants and Residents of East
the misery of mekln? pain. hand and given as soon as the
business and society. They want tha one reliable way to revive their were guests of honor at an armory taara.rfi "riinif,j',i I trained twentv
AVOTO a bottle
of Sloan's Lini- Indication of a cold appears and
Albuquerqup.
Bong
"Tucky Home," grammar
to "keen in the swim," but can't lost health and run down systems dance in the evening,
or more and am now able to
It
before
has
become
in
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settled
the
ORDER.
ment handy and apply when
grades.
Mrs. F. V. DoeuD and Mrs. C. C. do
survive the nerve racking pace of is to tako a combination of Nature's
This matter coming on to be
system. There Is no danger in iriv.
my work. I recommend the Vege"A Mother's
Interest In the you first feel the ache or pain.
modern times, because they have herbs, roots and barka, known to Sikes returned Friday from Uos- - table
it
to
children
It
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heard
ing
to
friends
contains
and
upon
the
Compound
School"
Mrs.
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L.
my
petition of more
Hart.
It quickly eases the pain and sends
disregarded the laws of God and druggists as Oarren's Tonio. It woll, after spending a week as the you may use these facts as a testithan twenty-fiv- e
residents of East
Song "Jack o" lanterns," pri- a feel ing of warmth through the opium or other harmful drug.
humanity until they have become puts those vltamlnes
Into their guests of Mrs. D. VV. Low and at- monial." Mrs. Sallies
Albuquerque situated within ' the
Siefeiit, 813 mary and first grade.
victims of nervousness, easy ex- blood which nourishes withered tis- tending the meeting of the State
aching part. Sloan's Liniment penetrant
of
county
W.
Bernalillo, state of New
Fourth Street, Pottsville, Pa.
"Training; of the Children in the without rubbing.
lack of energy and sue, starving nerves and flabby Federation of Women's clubs.
haustion,
LEGAL NOTICE
Mexico, and it appearing to the
Mrs. KraJaclch.
Mrs. Holley Benson was hostess
The everyday life of many house- Homestrength. Then when they realize muscles. Consequently they begin
too, for rheumatism, neuraleia.
fine,
Board
that
the facts, matters and
Home"-Mlf"The
School
the
at
and
the bridge party on Friday after wives is a continual struggle with
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the condition they are in, one by almost
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that
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which with almost one mind Is brighter and show the change Sixteen guests were present, Mrs. more wearing than the ceaseless
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off
wooden
Susie
trade
rabbit
the
33c
girl.
tletail,
ships
they happen Is locking the barn after the hors" them? Providence Journal.
Closing prices:
Chicago; Nov. 7. Cattle Re
crying.
American Can
Is stolen.
80
ceipts. 23,000; nualitv plain, mar
NEW YORK MONEY.
"Why. Susie! Whatever is the
American Smelting & Ref'g 39
ket generally steady; better grades
This whole thing is a political scheme. In oy
matter?" asked the bunnv rabbit
WHAT IS DISGUISED GOLD? HOOCH?
American
Sumatra
Tob
35
steers
beer
and
lit.tl
New
strong:
the
he
yearlings
York, Nov. 7. Call money
wiped
That Russian gold shipped to this country has gentleman, as
Julgment it was done to protect the land office
American T. & T
109
hoice yearlings. $11.50; bulk beef firmer; high, 6; low, 5; ruling rate,
so well diseuised that not even the most vlo
girl's tears away with the
Anaconda
42
against tho Journal's demands for an Investigation. been
Copper
steers, $6.00 9.50; veal calves, 5; closing bid, E ; offered at 6;
s
feci iustified In refuslne ail cold on end of his red. white and blue
lent
Atchison
85
weak to lower.
It serves to leave all honest officials without a way suspicion.
last loan 6; time loans steady;
striped rheumatism crutch. What
Chicago News.
& Ohio
Baltimore
37
Hogs Receipts, 47.000: 10c to 60
90 days,
to be given a clean bill, and provides a refuge for
has Happened, music
Rethlehern Steel "R"
Est! 20c lower than Saturday's average: six days,
sobbed
it!"
Prime mert
I
'I
I've
months, 6
crooks and political manipulators.
&
Butte
14
Superior
better grades off most; big packers can tile paper,
Susie, looking all around on the
It docs not matter who asked for such a law.
California
Petroleum
43
doing very lit'.:e; practical top.
ground among the dried leaves. Canadian Pacific
114
A republican legislature passed It and a republican
$7.70: light lights up to $7.90; bulk
FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
"Lost what?" nsked J"r. LongCentral
Leather
28
$7.4007.70; pigs up to $8.50; bulk
or
"Your
wars.
governor signed it. The party is responsible for It.
your spell
pencil
&
THE HONOR OF THE ARMY INVOLVED.
Ohio
54
'4 desirable klnd around $8.25.
Chesapeake
New
York. Nov. 7. Foreign ex
hook?"
If that party wishes to escape political responsiing
23 U
C, M. & St. P
Sheep Receipts 26,000; killing change Irregular. Great Britain
"Neither one." was Susie's renlv.
Chlno
25
feedCopper
bility for such Incompetency or knavory, the repubclasses
to
25c
New
the
York
Times.)
lower;
steady
(From
Tve
demand, 3.93; cables, 8.94
.Colorado Fuel & Iron
24
ers steady; native and fed west- France demand,
lican attorney general will attack the law in tho
Until Senator Thomas E. Watson of Georgia pre- - IpttfiwiN' r.i!M!"
cables,
7.31;
Crucible
Steel
63
ern lambs to packers, early, mostly 7.3U4. Italy demand, 4.20; cable.
ferred the charge on the floor of the senate that i "oh my goodness mo sakes allv- courts. We are convinced that It is unconstitutional
' Cuba Cane
7
with-.-a
Sugar
soldiers had been hanged in France
$8.75: few at $9.00: city butchers 4.20 V4.
Belgium demand. 7.07;
a thimble full of molasses!"
and could be voided. If Mr. Bowman will not at-- ! American
wrie
12
out trial ho was not.called to account, although he pried Uncle Wleellv.
paid $9.10; handy weight fat ewes cables, 7.07 Vi. Germany demand,
"Lost vour
Great Northern pfd
73
tack it, the city officials ot Albuquerque or our had made the same declaration from the platform ' chewing
heavies
33 M. Holland demand
$4.50;
very
slow;
.33;
cables,
bidding
gum! Why, Susie, you're,
35
Inspiration Copper
$5.oo on choice fed Iambs.
34.51; cables, 34.56.
county officials should do so. All thai Is necessarf when a candidate for United States senator, and haa . nla)(ln(j almost as much fuss as if !
Norway deInt.
Vt
Mer.
49
Mar.
pfd
Sweden demand,
mand, '13.72.
Is to engage a private auditor for a day or two. printed it recently ln a newspaper ne pubtlsnes. you'd lost your rubbers!"
Kennecott
Copper
234
Kansas
Stock.
votes he attracted by his rabid attacks
23.05. Denmark demand, 18.35."
City IJve
it was a
When an effort Is made to pay him out of public How many
Mexican Petroleum
107
Wbl
Kansas City, Nov. 7. Cattle.
Switzerland demand. 18.60. Spain
upon the good repute of American army officers fresh piece, and I hadn't chewed
Missouri
Pacific
funds, let a taxpayer restrain the payment, by in- in France can never be known.
',, 54 Receipts 28.000;to quality plain; beef demand, 13.68; Greece demand,
Evidently he It hardly at all. and it was SWEET
Montana Power
steers steady
25c lower; earlv 4.20.
demand, 42.60.
Argentine
junction proceedings. A test of the law will result thought that there vere votes in his campaign yet!" sobbed Susie. "Maybe you what shall I do to escape?"
New
York
Central
72
some
sales $5.008.00;
held Brazil demand, 13.00.
He looked
On
Montreal,
around.
the Northern Pacific
As the law stands, officials are helpless and against what he chose to call "militarism." He is can find it for me, Uncle Wigg77
she
around
tn
stock
$8.50;
to
now
to
learn
the
he
which
honorable body
that
steady
lly!" and she sklddled her feet ground were plies of dried leaves. Pennsylvania
35
corruption can thrive' practically unrestrained.
cow
$3.50
weak;
lias been elected will not tolerate wild and vicious around
4.50;
sales,
early
on
a
moro
was
tree
spruce
in the dried leaves.
Nearby
13
Ray Consolidated
cutters mostly $3.00(!J3.25; bulk
If Traveling Auditor Whlttier were an arch talk from him, such as he revels in on the stump,
LIBERTY BONDS.
"Now look he-Susie," said of the sticky gum.
69
canners, $2.5002.75; bulls steady;
"Ha! I have it! I'll cover myself Reading
angel, the power given him under this law would when It affects the good name of the army; he must Uncle Wigglly. "I am not altogeth&
Iron
49
Steel
Rep.
calves
weak
to
few
50c
lower:
case
his
New York, Nov. 7. Liberty
or take the consequences.
of your with dried leaves," said the bunny. Sinclair Oil &
er sure that I approve
be excessive and pernicious.
No one man should prove
23
vealers $10.00; practical top. $9.50; bonds closed:
In the house of representatives the other day chewing gum. I don't quite fancy
$94.88; first 4s,
Quickly he picked more of the Southern PacificRefining
78
have so wide a discretion over public matters. Supmost heavy calves, $4.60(5)6.00; $94.30 bid: second 4s, $94.60; first
Representative Thomas L. Blanton of Texas was It. Maybe It doesn't do any harm, same kind of spruce gum he had Southern Railway
19
stockers and feeders steady to 4Ks. $94.60; second 44s. $94.88;
pose a corrupt man should be chosen for the posi- called to the bar to undergo the humiliation of cen- and perhaps It does clean teeth given Susie. Placing a little wad Texas Co
43
,
sure.
fourth 4V4,'.
weak; early sales stockers, $4.00
Gross as his offense was, false testimony when you can't get a brush. But, of gum on a leaf, tho bunny stuck Tobacco Products
third
$96.66;
tion? A state would be at his mercy.
59
5.50; feeders, $5.00(3(5.75.
honor
of
the
$95.08; Victory
the army uttered by a senator In the manner of speaking, I rath- the leaf on his head. Then he Union Pacifio
$99.76; VicThis matter impresses the Journal as very, very against
121
on the floor of the chamber would be of an infinHogs Receipts, 7,500; falrlv ac- tory
$99.68.
Is well, a stuck more gum on another leaf, United States
80
Steel
serious. We have called attention to it before. The itely more despicable character. Unless Mr. Watson er think chewing gumif
tive. 15c20o lower than Friday's
bit contemporaneous,
you know and stuck this leaf on one ear.. In Utah Copper
55
NEW YORK COTTON.
average: bulk lights and medium
Wagner Incident Bhows one vicious phase of tht proves his terrible charge before the Investigating what I mean.
a little while Uncle Wigglly had
around
$7.35; mixed droves, $7.10
the
will
committee,
law In Its operation.
country
regard him unworthy
since you are a little stuck dried leaves all over him"However,
CHICAGO
BOARD
TRADE.
OF
New York. Nov. 7. Cotton fljf
7.25; packers, top, $7.35; bulk of
sit in the senate. He declares that he can furnish
and perhaps won't chew gum self with the gum until he looked
The failure of the stato to check Mr. Wagner to
sales, $6.75 7. 35; throwout sows. tures closed barely steady; Decemthe evidence, and ho should be held strictly ac- girl
all your life, I'll get you some like a bonfire before it's lighted.
Chicago, Nov. 7. Material
at Intervals, or to "check him out" at the end of countable.
$18.45;
bulk, ber,
pigs steady;
January, $18.24f
Then he lay down under a tree.
more."
in wheat took place today, $6.0006.50;
March, $18.13; May $17.80; July
It's deplorable that an assault so revolting should
his term, will arouse a Certain decree of sympathy
Sniffing, snuffing and snooping owing more or less to frost re- $7.76 0 8.00; best, $8.10.
"Oh, goodie!" cried Susie.
$17.34.
3.500;
Sheep
sheep
be
a
made
Receipts,
the
senator
came
by
the Woozle Wolf, the ports from Argentine and to indi"But it will not be the sweet, up
reputation of th?
for him. Mr. Wagner claims that he demanded a
tipon
western
00; lambs
United
army at a time when the nation ls the store kind you had," sold the bun- Fuzzy Fox and the Bushy Bear.
cations of export demand for Ja- steady; to 25o ewes, $4Texas
"check out" and could not get It. The traveling host of States
'"
Cnnri Tlnnlth.
and
our distinguished visitors who speak in terms ny. "I'll give
higher;
some
Uncle Wigglly? pan and other
"Where's
Woodland
coun- steady
If you would enjoy good health,
Utah
auditor was "too busy" There is no sense' In any of the highest praise and gratitude of the gallantrv chewing gum. you
$8.65.
lambs,
Here on a spruce Where's Uncle Wlggily?" they tries. The market closed unsettled,
keep your bowels regular. No on" k
and heroism of American troops In France. All the tree grows a kind of gum which growled.
such lax methods.
to 2c net higher, with Decemcan reasonably hone to feel well. K
NEW YORK METATJS
more reason why Mr. Watson should have his "day really Is not half bad. Try a bit
"He was here a minute ago, for ber $1.03 to $1.03H
$1.08
and
May
when
When needed,
constipated.
in court" and be called upon to substantiate his of It."
I saw him," said the Fox, who had to $1.0814. Corn gained
AN ELKS' MEMORIAL.
New York, Nov. 7.
take Chamberlain's Tablets. rhey
Copper
statements or retract them.
Uncle Wigglly broke off from a very sharp eyes.
o to lc. In pro- to lc and oats
Steady; electroytio spot and near- - are mild and gentle.
The Albuquerque Elks, whose magnificent new
"REG'LAR FELLERS"
(Copyright 1921 by George Matthew Adams Trade Mark Registered U. S. Patent Office)
building- ls a monument to their civic pride, have
By Gene Byrne
a chance to start a memorial to their soldier dead.
The Journal wishes to propose to them a testimonial
to those local Elks who sacrificed their lives in the
great war.
The lodge owns frontage of fifty feet on Gold
HOW
avenue which has not been needed yet for the ex)
WANS
y
pansion of its building. Very wisely, we think, tho
organization 'has decided that Its real estate is no!
'V
for sale. Future needs are being anticipated ln its
retention."
This lot was used for storing supplies and debris
the
during
rebuilding process. It is now being
cleared.
It should be beautified. Tho Elks once
had financed and planned a park on the vacant
ground. The fire of a year ago checked the work.
Why not revive the park idea now and begin it
with the planting on Armistice day of five trees in
memory of the five Albuquerque Elks who died In
service during the war? Surely the men who were
willing to give grass seed, fertile soil, trees and
money before would be more than willing to renew
' their offer
if such a memorial was planned. Next
prlng the park might be finished.
It would be a
suitable companion for tho splendid structure which
now houses the olub.
aMW
What could bo more appropriate to' bless the
'
lS
,
.l'n'ii'iii
... .,u.
Edhor-i-Chle-

....

TWO LUNGERS AND ONE
LUNGERS.
(T. ii. CHAM!.)
Well, Folks, It has been sometime
since I have wrote auout tho topics
of the day, as tilings has been running along good enougri to suit
even me, and I am a great believer
in letting well enough alone, but I
see where quiet a few amatoors is
breaking Into the writing to the
editor game, and I thought I
might maybe Join up with them
and give you a little something to
talk about, now that the Ford
stories Is all getting
somewhat
.
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CAfi'T EVEN
HEAR THE FIRE
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INCOME PROPERTY
Four good brick houses containing ten complete apartments furnished, located close
jn, in the highlands; convenient for health seekers. These
apartments are always rented
and bring an income better
than four hundred dollars per
month. If you are looking for
an Investment that is a good
one. let us give you further details on this Investment.
j

FLY
AWAY

OH FLY

Q BY
WHEN MA,,IE.

1

THERE

J)

J

DOOR. BELL
WUZ"

AWAY- -

WELL? M

THE

LUCKY To
III.

v

--

LEVEUE i'T MIP1F

m

MOTWELL AY ALL I
LIVE UP WAIRt AHO JUtT
WANT TO TELL vnt i iTm
TO COMPLAIN TO THE

0Ni

j 'T

t

g
By George McManu

Service).

WAIT UNTIL I
CT
HAT AN'

W

M

ILLO

WITH

S

& COMPANY

Tfl

YOU- -

REALTORS-OC- R

MOTTO:
"SERVICE TO THE PUBLIC"
We give special attention to locating the stranger in a home.
Our autos are at your service.
Several houses and apartments
for rent.

Tt"l-UlMi

TOOrAC
SIIS(IN, .

AlbOUT

WIFE'S

EXTRA WELL BCILT
ALMOST NEW liKHK
Hardwood floors, garage,
lawn, etc. With or without furniture. Close In, good
terms. Fine location, Lowlands.
Immediate possession.

side-walk- s,

FOR RENT
Highlands
fur-

house,

nished

$60.00

apartment and
fur-

porch,

sleeping
nished

house,

$27.00

un- -

$45.00
furnished
for light' housekeeping furnished. .. .$35.00

4-

house, fur-

- Room

nished

$37.50

lowlands.

5-

- Room

house, fur- -

6-

- Room

house, fur-

nlshed
nished

house,

nlshed

1021

A

fur- -

apartment,
furnished
apartment,
unfurnished
apartment,
furnished

t

65.00

t

25.00

$

25. Of

furnished,
brick,
sleeping porches to accommodate
for a
12 beds. Ideally located
rooming house. Will pay big per
cent on the investment. Priced to
sell quick, $5,250.
tsmFFITH,
ACKEKSON
Realtors.
120 S. Fourth.
Phono 414.

FURNISHED,

85-0-

we may

Tell us what you want
nave it.

D, T. KINGSBURY,

REALTOR
Tjoan and Inxnrance.
907--

$750

CASH

modern house, close in, splendid
fine
location; newly decorated,
shade; $750 cash, balance like
rent. Step lively, the price, $4,000
J. P. GIIX. REAL ESTATE.
Phone 723-115 S. Second.
J.

SUDDEN SERVICE.
Tha Red Arrow (all over the West) ran
era sudden service on Kodak finishing
Work
tu people who demand quality.
FOR BALE
before 11 a. m. mailed same day
J 1. 000
Double frame cottatre, 3 rooms,
noon
6
next
m.
In
mailed
Work
combefore
p.
bath, glassed porch on each side,
a day.
80
Address work to
rents for
furnished;

pletely
month: East Central.
cement block bunga18,000 Five-roofireplace,
low, modern, bult In feature
furnace- - Fourth ward.
white stucco bungalow,
16,300 Five-roomodern, large rooms, hardwood floors,
fireplace, furnace, corner, fine location;
Fourth ward.
Houses
Some good ranche. for sale.
.nd lota In all parta of the city. Bus!,
rss property and business opportunities
A. FI.EISCHKK, RKAI.TOH.
Automobile Insurance,
Ire Insurance,
I'lnte Glnss. IturRlnry, Public Liability, Compensation Insurance. ,
Surety llonds.
Phone 71.
Ill South Fourth St.

WANTED

Fo-iti-

Call
LADY WANTS to do housework.
1306 (South Walter.
clerical
and
WANTED
Stenographic,
work. Call 1&6C-WANTED Nursing by competent practl- cal nurse. Phon... 694-WANTED Laundry work to take home,
or by the day. Phone 2101-WE AUDIT. CHECK, OPEN, CLOSE and
& ZANG,
WILLIAMS
keep Dooks.
Phone 701-Mellnl building.
room

t.EACHER with six years' experience,
certificate, fl- and holding flrst-grnd- e
sires position. Address Teacher, 4:3
South Arno.
MJRSB with two yens' experlenco t
hospital, warns position nurung And
413
kce. ng .louse for bealthseekiir,
Htuth Edith.
mar
WHITE MAN wiinta Janitor work,
ried, (tood health, experiencea cnurcn
and school; take anything. Call 653-Jus. J. Votaw, ask for Kelly.
WANTED Position by intelligent young
nun: exnerienced In general office
work; can drive car; have had experience
as private secretary; references. Auuress
H. M, ft., caro journal.
BUSINESS depression makeB available
accountant-bookkeepAmerican
capable
and stenographer, with thorough
and
salesmanship;
of
Spanish
knowledge
detailed qualifications on request.
Resulta, Postofflce box S41, phone
289.

DRESSMAKING
WANTED Sewing at home or by the
day. Phone 191 W.
WANTED Sewing. Mrs. Lee Foster, 603
North Fourth, pnone izaa-Mil
Dleatlng.
ticutTiTfrnva.
1,
. Williams'
. '
TU
.A
linery. 200 Sotitn Hroaoway. no
at
or
by
day
Di.
ssmaklng.
WANTED
t"4-'-m
my home; cnimren s
phone 1130-- J.
600 North Second,
v.
Ladles' tailoring; evenDHESSMA KINO
ing dresses, beading and embroidering
1825-Phone
t.. . tvTfi Dnr,rriion. side and dox
mail 'orders. N. Crane. 815 North
Seventh Crane Apartments, phone 314.
t QRIOINAL INDIAN designs for em- ' J . .,
...nMltlnr, hlOUSeS.381-- J. SmOCKS
i
1801
,
clothes. Phone
children
East Silver.

FOR SALE

Ranches

ilxi k r.mntrv home, si u coo lliiuse.
aeven roi'ms. ateam heated, electric
a
ranch; In airana anu
lights; on
orchard. Addresa Poatnfflce box 277. w
2407-R- 4
phone
ranch, on main
FOR SALE Nine-acr- e
garage;
ditch; new house and one
and one- mile from school,
In- onage.
Bareias
west
miles
half
quire at Hunt'a Ranch.
a . comfortable home
for
LOOKING
lip
.
.
,i..ki. ..i,)..
and
pleasant ano
pnioire
at
llshed business, you can secure samefr..m
miles
two
acres,
four
a bargain;
1oiid
poatofflce. on main ditch, tools, blooded
garage, chicken houses, also furniture;
chickens and turkeys;
will sell on . terms to responsible .eopia.
Phone 8416-J5-

FOR RENT
ll' vrl(iff

OffTceRoonw

anaca or desk room
Addresa Box
reasonable.
care jnurna,!
ateam
office,
vTn rTKNTlAttrsctlva
beat. Ilglft
.,a""h'
poBtofflce.
opposite
wrirht hullulng.
Three very desirable office
FOR'RENT
"
light, heat nd water;
.. rooms
ataitt nr am n v u nr.
23.
t3H West rentral. phone
CCT;

W'fl

to-

-- i

-

'

AlRPENTERi NG
PETTIFOR-

kt. kind

rrr

-t

THE

ODD' ' JOB

MAN,

or worn.

saa

4nh. nrnenterlna. nalntPhone 14r,-lng and roof repairing
.
PAiNiiw.-rCi...HOt'KE Olt , ROOF
-work-reasonable
prices
i...
nr.....
Oerg T Rrown mi" wonin
or having your
jjbjfoHE BU1LDINO
164-our
figures
house repair. d. call
"' ""' """"
elaht. N"

SALE

Liyettyk

WANTED anoS milker." Matthew Palry,
pnone 4au.
710
cow.
FOR SALE Fresh Holsteln
' ort n inirt
Zickert's
FOR BALK Angora
o-- Rancn pnone
cows.
FOR SALE Two tresti milk
Boiitn

nnw.7

"r

T

Call
mare.
r v.. uii.k
,ft Uiwth Toflftb
After n d. in.
Son SALE Three high-grad- e
ne three montha old, other two fifteen
months. D. F. QUI, h"""
f0R BALE Cheap, gentle family J oriv- .
Ing ana bbouiw hoi",
nulre Santa Fe tsnoe enop, oppoono
7ZXi

THB RED ARROW,
EJ.
Las Vegss
Albuquerque
(We want
representative In 10 J K
territory.)

WAN

I

ED

b:r,

periaiiiBuojr

"SEWING MACHINES

wan
uiPHlMRri renalred ani
' olesned: parta
and supplies for all
mreu.
makei! an wora 146-J-gua
..
41 1 W. popper.
Mnrehead,plron
of wall paper an
CLEANEKH
niiw wiuuu
Interior oecoraiiwo
a, specialty. . vau wvu, ini--

?pit.ut

21S W.Gold.

450-- J.

none
WANTED
--

2i2a-w-

Goals' milk, dully, by the
Phone 2400-JS OVES POLISHED and tet ap.
Bedding Co., phone 471.
WANTED Good second-hun- d
furniture.
What have you? Phone 9H-- J
JANITOK for housecleanlng work, floor
J. W. Lowe, phone 1972-M- .
axing.
FOR PAINTINO, paper hanging, tint
ing and furniture reflnlshlng call 666.
WANTED
Your garbage Pnone 2409-Ror write C. W. Hunter, general delivery
WANTED
cabiugo, tur
nips and carrots. Add y 1414 South
Edith.
WANTED To buy small iron safe. Call
American Furniture Co.. 223 South

modern
house,
sleeping porch, hardfloors throughout, large
basement, built-i- n
laundry tubs,
rarage, full size lot, all for only
$3,800. Reasonable terms.
glassed-i-

n

wood

A, L. Martin Co,, Realtors
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loana
123 W. Gold.
Phone 156.

A

REAL HOME

Luna Boulevard, five rooms
and sleeping porch, furnace, fire
place, hardwood floors, built-i- n
features, Garage, lawn, trees, for
$8,300, Good terms.
R. McCMGHAN, REAWOll,
204 W. Gold.
Phone 412-On

J.

SELL THE EARTH
hundred Acre Farm, fully
equlpt a bargain If sold at once.
WE

One

2.400 Acres, $7.00 per acre. Terms.
Must be sold.

$1200

CASH
modern

J. Ii. PHILLIPS. REAL ESTATE
110 South Third.
Phone 351--

BUYS

nished or unfurnished; fireplace and sleeping porch. Newinside and out.
ly decorated
Balance
Close in.
monthly.
A. C. STARES
Real Estate Insurance
319 W. Gold Ave. Phone 168

ARE YOU A THINKER
If so see North Fourth street

lust beyond Mountain Road, observe the new enterprises, look
at the growing surroundings.
will make good
Somebody
money in this section. Why
not you. A few choice
lots for $760 each. Cash or
easy payments.
W. C. THAXTON.
705 W. Mountain Road,
I to S p. m.
Phone 761-a. m.
to

r

Horns And Investment

Prompt possession given on this fine
large home of six rooms and three
pnrohea, which Is In a splendid locaHardwood
tion in the highlands.
If your
floors, south front, garage.
family Is small, you can rent half of
home
pay
the house and make your
for itspir. Iteasonable terms and the
place la surely worth the money.

8

11

FINE HOME SITE
Two beautiful
lots on East
Silver. Price reduced for quick
sale, singly or together. Want
to Bee them? Call

J.

A.

824 E. Silver.

"A

n.MMOXD,
1'hone

1S22-R-

.

BARGAIN"

Dwellings

fc'OK

Male snd Female.
STENOGRAPHER, for part time.
313

Rob-

inson.
WANTED
Hanna's,

Federal building.
Solicitor., . Call In person.
400 West Central.
Well
"WANTED
qualified bookkeepers
and stenographers for Doaltlons In New
Mexico and Arlionn.
Apply morning.,
unpen oervic. Bureau.

.,

HUT

ARRANGED TO
IN INIVERSITY
HEIGHTS?
Do it today Lots $10.00 cash,
$10.00 per month. We are the
General Agents.
VOIJ

LIVE

Shingle Bungalow with
Phone
Second and Gold.
built-ifeatures; good coal and
Let's Servo You Toduy.
211 West Hold.
rhone 410
chicken houses; large lot; furnished complete, only $960. Terms
McDOXALD & WORSHAM,
WE SELL THE EARTH
Rpal Estate, Insurance.
A REAL HOME
A HOME
Phone 9fld-108 S. Third. Must sell at once, two rooms, one
S rooms fui nlshed.
glassed-i- n
glassed In porch Fine location, eight rooms, porchsleeping porch and one
screened-Ifront porch, $2,200.
large front porch, fireplace, lawn. es, steam heat, hardwood floors,
etc. Good location
and pricetl worth $12,000. Can be bought
Terms. Also two rooms and two
for lesB than $10,000. If you want
r IB in. wim terms.
sleeping ,iorches, one screened in
FAMILI OF SIX
let us show you this one.
front porch, $?,000. Terms.
H. F. QILMORB
Would
be
comfortable
entirely
214 W. Gold
Phone 442-V. II. McMILLION,
in this modern bungalow of J, L, Phillips, Real Estate.
306 West Gold.
110 S. Third.
Phone 354-five rooms, sleeping porch and
lnrge screened front porch. Has
fire place, built-i- n features and
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
is located in flno section of
FRUIT TREES
FOR SALE
Fourth ward.
I IIH.Ng.l8.
SHADE TREES AND ORNAsmall
cash
Very
payment and JOHN VV. WILSON,
MENTALS
D21 North ThirPROM ALBUA bargain,
balance like rent
nd
make
Attorney.
QUERQUE NURSERIES
Cromwell Building.
appointment to set) this place Ho rns IS, 11 and
teenth street, $500 cut In price.
.
Get Your Order in Now. Write
Phone
m.
1:00
after
p.
Five rooms, two glass porches,
for catalog.
AND HIBUKONM,
PHYSICIANS
J. T, YOUNG & CO.,
KOLLIN E. Gl'TIiJvIDGE,
one screen porch, modern, exHB. 8 1. HI KTON,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Phono 1023.
314 W. Gold.
Olseaae. nf lu Stomnrh.
cept heat.

J,

D.

Keleher, Realtor,

Two-roo-

I

n

n

1

111.

1153-J-

$500

For sale, almost new modern

room house, llgnts, water, furnace iOli KENT Large front room. 1488-RENT Nice front room, furnished,
cement basement, garage, coal and FOU
No skk. 415 South Edith.
wood house. $500 cash and 160 pel
FOR RENT Light housekeeping rooms
month. Mow vacant. Inquire
and bedroom.
210
Foli RENT

North Fourth.
front room, private
next to bath.
tot North
Nice

entrance,
Fourth.
FOR
RENT Nicely furnished
room,
FOR RENT Rooma
ateam heat, hot and cold water. (11
West
Coal,
tun K.V1 Huum. Ill West Copper. FOR RENT Two
front rooms furnished
416
M'Uki
Uuum.
orlh Fourtli.
Nl
for
housekeeping. Apply after 2
i'OIt KENT Sevura, unfurnished ruotns. p. m.. light
408 West Lead.
H South Edith.
FOR RENT Nicely
furnished
from
KOK HEM T furnished room. 1.
room, bath adjoining, fur gentleman,
close In. 407 West Coal.
Walter, phone 2U2-W- .
FOK KENT Three
furnished
WANTED Housekeeping room or small
mudern. 1011 Nurth First.
apartment, for lady employed and
eleven-year-ol- d
girl. Answer,
FOR RENT Twu furnished ramus.
giving
price. Address U. M., care Journal.
West Central, phun. 1749-1T8
rooms.
Furnlsnea
l'OK RENT
FOR SALE Houi
buutn Walter, phun. lti?-J- .
FO KUENT Furnished front room, with l OH BALE
brick housa.
bath connection. 710 West Lead.
North Edith. Fhone J4U1-RFOU ItElSX
'Iwo or three rooms fur FOR SALE OR TRADE Uood Income
light housekeeping, ill West Iron.
properly, gee owner, 619 West Copper.
Foil KE.Vi Nicely lurnlstieu bed room. FOK SALE Four-rooflame house,
JoKo-close in. phone
and two sleeping porches, at i'ii East
,20 West Coal.
I'UHMSHED rooms, not water heat; no Santa Ke; reasonable.
414
ICK; no chliaren.
West -- liver. FOR SALE Near car Una and school,
four-roohouse, batb and sleeping
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for sleep- lng and light housekeeping. 207 North Porch, garage. Phone 1888-Five-rooFOR
SALE
High.
brick, barn,
chicken house, fruit trees, 14! feet
FOR RENT Re oms, by the week; tjr-nafrontage.
Inquire 1217 North Fifth.
West Sllvur, ;h ne
heat, 118
5 to.
FOR SALE Two-roefurnished house
with two sleeping porches, electric
FOR RENT Nice tront room In mudlight, city water; lot (1x87. 1(18 South
ern home, adjoining bath; no sick. Elm.
I'hone 1114
Five-roobungalow, priced
FOR RENT Front room, private en- FOK SALE
right; look it over and be your own
trance, adjoining bath, close in, 306
Judge; fine location; terms. 1498 West
North Edith.
Central,
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, FOR SALE
By owner, leaving "town,
modern home, Mrs. Fred Ham, tu
two furnished cottages; modern;
terms;
North Becnnd.
these must be sold In the next few days.
FOR RENT a nicely furnished room; Cull ill Bcuth High.
lady preferred; convenient tu meals. FOR SALE Flve-ruomodern stucco
204 North Walter.
house, tcreened-l- n sleeping porch, back
FOK RENT Cicely furnished ooin, outani fron. porches, bath, light, and gaa
side entrance; also garage; no sick, B owner, 821 South Arno,
lilt Nurth Second.
FOR SALE By owner, 718 West Coal;
FOK RENT Room and sleeping porch
Frame stucco, 4 rooma and bath, two
114 North Edith,
adjoining batb.
large porches, newly decorated, vacant.
phone 2278-Terms If desired. Phone 1803-FOR WENT Two furnished rooms ior FOR SALE
New four-roomodern fur
llKht housekeeping;
reasil.Uil?.
Hi
nlshed cottage, on South Walter, jUu
South Arno.
down and monthly payments.
J. A.
FOK RENT Nice room
with private Hammond, 884 East Silver, phone 152J-family; with or without board. 807 FOR SALE BY OWNER Five-rooNorth Fourth.
stucco, hardwood floors throughout
Foil RENT Three modern furnished large living room, extra large
garage
rooms for light
i'H excellent condition,
housekeeping.
tot West TIJeras
West Santa Fe.
road.
FOR RENT Room and giussed-l- n sie.p-lu- g tOK HALE At sacrifice, aa ..wmr Is
porch; gentleman only. 224 South
modern
leaving olty; my
Walter St. Phone 272-home; all conveniences; West Central
Address M. X., car.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for light terms If desired.
housekeeping; modern; also sleeping Journal
FOR SALE OR TRADE By owner,
porch. 118 West Silver.
modern combination brick and
FOR RENT Fleasant front bed room,
adobe
house, well located In Fourth ward;
suitable for two; no sick, ilb North
might take vacant lots In highlands or
Eleventh, phone 1670-J- .
good car; terms if desired. For appointFOR RENT Furnished bed room; suit- ment phone 1675-able for one or two people; close In; FOR SALE Furnished or
unfurnished,
417 West Silver.
no skk.
well built frame house, five rooms,
FOK RENT Housekeeping rooms and bath, two screened porche., east front,
no
sleeping porch, for two persons;
nicely arranged for two families. High
children. 110 South Walnut. ,
lands. Phone owner, 1668-IMPERIAL ROOMS flee, clean rooms; FOR SALE Modern Kungalow;
four
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
rooms and bath,
and back
front
Theater, 21 Uj West Central.
screened porches, fir. plac, lawn, garIn- FOK KE.NX Ulassed-l- n
porch and two den, rang., ga. stove, baseburner
airy rooms, board aoros. street. 114 eluded. 1009 Forrester, phone 1171.
North Maple, phon. 1886-Nl
SANTA FE HOME
well-oul- lt
i udern,
FOR RENT Nice dressing room, steam FIVE) rooms, large
full
basement,
furnace, slneplng porch,
heat .hot and cold water, with large
fruit, hundred feet by 830 feet dp. 312
sleeping porch. Phone 2369-Hillside avenue, Santa Fe Mrs. Frar.v.
FOR RENT Glassed sleeping porch with
BALK By cwn.r, at bargain price,
dreasing room; board If desired; no FOR
new five-roostucco bungalow; good
objection to sick. 611 South High.
location, Fourth ward; fir. plac, oak
front floor, throughout; all wood work In Ivory
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
room, adjoining bath; private entrance; enam.l, only 1760 cash and balance like
201 South Arno, after 4 p. m. rent.
no sick.
Phone 1389-FOK RENT Display room, 17x71) feet; FOR BALE
br.ck, tine locaall or any part of It. Apply to treu
tion, corner
lot, screened porches,
Crollott, phona 678. '418 South Second. ce. lented cellar, large shade trees, sideFOR RENT Two room, with sleeping walks, street can; for quick sale 84.000
porch, for housekeeping; hot end cold net to owner; 11,600 cash, balance like
water, light and phona paid. 211 South rent. This Is a bargain. 623 W.St New
Tork.
High
WOOD WORTH
FOR BALE By owner, In the Fourth
Newly furnished,
rooms and housekeeping apart
modern bungalow, garward,
112
or
week
month,
age, ha. light and heat; very best' resiment., by day,
district In city: priced right;
South Third.
. dential
easy terms; not priced over phone;
ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping room, and shown
only. Phone
by appointment
housekeeping apartments, by th day 2040-w.ek or month. 608"j We.t Central
In good FOR SALE By owner: new small stucFOR RENT To gentleman
health and employed) furnished front In co bungalow, with basement; modern
every respect;
furnace, sleeping
South Edith, a short distance
room,
Owner on premises each
porch, eta
from Central, Phone 1461 J.
from 10 a. m, until noon. Priced
day
FOK RENT One or two well furnished right for quick sale. Easy terms. Corroom, and bath, In new modern home; ner Eighth and Fruit.
private outside entrance; access to bath BT
modern house In
OWNER,
and phi ne; no .Ick. Phone 1949-Fourth ward, hard wood floors, fireroom, north,
FOR RENT Hlgh-cla- ..
screened
porches, three
large
place,
south and eaat exposures, southeast
airy bed room, with extra large
sleeping porch; private home; best resi- light
on large lot with
front,
closet.,
.a.t
dential district; home privileges. Phon.
lawn, trees, etc.; everything In excellent
870.
condition; term. If desired. Phone
FOR RENT Room, with long sleeping 1977-- J.
with dressing
poioh, In connection
SALE By owner, 313 McKlnley
men convalescents
room;
preferred; FOR
avenue new four-roohouse and bath
fresh egg. milk, etc. Phone J404-Jroom; large front porch, double window,
mile west Bareias bridge.
in
all
built by day
well
extra
room.;
FOR RENT Two nice rooms; would like labor; electric
block from
one-haa young woman or man to occupy sin- North Fourth light.;
to school,
street:
close
gle room; haa six windows; very cosy; store, .nd car.; large shade tree In
can accommodate two person. In larger
the reel
the
make
front;
tint
payment,
.ud no aick; will
room; private family
serve breakfast, ' other meals can be like rent. Apply 1611 North First.
taken In neighboring house. Ill North

Jeiii

.i.-a- .

SALE

FOR
four- -

Journal WanU brine results.

Miscellaneoui

FOR SALE Large sire 1 cater, 11 South
High.
FOR SAI.IC Cement blocks. Call at 613
West Silver
TRY BODDY'S MILK. BEST IN TOWN
Phone 2413-R-- t.
FOR SALE
Heating stove. Gottlieb and
Beer. 1(18 North First.
FOR SALE Pigeon., red and yellow car- njux. not East Silver;
76.
machine,
FOR SALE Threshing
Postufrice box 413. city.
Water moioi
KOK SALE
inqulr. at
Morning Journal office.
SiFOU SALE Adobe to tiulld house.
mon Onrcia. 1202 North Arno.
e
TUBS.
high-gradin
BARGAINS
Navajo
117 Mulberry, phone 1730-- J
NAVAJO RUOS Positively at cost. 117
North Mulberry, phone 1730-foR SALE
Canary singers. 208ii
Averlll Apartments.
North Second.
NEAR NEW baby buggy for sale. Inof 1727 West Central.
rear
the
at
quire
FOR SNOW WHITE CLOTHES and ll
spot, try the Mansano Company Bluing
NICE ROASTED PINONS 15 cents per
Robert Macpherson. 1114 west
pound.
Central.
Banner Hot Blast heater.
FOK SALE
823 North Eleventh.
Inquire mornings only.
FOR SALE Big stack nice alfalfa , Call
or 1214 Virginia,
413 West Copper,
phone 868-Good wardrobe trunk, priced
FOR SALE
reasonable; call after 6 p. m., at 1116
North Twelfth.
Clark Jewel
A
FOK SALE
condition. 608
gas range: first-clas- s
North Second.
SALE A few choice Navajo rugs,
for
reasonable.
rleht from reservation;
208 South Arno.
Nice fresh eggs. 75c per
FOK SALE
dozen, at Ely'. Poultry Yards. (23 South
Eighth, phone 11(18
and 6
FOR SALE ysed tractors,
wun gang piuw.. it.u-.- '.
ment J Korbel A Co.
Home-mad- e
sausage and
FOK SALE
fresh country pnrk, delivered to your
door.

Phon.

1915--

FOR SALE Underwood typewriter, A-- l
condition; very cheap; leaving cuy.
Mr. English, Savoy Hotel.
iriiR KAl.F. Chean. -- entle driving and
woik horse, city Uroke; also good stock
saddle. Phono 2402-JBtiY YOITR GUN
before the seaaon
opens; fifty shotguns and rifle. 10
select frum.
in West uom.
FOR SALE Sun house, almost new; first
class lumber; can be used as sleeping
porch. Call at 101 South waiter.
NEARLY NEW Smith typewriter. Every
modern writing convenience; bargain at
$25. Address Box 10, care Journal.
rocker, on clothes
FOR SALE One
chest, library table. Hnosler kitchen
cabinet, child's bed. 110 North Sixth.
CLARIFIED and Pasteurized milk. There
I. only one place to obtain It. Albu
querque Palry Association. Phone 861.
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cottage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
lots. Swsyne's Dairy, phone 1818-FOR BALE Large Piedmont red cedar
chest, fifty dollars: one black fur automobile robe, ten dollars. 614 West Coal,
phone 1619-FOR SALE Ivory wicker baby stroller
and white enamel Vaby carlole, with
mattres; . both good as new; half price.
1420 East Silver.
FOR BALE A 'ew selected Navajo rug.
pillow top. direct
and Germantown
from reservation; good designs; bargains,
1005 East Central, phone ch
cusmous
SOFT SPOTS Heel end-arprevent fallen In.teps, cures all foot
Leather
troubles. II. Thomas F. Keleher,1067-Phnna
Co.. 408 West Central.
ROOF PAINT
ASBESTOS
1 par
GOOD for all kind, of roofs.
gal
Co., nu bouui
The Maniano
Ion,
Try a built up
Walnut, nhone 1834-roof, will last as long a. the bulldlnt
FOR SALE Two heating stoves, one
range with water back, one gas heater,
one oil heater, one electrio Iron, on.
waffle iron, one Singer ..wing machine
with electric motor. Mrs. C. A. Wright.
308 North Twelfth.

141!

FOR SALE Five hundred share, of City
E:ectrlo Rnllway, below par. Dr. R.
L. Hust, N. T. Armijo building.
USE VELVA ROOF AND IRON PAINT.
Root Koler; Roof Cement, .tops leaks.
Mohair top dressing; Plymouth Cottage
Paint; Valspar Enamel., for automobile
Satisfaction
Floor Paint.
Homestead
Thos. F. Keleher Leather Co.,
assured
408 West Central, phone 1067--

MONEY TO LOAN
On

'

watches,
gun. and everything valuaole
Mr. B. Marcus, 113 South FlrsL
MONET TO LOAN un diamonds, watches
and gold Jewelry; liberal reliable, confidential. Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. 105 N. 1st.
CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, diamonds, watches, Liberty bonds, planoa,
Lowest rates. Rothman'.
automobile..
117 South First.
Bonded to the .tate.
MO.NEV

TO"

LOAN

T Large store room, good lo.
cation, short or long time lease. Bur.
roughs Adding Uachlnt Co,

s.

UK.

For

Rent-Room-

with Board

s

ROOM

AND BOARD; also tanle board;
nome cooKing. zo wortn mgn.
NICELY
furnished roon. with board;
private family; no sick. !07 Forrester.
FOK RENT Furnished room with table
board; rates for two people. 117 South

Harnett

a

Suite,

CASH

628 South Walter Street.

FOR RENT

HI

StRVICf. INC

house, fur-

five-roumodern resiH.T228 ANorth
dence
Walter.
FOR RENT OK SALE New house. 1910
South High; call after 1 p. m.
FOR RENT Five rooms ana two glass
porches. 621 North Thirteenth.
FOR KENT Two-roohouse, furnished.
1.10B South Walter.
Call In rear.
FOK RENT Five-roofurnished house.
Second.
Garage. Inquire at SOS South First.
five-rooWANTED
To rent
building or room, FOK RENT Completely furnished resiapartment; modern; quiet
large enough for three or four automo
dence district, 'l 5. 604 West Marble.
biles.
Phone 182:-four-rooEXPERIENCED hand
laundress Will FOR
house, at 328 North Fourth. Dr.
take laundry home: men's work nro- ferred. Phone 1S98-WELDINf! AND CUTTING of metals; FOR RENT Four-roomodern furnish702 East
also welders' supplies and carbide for
ed house, sleeping porch.
Central.
sale. N. M. Steel Co., Inc., phone 1947-Three-rooWANTED
RENT
TO
LEASE
furnished
Office rooms. FOR
suitable for Professional office.
house, sleeping porch, $25; key at 706
Ad.
dress reply to "Professional." care Juur- - East Santa Fe.
nal.
Three-rooFOR
RENT
rurnlshed
WANTED Well driller who would like
house and bath, large sleeping porch.
to take riood 640 acre government 1117 East Central.
homestead
J. F. Branson, 315 South FOR RENT Five-roomodern house,
Third, phone HS1-furnished, 804 South Walter, Inquire
MAX BA ltd A IN STORE, at Sir South 814 Eust Santa Fe.
First, will pay the highest prices for FOR RENT Three light nousekeeplng
yoilr second-hanclothing, shoes and
rooms wit' sleeping porch, 824.
furniture.
Phone 858.
Electric Co., phone 1720-HUU CLEANERS
FOR RENT Three, four and
MATTRESSES
renovated 83 80 and up
apartments and houses; some furnishfurniture repaired and packed. Ervln ed. W. H. McMllllon, 206 West Gold.
11
naiKnn" fn ' nk..
'
FOR RENT Niceiv fumiehed
BETTER
DOKAK
FINISHING It is
house, furnace heat. 619 North Third.
better. Return postage Dald on mnil Innilire at Oranil rnntrnl Hotel room 20.
oiueiB.
j ne nanium ammo, i'ltf1! west between 10 and a.
uentrai. Aiouquerque, N. JM.
FOR RENT Three-roohouse with city
WANTF.D
Careful Kodak finishing.
water and electric lights, at 608 South
Twice dally service.
Remember, satis. Ninth, rent 81V. 50. City Realty Co., 207
faction guaranteed. Send your finishing West Gold, phone 667.
to a reliable, established firm.
Hanna FOR RENT By fcecemuer 15. to responHanna. Master Photographers.
sible tenants completely
furnished,
five-rooWINDOW
CLEANING
AI.HUQUKRQUE
house; garage.
Inquire at
CO.
Windows cleaned
and
floors 230 North Klgh street, city.
scrubbed; stores. offices and houses
RENT New three-rooand glasscleaned; reasonable rates and honest work. FOR
ed sleeping room, modern bungalow,
Post office box 101, phone A. Granone, 252. with
garage; lease considered; no children. Inquire rear, 1220 North Fifth,
phone 1929-J- .
ROOF WORK of all kinds Repairing
Five-roobrick house,
and painting, roofs built un. work guar FOR RENT
bath, screened Bleeping porch, window
anteed. Call 642, for man.
shades and coal range In house, newly
decorated, garage. $60, water free. Call
at 220 North High.
rooms and
AUTOMOBILES
FOU KENT Throe large
Blamed sleeping porch, partly fur
S
STORAGE FOR AUTOMOBILES,
per nished! electricity, hot and cold water,
montn
710 west Kent.
parage; nice place for chickens,
2;
FOR SALE Ford roadster, truck body, water paid. Inquire at 408 South High.
gooa snape. call 1514-- J.
HELP WANTED
A- -l
FOR SALE Smith
conamon. 607 soutn second.
Male.
i'OIt BALE
Ford touring car and Ford
tiouse
oy;
truck. Inquire 710 North Thirteenth. "WANTED Competent 2400-JPhone
healthseeker.
FOR SALE Bulck light six, rec.mtiv
"WANTED
Experienced groceryman for
overhauled; bargain. 616 North Third.
out of town position. Apply mornings,
5
FOR SALE
Buick touring car: Phone 720-Expert Service Bureau.
first-claCo..
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
WANTED Bright
young boy, about
city.
eighteen, for office work, with good
EXPERT RADIATOR REPAIRING. O.
Adchance for advancement,
K. Sheet Metal
Works. 218 North company;
dresa J. 1000, care Journal.
Third.
WANTED Ten young men to train for
FOR SALE
Some extra good used cars;
motion picture
acting; twelve-wee- k
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co.. 60S course:
free try out, at Tamarisk Inn,
West Central.
2030-for
Information,
phone
FOR SALE 1921 Hudson sport model.
WANTED Grocery man for out of town
will
worth 82.800,
sell for 81.850.
tuore: man with both outside and in
Phone 490-side experience; permanent position. Ap
FOR SATE Chevrolet, stripped down, ply The Diamond Coal company,
400 roadster, first-claN. M.
shape, self star
ter; priced tu sell; will demonstrate.
Female
S. One 8., core Journal.
Eiperlenoed collar girl. ExFOR SALE Ford
truck, driven WANTED
celsior
Laundry.
1,000 miles; priced to sell.
Moving
picture outfit; also a lighting plant, WANTED Girl or elderly lady for house
Phone 637-Delco, large size.
work. 802 East Lewis.
I WILL completely overhaul your car WANTED
saleswoman.
Experienced
-for 185.00. Work absolutely guaran
Arply at The Economist.
teed
I have no overhead expenses. Four WANTED
cook.
Apply
Experienced
861-or
1'hone
expert mechanics.
Mrs. Weinman, 708 West Copper.
587-housework.
Maid
WANTED
for
general
FOR SALE Two Bulck light alxea, 1018
Apply mornings at 823 West Copper.
models, 1750 and 8880; Ford truck,
Woman
who can sew.
Ford truck, 'worm drive. WANTED
$200; one-to- n
Mrs, Haxlett,
Dressmaking Parlor..
$400; Ford speedster. $200; Dodge tour803 Kent.
118
Gold.
West
car.
$450.
ing
WANTED Experienced girl for general
Mrs.
housework.
Apply mornings,
FOR BALE New Ford, 1921 model tour- David Welller, 1120 West Tljeraii
month
ing; driven less than 1,000 miles; extra EARN BOARD Room and 110
whll. att.ndlng school; catalogue free.
tire; starter; demountable rims, $450.
Bulck Co., Fifth and Gold, Mackay Business College. 106 Vj South
McCullough
1200,
Los, Angeles.
Main,
phone
WANTED Ten young ladle, to train for
motion picture
acting; tw.lve-wee- k
course; free try out, at Tamarisk Inn,
FOR SALE Furniture
tOSfl-for Information.
phone
with 12.60 PER DAT paid one lady In each
Iron led,
FUR SALE Double
town to distribute fre. circulars for
springs and mattress. liS4 East
Economy
Flavoring. Permanent position. F. B. Barr Co., Chicago.
FOR SALE Wardrobe, dressers, roll-to- p
new
WANTED American woman for gendesk, chiffoniers, beds, springs,
cotton mattresses; complete line of first-claeral housework, If married have house
usod furniture, rifles and revolvers. In which man and wlf. can live, but do
825 South First,
not need man's services. Phona B01-or apply 606 East Grand, city.
LOST AND FOUND

Bill book, containing receipt for
oar Hcen
and auto dray license; re
word If returned to 215 Kmith First
IfOUND
One (Jooiivear curd caslnn.
tna itatt hlRhway. near tna town 01
Bernalillo; owner may call for Identlfl- cation at 207 West Ooi
City Realty to,

Four - room

l2,4G0.0O.

Nice Hying room with plenty of
kitchen with
windows, convenient
built-i- n
features, oath1 room complete; ideal sleeping room where one
can get good fresh air and sun;
beautiful view, neighborhood of the
the best; make a substantial payment down and move In. The house
Is made of adobe
and la stuccoed
white. It will be good and warm
for this winter. See us without delay, na it will not lost long on the
market.
D1KCKMANN
REALTY COMPANY
Realtors.
oans.
Real Latate, Insurance,
SOS W. Gold Axe.
Fhone 670

Five-roo-

Wanted Carpentei work. Job or days
pnone 103K-WANTED To buy sanitary roil-to- p
desk.
.

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE

Mr. and Mrs, Healthseeker,
Small New JHousa
In Highlands,

WANTED
male. Ill Roosevelt.
KOK catering and serving, call l&SS-W- .
WANTED
Cattle to board.
Phone

--

WaTTPAPER CLEANING

SHELLEY REALTY CO,
Phone

Miscellaneous

quart.

on

two extra
Six rooms, hallway,
large porches, bath, garage, lawn,
shade, close, in. Highlands. This
place is an ideal home. It is so
arranged that it can be used for
two flats. Only $5,000 on reasonable terms. Don't overlook this,
it's sure a buy.

Six large rooms, two good porches

Phone

210 W. Gold.

INT'L rTlATURt

SOME BUY

REAL GOLD MINE

Seven-roo-

$100.00

BT

TWO PAND- - HOMES
IN UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS.
Extra well built, both on large
lots and close in.
Have built-i- n
features, fireetc.
plants,
places, heating
These must be seen to be appreciated.
Whoever buys any of these
three homes will be a well
satisfied customer.
Let's Serve You Today?

Building.

C.

( i.AitKi:,
Eye, r.ar, Now, god

Throat.
Phon. III.
Building
Offlc. Hour.
t to 13 a m and 2 to S p. m.
I)R. afAKGAKinr CARTWRIOHT,
Office Orant Bldg., Room 16. Phon. I"t.
Residence 1123 East Central
Phone 671.
Harnett

Fourth.
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
FOR RENT Room and board, with
Practice! Limited to
board. 410
sleeping porch; first-clas- s
East Central.
GENITO - I RINARY DISEASES
AND DISEASED OF THE SKIN
W111AMONTES O.N THB MESA
PRIVATE HOTEL for tubecuiar person. Wasserman Laboratory In C'onnsction.

rnn.

Z400-J-

Citizens

i

FOR KENT
room and porcu,
witn hoard, ror gentleman convalescent.
105 South Cedar
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room with
board.
618 West
Lady preferred
Fruit. Phone 1472-JAtuESON'S RANCH Ideal location lor
now
few reservation,
healthseeker.;
avsllshle. phon. 22.H-- J
FOK KENT
and
room,
Sleeping porch
adjoining bath, with board; rate, tii
1H3S East Central.
month
FOR R Eli T Furnished rooms with or
wLhout board; bath and phone. 315V4
South Second.
Phone 820-F R RENT Room ano sleeping porch.
ith board for convalescent; gentlemen only; private home. Phon. S148-rooms
FOR RENT Nicely
rurnlshed
with steam heat and first-clatable
110 South Arno, phon. 1SS7-bnnrd
FOK
HEALTH SEEKERS Modern acnurs. servlc.
with
commodations,
Casa de Oro, 1113 West Oold, phon (14-ONE OR TWO healthseeker. can fl.id
home-like
acenmmodat! r.t In
Heights. Phone SI 64 .1.
Nice rooms with sleeping
RENT
FOR
porches, with board, for convalescents.
Mrs. Reed, 612 South itroadway, phone

Rank

Phoim

Hlilg.

H8B.

CHIROPRACTORS
AKMC J
rLn-n-rLrurv

nT--

4'hlrnprartor.
10 and 2" Arniijo llillldlng.

"FOR RENT
FOR

RENT

ApartmenU

Furnished

16South Edith.

apartment,

at

Furnished apartment, close
208
in.
North Sixth.
FOR RENT Furnished apartment and
garage. Phone lu'JO-R- .
FOK RENT Deslrabt. rurmstied apartment. clr.se in; no slcJt 315 N. Fifth
FOR RENT Furnished or unfurnished
two rooms with sleeping porcrr. Phone
FOR RENT

2128--

FC ; RENT

Furnished
ern apartment; hot water heat

Wet

mod-

314

Coal.

FOR RENT Desirable
ment; no sick; no children.
two-roo-

Second.

apart1104 North

FOR RENT One large and one small
modern
furnished
apartment 213
Noith Seventh.
FOR
Furnltmed apartments;
RENT
thr.. 21room, with bath. Albuquerqu.
Hotel.
H North Second.
52.
FOR RENT Two-rooapartment, furCAN ACCOMMODATE
two men patients
nished; hot and cotd water an .team
4 21
bed or convalescent; nurse's cure; flrst-cla- s. heat.
South Broadway.
board; moderate. 1123 East Cen- - FOR RENT Two ro ms with glassed
trnl, east apartment.
for light housekeeping.
porch,
sleeping
DELIGHTFUL SLEEPING PORCH and 221 South Walter, phone 1870-J- .
bedroom, with board. In furnace-heate- d
FOR RENT Two large rooms, nicely
home; reasonable; also table board.
furnished for housekeeping; gas and
1430 East Sliver.
Phon. 1422-coal range, desirable location,
alt West
One beautiful Coal.
FOR CONVALESCENTS
apartment, sitting room, dressing room FOR RENT Three large roums, nicely
and large sleeping porch, southern eg'
furnished apartment,
good location;
posure, suitable fur two people; steam no sick. 221
North
Seventh, phone
heat; excellent board; graduate nurse In 2309-attendance. Rate. 366 per month. 60J FOR RENT Two
large room, and sleepWest Hold, .;on "14-ing porch, furnished for light houseFOR RENT Nicely furulsli'id rooms, keeping, In modern home. 1223 South
from Edith.
with or without bath; Just ao-othe poatofflce ; hot water heat for win- FOR
RfCNT Three-roofurnished
r'eil family
ter; best of home cooking,
with bath ano two sleepstyle; room and board, 145 to 55 per ingapartment,,
and
inside
decorated
newly
porches,
or
week
ticket;
month; board by meal,
out; water and light, pa'd. 822 East
meals. 60 cents. 410 West Gold.
159-Coal.
Phoo
RESERVATIONS may now be had at
The Murphey Sanatorium. Rates: 20
BUSINESS CHANCES
to 126 per week. Include, private room
l,.aaliou
with .leeplag porch, connected with bath KOK SALE Uuruge.
town.
Phone 879.
General nursing, medical
and toilet.
care, excellent meal., tray service. All FOR
SALE
store
Grocery
ild
rooms have atenm heat, hot and
Grocery, care Journal.
running water Phone 491. Dr. Murphey. TEN PER CENT discount for cash on
good land contract; 1900 will handle.
FOR SAUEPoultry-Egjg- i
Phone 410.
BALE One of ths beat omln.s
toil
1
FOR BALE Twenty Ancona hens,
propertle. In Albuquerque. 116 South
207 North High.
each.
street.
Flr.t
Inquire at Savoy Hotel
FORSALE Nice fat
pullets, 80o to
11.35 each. 802 South Broadway.
FOR SALE OR TRADE A money-makin- g
Rhode Is'anil
FOR SALE Twenty-fou- r
store in a booming town, not far
1"05 from
Red laying hen., 11.25 each.
Albuquerque; It will cost you about
South Arno.
13.000.
Whst have nil? Address Mer
FOR SALE Nice fat hen. and fryers, chant, care Journal.
818 North FOR SALE Two-stor- y
dressed. Phone 814-brick rooming
Eleventh.
house and residence combined, on large
FOR SALE Bucks, doe. and frying rab- lot near business seitton ; room for a
710 business building; a bargain at 11.800;
bits; hen. and frying chicken..
WeBt Lead
part terms. J. A. Hammond, 124 East
FOR SALE About twenty White Leg- Silver.
horn laying hens; also a few mixed BUSINESS FOR SALE Old
tabllh4
chickens. Phone 2402-Jmercantr business, located jn railroad.
FOR SALE Barred Rock fryers, pullela Will sell for value of Improve nents i.lone.
and hens, 830 per pound; ducks, 40c Good reason for selling. If liitt rested In
good-slse- d
915 North
proposition, addr-s- a
joitoftlce
pound. Phono 1616-bt 638, Albuquerque.
FOR SALE Twelve White Wyandotte
pullets, eight White Leghorn hens, J.QR
1220 South Broadway,
twelve pullets.
FolTlTENTUarage", "n2TesTJimlT.
phone 1627-rFOK SALE S. C.
Imported English
White Leghorn cockerels, from Tom
g
.train.
Barron farm. England,
TIME CARDS
Sl
North Fifteenth.
bronz. turkey.,
A SPLENDID flock ot
breeding bird.; al.o . oung turkey, (or
your Sunuay or Thanksgiving dinner.
H. B. Watklns, phone 8416-- J
YARDS
RED POULTRY
Thoroughbred
S. C. R. I. Reds, Kinglet Barred Rocks,
cockerels, pullets, hen. and pen. for breedWKS10UN.
Dally.
413 West Atlantic phone 1483-ing.
Train.
Arrive.
Depart.
MY ENTIRE stock of S. C. R. I. Reds; No. 1 The Scout..., 7:30 pm 1:30 pin
and cockerels; No. 3 Calif. Limited. lu:30 am 11:00 am
hens, pullets, cock,
breedln pea. or .Ingle.; pure bred C. P. No. 7 Fargo Fast 10:50 am 11:10 am
The Navajo. .12:35 am 1:00 am
Hay. stock, backed by generation of No.
SOUTHBOUND.
prise winner. In the beet .how. in the
Na 19 El Paso Exp
10:10 pm
oountry. U. B. Watklns. phone 14H-- J.
Not 27 El Paso Exp
11:30 am

ENTM'8Cenne0.u.'

YOjOATE

Rta! Entate

FOK SALE Choice lots in Unlver tty
Heights, price 1276 and up; on. tour-roohouse. Third ward, electrio lights
and water, 11,900, 1300 cash; one four-rooand bath, Fourth ward, 12,700, 1500
and bath brick,
cash; one four-roohardwood floors. Third ward, easy terms.
W. J. Rica,
Phone 643 for appointment.
per P. F. 1'cCanna.

MATTRESS RENOVATING

Mrra?srKmvTiwm
Itug cl.anlng, furniture
niture packing.
dint Company,

repairing, furPhuue 471. Ervln Bed

No. 1
No. 4
No. 8
No, 10

EAST BOUND.
2:10 pm
5.00 pm
7:26 pm
7:20 am
FROM SOUTH.
From El Paso 8:39 pm
From El Pesi' 7:00 am

The Navajo..
Calif. Limited.
a F Eight.,
The Scout.

1:40
6:40
1:10
7:50

pm
pm
pm
am

No, 28
No. 30
No. 10 connect, at Tel.n w'th No, 11
for CIovls. Pecn. Valie- City and
G

Coast.

Ka

No. 19 connect at n.lon with No. 11
fro
rtnvl. .nd point, eaat and'sotiih

j
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C. OF

HONEY

MAY BE

EFFECTIVE

IN

We

Sell

5i

PfiQllllf
riV a Ilfltte

ammmmm U

FOX

WILLIAM

Directors
Afternoon

sentatives

TODAY

or-g-

.,

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

Presents

and

MURPHY

Barber will begin the conCalistruction of a cosy
fornia tvpe bungalow tomorrow on
lot 11, block 16, facing on Stanford avenue. He has already sold
the property under contract.
Delivery drivers and others are
cautioned about driving across lots
on the Heights and are urged to
Develop- keep on the streets. The
mnt .nmnntur hna tUMf nut lin
temporary fences where this cus
tom has prevailed ana intena 10
nrosecute nnv further trespassing
under a damage claim. The resi
dents of the Heights are proud or
Arlittnn o n .1 Q.I, AttlPCB trt M.
operate in making it sightly and
ideal.
Another car load of waterplpe
was received Saturday and will immediately be installed.
C. M.

WALKER

JOHNNIE
in

DO"

WILL

LOVE

A Thrilling Story of Regeneration
ALSO LATEST

and

NEWS

FOX

V,

MUTT and JEFF CARTOON
ADMISSION

REGULAR

4

'J

h'

PRICE

FIRE DESTROYS WAREHOTSF.
East Las Vegas, N. M.. Nov.
of unknown origin tonight destroyed the warehouse of the E.

LOCAL ITEMS

ONLY

$85

HOW

Rosenwald and Son, and contents,
The
consisting mainly of groceries. covloss, estimated at $10,000, is
ered by insurance.

Coal Supply Co- J'hone 4 and 5.
The regular meeting of the
I
a
J
Knights of Columbus, willAlbuquerbe held
I To rcnlnre thnil hrofcen window I
que Council No. 641.
8
.tonight In St. Mary's ball at ofLumber Co.
glass. Alhiiqocrn
o'clock. Annual Installation of
423 North First r
Phone 421
ficers and a smoker will be held.
G. I. Rhodes, of Gross Kelly &
Co., will leavo this morning fur
California, where he will spend a
month vacation.
There will be a rehearsal for ofYour Trunk Hauled for
Easy Payments If You Wish
ficers of Do Molay tonight.
No Interest Charged.
25
Triple Link Rebekah Lodge No
10 will meet at 7:30 tonight at the
Call Albuquerque Transfer Co
Odd Fellows hall. Drill after the
Phone 542.
meeting.
Four dollars, full wagon load
limited amoun'
factory, wood,
Music and Jewelry Store
Harm Coal Co. Phone 91.
Dr. V. G. Cornish, Sr., returned
117 b. First St.
Phone 917-- J
home last night from a two weeks'
In Bulk Best on the Market
east.
trip
The Ladies Aid society of the St.
SVPERIOR WHITE I.I.ME CO
Paul English Lutheran church will Mr. Haynes, who i s with the
Warehouse
hold a sewing meeting this after- Charles Ilfeld company, will reCoal Supply & Lumber Co.
noon at 2:30 o'clock at the home main here for svme Ime,
Phones 4 and 5.
at Hul South
of Mrs. Wilson,
Dr. Murray, 'osteopathic physiEdith street.
cian. Woohvorth Bldg. Phone 644W
Walter R. Helbert, of G17 East
Mrs. H.
Robinson and daughLewis avenue, who was operated ter, Grace, F. will
her
upon yesterday, Is reported to be mother, Mrs. Hesteraccompany
Whinnant, on
Because of lack of storage
recovering rapidly.
a trip to
Wis.
Mrs.
Crandon,
we will sell some extra
Mrs. Leo t. Baca arrived here Whisnant will
(pace,
remain
fine
from Sandoval yesterday for busi- there with her son.probably
Mrs.
Robinson
ness and to visit her mother, Mrs. will visit friends in Wisconsin until
Alejandro A. Sadoval.
The business meeting and social after the holidays.
of the Presbyterian Christian EnCITY Kl KCI HIC SHOE SHOP
Your choice of pink or red-e- asy
deavor society which was sched.
213 8oulb Sr.olid
Vhime
to store. We tell you how
uled for this evening has been postFre Call and Ktllrery.
poned Indefinitely.
ST. JOSEPH'S
There will be a Joint meeting of
Shelled Pinon Nuts. Phone
the Turner Adair post No. 401 VetSAXITORICM
Naand
Wars
erans of Foreign
the
802. Fannie S. Spitz, 323
Ask for Mr. Linden.
tional Disabled Soldiers' league at North Tenth.
the Labor temple on November 8
'
for the purpose of discussing ArmJ. W. HltASI IKI I), the Watch Maker.
istice day celebrations.
American, SwiRi and .nffllsh Makei.
Albuquerque Camp No.1, Woodmen of the World, will meet at 8
All Work Guaranteed.
of
o'clock tonight at the Knights
117 South Flral.
fhnne 017-hall.
Pythias
,
Pay Poll Tax at High School.
158
Taxi & Baggage
Chester Lee, who has been visit- 158
ing his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
PINON-NUT- S
We deliver any size any
Lee, left last night on a business
trip to Denver.
where.
Transfer
Co.,
SHELLHenry
FINEST
The
and little
Mrs. Paul Becker
ED; Machine-Shelledaughter, of Springerville Ariz., are Phone 939.
The choicest HOLIguests at the home of Mrs. Becker's
DAY GIFT.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George BITTNER
ROOMS
HOUSE
tJimms, of North Eighth street.
S.
Phone 221-left Monday 319 H South First.
George M. Post
morning for Laguna, where he willa
802.
Telephone
build a concrete lining in about
323 North Tenth St.
mile of ditch,
FOR SALE BY OWNER
Send for mail order price list.
f
Herman C. Nuffer leave .i this
modern
lust tlnlshed
morning for the pueblo of Zla to
preas brick pnd new
modern exoept lieat. Both In
superintend some repairs on their
modirrigation system,
High''iri('s. Also
Mrs. Floyd P. Haynes will leave
ern house on West Gold, just
for Portland, Ore., this week, havCall
at
completing.
Phone HM9.M
821 W. Silver.
ing been ordered by her physician
to seek sea level for her health.
-

Man

Let Us Send

We Are on the Job
Cents

ROTHMAN'S

Fresh Lump Lime

Shelled
Shelled
Shelled

IK

51
1

is

i

luiSS.

'J

"V

St

RICHARD BONELLI
Brunswick Artist
Baritone
High School Auditorium
Tuesday, Nov. 8, 1921,
8:30 P. M.

Bonelli makes records for

Mmnmmek

Second concert of the series

offered by the Fortnightly
Music Club for the season of
1921-192-

U

Fannie

Spitz

five-roo-

jix-roo-

Enjoy your lunch

JMBMWMIIIW'ninliMOTaPHflffaiyMrO
only. Hear these splendid examples of his
13027 rle Moon. . . ..

2

Season Tickets. $4.00
Single Tickets, $2.00
All tickets exchanged for
reservations at Matson's.
Records may be heard at
Albuquerque Music Store

Brcokfield Sausage, per pkg. 33c
We Have

An

Extra

Shipment of

This

Week

Red Star Health Bran, large pkg
This bran is especially good for bran bread
bran gems.
Carnation Mush Oats, large pkg
Carnation Mush Oats, small pkg
This is a fancy white oatmeal.
Large Bradley Yams, per lb
Florida Grapefruit
9c, 12c,

28c
and

13020

WILL

x

5c
15c

years of high quality and low prices.

WILLY-NILL- Y
J. A. Skinner

205 South First Street

Because It's Rich and Mellow
We

109 South First

Balfo
For All Eternity
Mascheronl
Oxenford-Dfnz- a
Funlrnll. Fnnlcula
1
I'aloma
Tradier
13015 Smllln' ThronKh
Pni
Kipling-TouMother o' Mine
13009 Tommy IjkI
Margetion
tallinK Me Home to Yon..
Dorel
S5O0O On the Rood to Mamlalay. . .Klplinf Speaks
Tim Itooncy's at tiie lljlitln'
Flynn

Sell

THE BRUNSWICK

Rxpert Watch. Clock and Jewelrv
All
Also Engraving.
Hepniiing.
work guaranteed.
Opposite
Post-nffic-

Phone

003-J-

.

122 S. 4th St

Rossiter

-

"BURTON HOLMES TRAVELOGUE"

DESIGNERS AND Bl'II.DERf
lobbine promptly attended to
Cement work nnd floor sandlnr
Phone 915. 211 West Gold.

Brand New Essex,
roll-to- p

Sell
V

other Macaroni Product

-- nirt'

11, Armistice

Nov.

Day,

Having been made a legal holiday, all union barber shops will
be closed that day. Will be
open Thursday evening until

OONTINtrOUS

GRATE

Garetfi

COAL

GARMENTS TRUTB
appears as the boy who let his
imagination run wild in a

6

A

RAZOR RLADES.
Send or bring your dull blades for

AS GOOD

AS THE

ADDED

now $5.75

was $8.50;

25c

(Per Dozen)
Have your razor honed and set by
experts. Work Guaranteed.
KOItZA BROTHERS,
At Kuppe's Drug Store.

Fully Guaranteed.

J.

STAGE

Singer
Wert

Central

Given By

Veterans of Foreign Wars and
Disabled Soldier's League
NIGHT AT
HALL

IF
Tou wish to save money and have satisfaction buy a ton of
the famous labeled Canon City Coal being unloaded nov.
Absolutely gives the most heat of any coal on the local market
Not the lowest in price; but tho highest In economy.

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.

100 Lbs. Fancy Potatoes

$2.35

A carload of Extra Fancy Roman Eeauty and Wine-sa- p
Apples due in a day or two. This is an opportunity to buy your apples at reasonable prices.

Broadway Central Grocery
ALBUQVERQVE STORES
No Mall Orders

CO.,

Incorporated

Taken.

4
Let Our

PHONES

5

Trucks Bring Comfort to Your ITome..

ANNOUNCEMENT

For the convenience of our customers who buy
lime in smaller quantities we have coopered Superior White Lump Lime in new standard barrels of
180 pounds net.
Contractors for
jobs, and smaller
jobs in town; the farmer who wants to whitewash
the fence or the chicken coops; the man who wants
to build a garage or a chimney, will find Superior
White Lump Lime in barrels most satisfactory.
Most convenient to handle. Just the right
quantity. Economical. Easy to preserve any surplus because the barrels are strong and tight.
Positively Guaranteed to Be the Best Line on
out-of-to-

Corner Broadway and Central,

,

Phone

138

Tha Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

We

other Macaroni Product

Sell

The Use of Cerrillos Coal
Gives a degree of personal satisfaction that cannot
be had from any other coal Because of unexcelled
preparation and long burning, heat producing

quality.

STEP LIVELY SYNC0PATERS

Toonerville Trolley Comedy
REGULAR PRICES

220 North Second

am
am
pm
pm

TAXI
SINGER
agar Store.
Office

Two-Pa- rt

TANGLE"

CO.

&

Albuquerque

600

Reriew

We Deliver

KORBER

Phone 878

town

ATTRACTION

"TGONERMLE

BEST

A

8Se

to Santa Fe.

ninety-horsepow-

one-hors-e

George D. Baker Prodvction

IRONS

ELECTRIC

Second

Leaves Albuquerque. . 7:45
Fe,..10M5
Arrives.
4:80
Leaves Santa Fe
In
Arrives
Albuquerque 7:J0

mi ru n

in

NEW STATE COAL CO.

Wiseman's Watch Shop

r

ffrri

From Freeman Tilden'a story in Pictorial

Buy that wrist watch now and
save money. A deposit will hold
any article we have until Christmas

Double Edge
Single Edgo

TO 11 P. M.

THREE DAYS STARTING TODAY

BOUT' WAIT

South

1

p. m.

8

This coal is second to none for heater or
furnace use. Satisfaction guaranteed
PHONE 35

tXDIPHT'Q
WIuni

215

f

vartlria-

CAR ON TRACK THIS MORNING

Moccasins, Baskets,
Jewelry. Gems, Laces.
Trading Post,
Indian Building
Postofficc.
Opposite

PRICES

517 West Central Ave.

J.

RUGS

EVEHTS"

REGULAR

ex-

New Mexico Motor
Corporation.

Thanksgiving Turkeys,
Poultry and Eggs from
POULTRY
SOUTHWESTERN
COMPANY.
914-Phono
Service
Quality.

CURIOS

"CORREHT

Tour-

tra tire and all the extras. Save
money on this car.

The Journal Office

SUGARITE

1923

ing Car, with wire wheels,

desk, medium size,
with desk chair and two other
chairs, to rent for two months
Let us hear from you today
Phone or call at
A

ORDER YOUR
Dressed

MEDICATED AND SCLPIKH
BATHS
Graduate nurse and masseuse
n attendance
Shampooing and
scalp treatments a specialty
?all for appointment.
MRS. TERRY REAMER. Prop
MIS', i W. Central
linnt 085--

MAVAJ0

FOR SALE

-- At Once

McConnell

Music By
The Highest Crd Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

CO.

ALKE-COLLENDER

CHICAGO ,

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

FOGG, The Jewelei

CHOCOLATE CREAM COFFEE
(Ve

Bond's bride must be above reproach. How
difficult this was you will understand when you have
seen "THE FURNACE." For Folly Bond was beautiful,
and not in love with her
admired, unconventional,
husband. "THE FURNACE" is one of the most power
ful dramas of modern marriage ever shown on the screen.
And its settings, lavish costumes, and unusual situations
make it a picture out of thousands.
Anthony

Brunswick Records can be played on any phonograph

Armistice Dance

COLOMBO

Like Caesar's Wife

13019

Your piano in exchange for a
Brunswick Phonograph.
ALHI QI ERQCE MT'SIC CO.
Phono 778.
311 W. Central.

210

THURSDAY

Strickland

ACCEPT

Phone

PERSHING CAFE

Mah Llndy I,oii

llmrt Bow'd Down (from Bohemian Olrl)

Manufacturers Established 1843

34c
14c

We Deliver Your Order for 10c '
Orders Over $8.00 Delivered FREE
Twenty-si-

at the

art.

GMrk-Lop-

TALLED home on Account of
sickness In my family. Must
sell practically new Mitchell car
before Friday night. No reaoffer
Call
refused.
sonable
G14-ask for Mrs. Lyons.

with a good glass of

NEAR BEER
OJV DRAUGHT

;

This brilliant young singer, pupil of the famous
tenor, Jean de Reszke, is conceded by leading
critics to have one of the most beautiful baritones
on the operatic or concert stage today.

nut-me-

Machine-Separate-

4

'4

CANNA BULBS

Ml-W-

iJ

Three Days Starting Today
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

SCHOOL AUDITORIUM

HIGH

Tonight, 8:30 o'CIock

Meet
With Repreof American

five-roo-

"WHAT

v

This

Will

ifc

Stf

.........

S15 Marble Avenue

OPERATIC BARITONE

f

i

n,

Representatives of the American
City bureau will meet with the directors of the chamber of comCoal and Sontb Walter
merce this evening at 5 o'clock to
discuss a complete reorganization
B78
Phone
of the chamber. The special meetby Dr. M. K.
ing was called
The Highest Grade Macaroni
Wylder, vice president of the chamber, acting in the absence of PresEgg Noodles, Spaghetti and
ident G. K. Breecc. J. H. Black-mor- e
other Macaroni Products 3
will bo one of the representatives of the American City bureau
at the meeting.
Exactly what type of reorganization will be suggested was not announced last night, but It is understood that an effort will be made
n
to complete a more effective
.izatlon
through a general
change in many of the present conditions affecting the chamber.

Phone.

EDNA

1

CRESCENT GROCERY
ROBERT .TONES

WARD'S STORE
HOMER H. WARD

LET'S GO

1

WHY

City Bureau.

!1

Richard Bonelli

1

i

Shipment of Cranberries just in, lb. 25c.
We will be in the Crisco game next Thursday.

I

-

FUZED

The nicest Comb Honey of the season. Pure and
white comb, 38c.
Come in and sample our new cakes. Luxor Cream,
Fruit Fingers, Date Wafers, Milk and Honey,
etc.
Denver Jelly, Chocolate
Bon-Bo-

C-

November 8, 1921.

Cerrillos

Coal Insures

Economy and Satisfaction

NAHN COAL COMPANY
PHONE

91

the Market

SOLD ONLY THROUGH DEALERS
For sale by the following dealers:
Coal Supply and Lumber Co.
Gibson-FaLumber Co.
Montezuma Grocery Co.
P. O. Sorenson Co., Albuquerque, N. M.
The John Becker Co., Belen, N. M.
"
Manufactured and Distributed by
w

SUPERIOR WHITE LIME COMPANY

f

